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HIATT, ANN RENIGAR, Ph.D. Caraar and Earner Wives' 
Preferences for the Use of Time and Use of Strategies for 
Coping With Time Constraints. <1986) Directed by: 
Dr. Sarah Shoffner. 252 pp. 
Data from a mailed survey were used to compare prefer­
ences for the use of time between two groups of randomly 
selected, employed women, career <N * 85) and earner <N = 
150) wives. Factor analysis produced seven dimensions of 
wives' preferences for their time and six dimensions for 
husbands' time. 
Although *ost wives wanted to spend more t.ime in all 
activities except employment, ANOVA procedures indicated 
that more career wives wanted to spend more time in Social 
and Volunteer, Personal Maintenance and Leisure, and Away-
from-Home Household Production, but less time in Employment 
than did earner wives. No differences were found in career 
and earner wives' preferences for husbands' time uae; they 
wanted their husbands to spend more time in all activities. 
A MANCOVA procedure revealed that career wives were as 
satisfied with their own or husbands' time use as earner 
wives, which disputes previous suggestions that role over­
load is a problem for career-oriented wives. 
Another purpose was to investigate career and earner 
wives' frequency of use of strategies for coping with time 
constraints. All wives frequently reduced time in personal 
activities but infrequently communicated or negotiated with 
others; wives looked to themselves to resolve time 
constraints. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The increaalng participation of married women in the 
labor force over the laat few decadea haa been termed "the 
subtle revolution" (Smith, 1979), and haa been well docu­
mented CHayghe, 1976; Herman, 1979; Waldman, Groaaman, 
Hayghe, & Johnson, 1979). In I960, 12.3 million <30.520 
- married women were in the paid labor force compared to 26.9 
million <52.8%) in 1984 <U. S. Bureau of the Census, 1985). 
From I960 to 1984, the percent of employed, married women 
with children between ages six and 17 rose from 39% to 
65.4%, and employed, married women with children under age 
six, increased from 18.6% to 51.8% <U. S. Bureau of the 
Census, 1985). Economic necessity, changing tastes for 
higher levels of living, higher levels of education among 
women, increased job opportunities, smaller families, longer 
life expectancies, and the social and psychological rewards 
associated with employment are often cited as reasons for 
and, sometimes, results of the increased labor force parti­
cipation of these women <Bowen & Finnegan, 1969; Yogev, 
1982). 
Empirical studies have documented shifts in attitudes 
away from the traditional view that women's primary roles 
should be those of wife, mother, and housekeeper 
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(Bronfenbrenner, 1974; Burke & Weir, 1976; Ferber, 19S2; 
Order & Bradburn, 1969). In 1967, 60* of all adult, women 
generally or definitely agreed that, "a woman's place is in 
the home", whereas by 1977, the percentage of women agreeing 
with that statement had decreased to 26X (Reynolds, Crask, & 
Wells, 1977). In a recent study of the orientations of men 
and women toward employment, young women were closer to 
young men in the choice of "self-actualization" as an impor­
tant value than they were to the values of older women 
(Douvan, Veroff, & Kulka, 1979). Moreover, evidence from 
younger men and women has suggested labor force attachment 
of mothers are likely to become more like fathers', and that 
more married women will continuously work at full time jobs 
<Masnick & Bane, 1980). 
For moat married women, involvement in the labor force 
adds to the number of roles they perform, and, therefore, 
increases the demands on time, energy, and commitment needed 
to adequately perform these roles. Time use and division of 
labor studies have consistently indicated that wives are 
still the primary household workers, contributing more time 
and performing a wider array of tasks than husbands <Berk & 
Berk, 1978; Fox & Nichols, 1983; Hill, Hunt, & Kiker, 1979; 
Nichols & Metzen, 1978; 1982; Robinson, 1977; Sanik, 1979; 
1981; Vanek, 1980; Walker & Woods, 1976; Wheeler & Arvey, 
1981). Employed wives allocate approximately 36 hours a 
3 
week to household work as opposed to 52 hours weekly allo­
cated by their non-employed counterparts (Walker & Woods, 
1976). Regardless o£ wives' employment status, married men 
allocate approximately 11.5 hours weekly to household work 
but the majority of this time is spent in yard work, home 
repairs, shopping, travel on household errands, and to a 
limited degree, child care (Vanek, 1980). 
Researchers studying time use and the "inequities" in 
the division of household labor have investigated whether 
recent time-diary data would indicate that husbands are 
assuming more of the "burden" of housework. Comparisons of 
1965 and 1976 national time-dairy data did indicate an over­
all drop of 20% in the time women were allocating to house­
work and family care (Robinson, 1979). However, when ad­
justments were made for differences between the two samples 
in employment status, marital status, family composition, 
age, and socio-economic status, women in 1975 spent only 
about two and one-half leas per week doing housework than 
did women ten years earlier. The differences were not due 
to greater participation in housework by husbands because 
after demographic differences between the two samples were 
adjusted, men in 1975 were also spending less time doing 
housework (Robinson, 1979). Sanik's (1981) comparisons of 
1967 and 1977 time data collected in upstate New York indi­
cated that, overall, average time devoted to housework by 
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-the total family and by husbands remained unchanged over the 
ten-year period, although wives were spending less time in 
some categories of housework, such as in dishwashing and 
clothing care. Therefore, given these results, it is not 
surprising that Voyandoff and Kelly (1984) found that time 
shortage is an important problem for employed women, and 
that women are significantly more likely to report time 
shortages than are men. 
A number of social scientists have posited that fami­
lies are becoming more egalitarian, as more familial "power" 
is accrued by employed wives due to their increased earn­
ings, occupational prestige, and education relative to their 
husbands <Blood & Wolfe, I960; Pleck, 1977; Safilios-
Rothachild, 1970; Scanzoni, 1972; 1978; Young & Wilmott, 
1973). However, predictive studies that have analyzed time 
uae data have explained very little of the variance in hus­
bands' time allocations to housework by wives' educational 
levels, income, or occupational status (Bloch, 1973; Hunt & 
Kiker, 1978; Nichols & Hetzen, 1978). Nichols and Metzen 
<1978) found that wives' earnings explained only 3.QH of the 
variance in husbands' household production time. When the 
b-values were interpreted, the relationship was rather weak: 
. . . for every one dollar increase in the wife'a 
average hourly earnings, the husband increased his 
time inputs to housework by almost 18 hours per 
year; in other words, about 20 minutes per week. 
(Nichols & Hetzen, 1978; p. 95) 
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Part. o£ the reason that wives' increased power (as measured 
by occupational prestige) has had little effect on husbands' 
time allocations to housework may be the fact that women 
still earn much lower wages than men in the labor force. In 
1975, 41* of the wives in the labor force were fully and 
steadily employed but they provided only 39X of family in­
come <U. S. Department of Labor, 1975). Model (1981) suc­
cinctly summarized the problem: 
Buying her way to equal partnership is no easy 
task for a woman. A segregated labor market 
employs most women in lower-paying, poor status 
posts. <p. 235> 
Recently, an increasing body of literature has con­
cerned role strain and role overload experienced by employ­
ed, married women (Voydanoff, 1980). Psychologists have 
found that work satisfaction and liberal equalitarian sex 
role are important mediators of overload and strain (Kessler 
& HcCrae, 1982). In the sociological literature, much of 
this research has focused on documenting the rewards and 
strains experienced by women in "dual-career" families in 
which two spouses exhibit high commitment to occupations 
that are continuous and developmental in nature <Rapaport & 
Rapaport, 1976). Pendleton, Poloma, and Garland (1982) and 
Poloma and Garland (1978) indicated that dual-career mar­
riages are basically rewarding for both spouses, but there 
are also strains, particularly for wives who struggle to 
balance the demands of multiple roles. While some empirical 
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studies have found that dual-career couples rapidly change 
their perspectives on roles which influences greater sharing 
of household responsibilities (Pleck, 1977), studies of the 
division of household labor within dual-career families have 
indicated that husbands are allocating no more time or 
effort toward housework than are their more traditional 
counterparts (Perruci, Potter, & Rhoades, 197S; Weingarten, 
1978). Yogev (1981) reported that dual-career wives believe 
that their husbands possess egalitarian attitudes but do not 
exhibit egalitarian behaviors (i.e., greater participation 
in housework). Even in families where a wife's occupation 
has higher prestige than her husband's, both husbands and 
wives reported time shortage, but husbands were not respond­
ing to this time shortage in ways that affected the time 
shortage of wives, i.e., they did not increase their per­
formance of family duties (Voydanoff & Kelly, 1984). 
Even though there is increasing research on the divi­
sion of household labor and the problems and stresses of 
managing multiple roles of employed, married women, there 
are two major areas of concern that have received little 
attention. First, although methodologically sound time use 
data have documented the time allocations of large numbers 
of employed women (i.e., behavior), very few researchers 
have collected data concerning women's attitudes, percep­
tions, and satisfactions with the ways in which they use 
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their time. Very important questions remain unanswered. Do 
wives perceive that these time constraints are indeed bur­
densome? Are they satisfied with the ways in which they 
allocate their time and the ways their husbands use time? 
Are wives who are committed to high-status careers more 
satisfied with their time use than wives who exhibit less 
commitment to their jobs? 
Second, as wives undoubtedly vary in their satisfaction 
regarding time use, do these differences influence the ways 
they handle role requirements and overload? Do they active­
ly try to encourage increased participation in household 
tasks by husbands and other family members? Do they simply 
work harder or more efficiently under the pressure of time 
constraints or do they "tune out" the stress? In short, 
what coping strategies, if any, do employed women use to 
deal with perceived time constraints? What is the relation­
ship between level of satisfaction and use of coping behav­
iors? Also, are career-committed wives similar to other 
wives in their use of coping strategies? This study will 
seek answers to these questions and thus provide a better 
understanding of employed, married women's attitudes toward 
their use of time and use of strategies for coping with time 
constraints. 
a 
Puraoaea of the Study 
The purposes of this study were to: 
1. Investigate preferences for the use of time of 
employed, married women; 
2. compare preferences for the use of time between 
married women who are committed to careers in higher 
status occupations (career wives) and married women 
who are employed in lower status occupations (earner 
wives); 
3. compare preferences for the use of time between 
career and earner wives, controlling for sex role 
attitudes, locus of control, weekly employment 
hours, age, education, family income, family size, 
presence of a child under age six, and number of 
rooms in the family dwelling; 
4. investigate the strategies for coping with time con­
straints used by employed married women; 
5. compare the use of strategies for coping with time 
constraints between career and earner wives; 
6. compare the use of strategies for coping with time 
constraints between career and earner wives, con­
trolling for sex role attitudes, locus of control, 
weekly employment hours, age, education, family 
income, family size, presence of a child under age 
six, and number of rooms in the family dwelling; and 
7. compare preferences for the use of time and use of 
strategies for coping with time constraints between 
career and earner wives, controlling for sex role 
attitudes, locus of control, weekly employment 
hours, age, education, family income, family size, 
presence of a child under age six, and number of 
rooms in the family dwelling. 
Inherent in these purposes is the dichotomization of 
married, employed women into two groups: (a) career wives, 
committed to continuous employment in careers that are de­
velopmental in nature and whose occupations are in the top 
three categories of the occupational scale of the 
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Hollingshead <1958) Two Factor Index of Social Position; and 
(b) earner wives, employed in the labor market, who don't fit 
the previous criteria. 
Llmitationa of the Study 
Limitations were impoaed by uae of the aampling area, 
Guilford County, North Carolina, and by uae of the city 
directory for obtaining the population liat. The reaulta 
are only generalizable to the population of that aampling 
area. 
The data were collected uaing mailed queationnairea, 
which was deemed appropriate given time and monetary con-
atrainta. However, the reaulta pertain only to thoae women 
who were willing to provide written aelf-report data. 
Although existing scalea for the measurement of sex role 
attitudes and locus of control were used, and these acalea 
have been repeatedly tested for validity and reliability, 
scales for the measurement of wives' preferences for the uae 
of time and uae of atrategiea for coping with time con­
straints were developed by the researcher for use in the pre­
sent study. Items were included in the acalea baaed on the 
theoretical perspectives of other researchers and empirical 
reaulta. Factor analyaia procedurea were performed to deter­
mine their dimensionality. However, the items lack repeated, 
rigorous testing for the establishment of their validity and 
reliability. 
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Respondents' est.lmat.lons of their actual time alloca­
tions to employment and employment-related activities were 
included as covariatea in the data analyses. Robinson <1977) 
has demonstrated that recall estimates o£ time allocations 
lack the exactness of time-diary data. However, given the 
major purposes of the present study and resource constraints, 
the use o£ recall estimates was deemed adequate. 
11 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
An empirical inveat.igat.ion of employed wives' percep­
tions of the use of time and the use of strategies for 
coping with time constraints mandates a review of the liter­
ature of several disciplines. First, the differing theoret­
ical views of family sociologists and economists regarding 
the household division of labor will validate the need for 
further work on wives' subjective evaluations of their time 
allocations and will demonstrate the importance of a re­
search model that employs a variety of economic, sociolog­
ical, and demographic variables. 
Second, a review of the research by home economists and 
family sociologists on wives' attitudes toward household 
production and their home roles will emphasize the impor­
tance of further analysis of wives' preferences for the use 
of time, per se. Family sociologists have focused on dif­
ferentiating roles and assessing the amount of responsibil­
ity for household task performance between husbands and 
wives. Studies empirically measuring employed wives' atti­
tudes toward and satisfaction with multiple roles are of 
primary interest and particularly relevant to the present 
study. Researchers from family economics and management 
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have been primarily concerned with wives' time allocations 
and wives' satisfactions with household work and individual 
household tasks. Indepth analyses of employed wives' satis­
faction with their time use are virtually nonexistent. 
Third, organizational psychologists and family sociolo­
gists have repeatedly established the relationship between 
role conflict and time pressures. However, the majority of 
empirical studies have investigated the pressures that arise 
from competing roles rather than employed wives' perceptions 
of time constraints and pressures. 
Fourth, over the last decade, there has been a great 
deal of interest among social scientists in documenting the 
problems faced by wivea who have chosen to simultaneously 
pursue careers and maintain families. These wives have been 
considered prime candidates for increased levels of role 
strain and role conflict. Results of these studies have 
demonstrated the importance of time constraints in the lives 
of many wives who are committed to pursuing careers. 
Organizational, sociological, and family economics' 
studies of strategies used by employed wives to cope with 
multiple roles and time pressures will be reviewed in the 
last section. Although each of these disciplines has relied 
upon unique research traditions, many of the strategies that 
have been identified are similar across disciplines. 
13 
Theoretical Perspectives 
on the Division of Household Labor 
Scientists from various disciplines have developed and 
tested theoretical models to provide plausible explanationa 
of families' division of household labor. Family sociolo­
gists have propoaed theories centering on the importance of 
personal resources, time available, and salience of tradi-
ditional attitudes toward appropriate sex role behavior. 
Economists and family economists have focused on the econom­
ic model, often referred to as "the economic efficiency" 
hypothesis, which emphasizes the Importance of the relative 
productivity of spouses' time in household labor. 
Sociological Perspective 
Family sociologists have proposed three major hypo­
theses for explaining the division of labor within families. 
These include: (a) resource theory, (b) the time available 
hypothesis, and (c) the socialization or social structural 
hypothesis. 
Resource Theory. Resource theory aa conceptualized 
by Blood and Wolfe <1960) posited that the relative re­
sources brought to a marital relationship by spouses (i.e., 
occupational prestige, income, and education), determine the 
distribution of "power" in the family. Families become 
more "symmetrical" (Young & Wilmott, 1973), that is, share a 
greater proportion of family roles including household 
tasks, as wives increase their labor force participation and 
14 
accrue higher levels of income, education, and occupational 
status relative to their husbands. Many studies have sup­
ported the validity of the hypothesis (Emerson, 1962; Heer, 
1963; Hoffman, 1963; Pleck, 1977; Safilios-Rothschild, 1970; 
Scanzoni, 1972, 1978). Other studies (Condran & Bode, 1982; 
Model, 1981) have provided only limited support or none at 
all (Farkas, 1976; Perruci, Potter & Rhoades, 1978; 
Weingarten, 1978). 
The Time Available Hypothesis. Blood and Wolfe 
(I960) also proposed a time available hypothesis that po­
sited an employed wife should receive more assistance from 
her husband with household tasks because she has less time 
for them. Studies firmly grounded in the sociological tra­
dition that have examined the relationship between wives' 
employment status and household task involvement of husbands 
have both supported the hypothesis (fiahr, 1974) and refuted 
it (Bryaon, Bryaon, Licht & Licht, 1976; Stafford, Backman, 
& Diblona, 1977). However, there has been little methodolo­
gical consistency in the measurement of the dependent varia­
ble, husbands' and wives' contributions to household labor. 
The Sociallzation Hypothesis. The socialization or 
social structural hypothesis was baaed on the assumption 
that sex roles are culturally prescribed, are learned prior 
to marriage, and are not the result of bargaining within the 
family. Therefore, the division of household labor is condi­
tioned by the social roles ascribed to each spouse and the 
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extent to which these roles are internalized CHeer, 1962; 
Turk & Bell, 1972, Berk & Shih, 1978). Studies that have 
included attitudinal measures of sex role ideology have 
generally provided only modest support for the hypothesis 
(Berheide, Berk, & Berk, 1976; Berk Si Berk, 1978; Farkas, 
1976; Perrucci, et al., 1978). However, based on the find­
ings of their study of the division of labor in five house­
hold tasks (i.e., preparing meals, paying bills, performing 
home repairs, child discipline, and taking a child to the 
doctor) among 317 currently married couples, Condran and 
Bode <1982) concluded that socialization strongly influenced 
husbands' and wives' behavior and that moat of the families 
in their 1980 sample were still operating under traditional 
sex role norms. 
In general, sociological studies that have examined the 
division of household labor within families have varied in 
perspective as to the antecedents of that behavior and also 
have presented mixed results. There has been considerable 
variation in the operationalization of the dependent varia­
bles, some have concentrated mainly on power and decision 
making, while others have examined reports of behavior or 
attitudes toward the division sion of labor. 
Economic Perspective 
Becker's <1965, 1973, 1974) economic efficiency model 
of household production posited that household commodities 
(not market goods) were the immediate source of utility 
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(well-being) for families. This theory suggested that the 
household attempts to achieve the highest level of well-
being possible, based on the relative productivity of 
spouses, subject to practical contraints on their ability to 
do so (time and income constraints). If tho wage of one 
spouse exceeds the wage of the other, and the spouse with 
the lower wage is at least as efficient as the other in the 
production of household commodities, the low-wage spouse 
(typically the wife) will allocate more time to household 
production and less time to the labor force. 
Accurate time use data and data on relative wage rates 
of family members are required for valid testing of the 
theory. Although some empirical studies have supported the 
theory (Gramm, 1974; Godwin, 1980; Gronau, 1974, 1977; 
Nichols & Hetzen, 1978), time-budget studies have found that 
when spouses are employed full time, even at relatively 
equal wages, women still carry more of the household produc­
tion responsibility than do men (Berk & Berk, 1978; Nichols 
& Metzen, 1978; Sanik, 1979). 
Predictive analyses using time-budget data have gener­
ally found that wives' educational level, occupational sta­
tus, and income explain little o± the variance in huabanda' 
time allocations to housework (Bloch, 1973; Gronau, 1976; 
Hill, Hunt, S. Kiker, 1979; Nichols S. Metzen, 1978). 
However, using data from the 1974 Panel of Income Dynamics 
collected yearly by the Survey Research Center at the 
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University of Michigan, Nichols and Metzen (i'37S) explained 
25.5* of wives' time allocations to household work. Wives' 
annual labor force hours (which explained 21.4* of the totai 
variance), wives' average hourly earnings, age of the young­
est child, family money income, and wives' educational level 
were negatively related, but family size, husbands' annual 
labor force hours, and husbands' average hourly earnings 
were positively related to wives' time allocations to house­
hold work. Other empirical studies have generally found 
that variables other than wives' labor force hours explain 
little of the variance in wives' time allocations to house­
hold work (Hafstrom & Schram, 19S3). 
Recently, a number of limitations in Becker's economic 
efficiency model have been noted (Berk, 19SG): <a> "Psychic 
rewards" gained from household production efforts are noTi 
recognized; (b> the theory assumes that the family engages 
in altruistic decision-making as a unit, that is. they maxi­
mize family utility, not the utility of a single individual; 
and, (c) researchers have experienced difficulty in opera-
tionalizina many of the critical variables in the household 
production function (e.g., they just use "reservation wage" 
as an estimation of the price of time of household members 
who are not employed). 
In summary, sociologists have provided valuable theo­
retical frameworks for the study of the division of House­
hold labor. The mixed findings of studies employing these 
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frameworks are probably due, in part., to the imprecise 
measurement of husbands' and wives' actual contributions to 
household labor. Becker's economic efficiency theory has 
been repeatedly tested using -time-budget, data. These stud­
ies have provided valuable insights into family members' 
household production time but have also indicated that much 
work remains to be done in identifying and measuring factors 
that affect families' time use. Sex role attitudes, norms, 
and other social variables not included in traditional eco­
nomic thought may play an important role in explaining the 
division of household labor within families (Berk, 197S; 
Vanek, 19S0). The success of future studies in better ex­
plaining the division of household labor may depend upon the 
adoption of a multi-disciplinary framework as well as the 
implementation of improved data collection devices. 
Recently, the literature concerning wives' attitudes to­
ward their household labor inputs has been steadily growing. 
Again, family sociologists and family economists and manage­
ment researchers have differed in their perspectives and 
measurement techniques. While family sociologists have fo­
cused on wives' satisfaction with the homemaker role, family 
economists and family management professionals have directed 
their attention on wives' satisfaction with the content of 
household work and the characteristics of household tasks. 
The various approaches and relevant results are presented in 
the following section. 
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Satisfaction with Household Work 
Research concerning wives' attitudes toward and 
satisfaction with household work can be separated into four 
categories: (a) satisfaction with the homemaker role, (b) 
satisfaction with the division of household labor, <c) sat­
isfaction with the characteristics of household tasks, and 
(d) satisfaction with time allocations to household work. 
Each of these will be discussed in the following sections. 
Satisfaction with the Homemaker Role 
Wives' satisfaction with roles has received a great 
deal of empirical attention probably due to two reasons. 
First, during the 1960's, the quality of life became an 
important area of concern of many social scientists. Re­
searchers measuring the quality of life found that indivi­
duals' satisfaction with various aspects of their lives 
(e.g., standard of living, job satisfaction, leisure time, 
housing, health, and family life) were related to overall 
happiness or satisfaction with life (Andrews & Withey, 1976; 
Campbell, Converse, fi> Rodgers, 1976). The rise in the num­
ber of married women in the paid labor force, and the publi­
cation of national time use data documenting that employed 
wives typically spend more time working (i.e., performing 
employment and family work) and less time engaging in leis­
ure activities than wives who were not employed (Campbell, 
et al., 1976; Robinson, 1977; Vanek, 1974; Walker & Woods. 
1976) spurred empirical analyses of the relationships 
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between wives' performance of multiple roles, satisfaction 
with those roles, and overall satisfaction with life 
(Wright, 1978). Second, the women's liberation movement 
raised many issues pertaining to sex biases. Since the role 
of "housewife" had traditionally been ascribed to women, the 
"nature of housework" was of increasing concern to those 
wishing to correct biased attitudes (Ferree, 1980). 
Empirical studies Investigating differences between 
employed and non-employed wives in satisfaction with employ­
ment versus homemaking roles have provided mixed results. 
While some found that employed wives were more satisfied 
with their lives (Ferree, 1976; Hall & Gordon, 1973; Nye, 
1963), others found no significant differences in general 
satisfaction between employed wives and non-employed house­
wives (Campbell et al., 1976; Wright, 1978). Nye (1963) 
found no significant differences between employed wives and 
non-employed wives in four areas of life (income, housing, 
recreation, and children), but women who were employed full 
time found more satisfaction in their work than non-employed 
wives found in housework. Ferree (1976) concluded that em­
ployed wives accrued certain "psychic" benefits (in addition 
to the obvious monetary benefits) over housewives which in­
cluded higher levels of competence, self-esteem, and greater 
opportunities for independence and self-determination. 
Wright (1978) compared the results of six large national 
surveys conducted by the University of Michigan and the 
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National Opinion Research Center between 1971 and 1976 and 
concluded that the data did not confirm Ferree'a <1976) 
findings that women with outside employment were happier or 
more satisfied than housewives. 
Recently, Ferree <1984) argued that caution muct b-a 
exercised in relying upon results of studies using "global" 
measures of satisfaction or overall happiness because satis­
faction is often reported after an individual has come to 
terms with circumstances that may be less than ideal. Gen­
erations of wives have enjoyed positive sanctions accrued 
from their attendance to family and home roles, but employ­
ment has been associated with role conflict and costs versus 
benefits to families: 
Normatively, housewives are supposed to be happier than 
women who have to juggle the demands of "two roles"; 
it would not be surprising if they attempted to conform 
to this norm in their reported happiness. (Ferree, 
1934; p. 1059) 
Satisfaction with the Division of Household Labor 
Pleck <1981) concluded that, based on existing survey 
data, a majority of wives, regardless of employment status, 
prefer to have primary responsibility for performing house­
hold tasks. Slocuin and Nye (1976) investigated attitudes 
toward the housekeeper role among 210 couples and found that 
employed wives tended to think that husbands should be more 
involved with housework. However, 56.7« of all employed 
wives stated that wives should perform more of the housework 
activities than husbands, and 40% stated that the wife only 
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should be responsible for the housekeeping role. Only 2.2% 
believed that, both husbands and wives should perform -the 
housekeeping activities equally. 
Contrary to the general expectation that the attitudes 
of younger wives would be more supportive of sharing the 
housework role, Albrecht, Bahr, and Chadwick <1979) found 
that there were no differences between age groups in their 
preferences for the division of labor in child-care, kin­
ship, and housekeeping roles. When asked, "Who should do 
the housekeeping?", 74» of wives under 30 years of age, 76« 
of wives 30-44 years of age, 78* of wives 45-54 years of 
age, and 69% of wives 65 years or age and older stated that 
the wife should do more than the husband. Furthermore, 13% 
17X, 14X, and 19« of the wives in those respective age cate­
gories stated that the wife should be entirely responsible 
for the housekeeping. Although attitudes toward the house­
keeper role remained traditional, there was a statistically 
significant difference between wives in the younger age 
group and older wives in the attitude that wives should 
share a greater proportion of the "provider" role. It would 
seem that although wives' attitudes toward participating in 
the labor force are becoming more liberal, this is not ac­
companied by a change of attitudes concerning responsibility 
for household work. 
In speculating on the reasons for the continued role 
segregation in the performance of household work. Berk 
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(1976) commented that, many women have accepted household 
work inequalities aa normative and prescriptive for them­
selves. Their attitudes may be Influenced by the perception 
that their efforts are "labors of love", by the fear of dis­
approval, or by the fact that they perceive they have few 
alternativea: 
For many, their homemaker role dominates even if they 
are employed. More than men, their aspirations, self-
imagea and esteem may be linked to the smooth function­
ing of a "happy" houaehold. In ahort, should the home 
environment begin to deteriorate aa a reault of their 
preaaing for more involvement in housework from hus­
bands, the wife may experience the rancor more 
intensely. (Berk, 1976; p. 352) 
The research on wives' satisfaction with roles In gen­
eral indicates that the broader roles of wife, mother, and 
homemaker are aatiafying to many women, regardless of em­
ployment status. As Degler (1980) has indicated, as long as 
wives continue to find their greatest satisfaction from 
family roles, they will not press for changes in household 
labor arrangements. 
Satisfaction with the Characteristics of Houaehold Tasks 
During the 1960's and 1970's while many researchers 
were investigating women's roles in general, a few but im­
portant studies of wives' satisfaction with houaehold tasks 
were undertaken by family resource management profeasionala. 
It is interesting to note that this research closely paral­
lels the business reaearch on 30b aatlafaction within the 
buainess organization. Hackman and Oldham <1976, 1980) 
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found that job satisfaction ia enhanced and workera react 
positively to their jobs when the work itself provides three 
"critical psychological states" for the workers: <a) exper­
ienced meaningfuineaa of the work, <b) experienced responsi­
bility for outcomes of the work, and <c) knowledge of the 
results of work activities. These three psychological 
states are created by the presence of five "core" job dimen­
sions that include: (a) skill variety in the work, <b) per­
sonal identification with a complete and whole piece of 
work, (c) task significance (degree to which a 30b has a 
substantial impact on the lives or work of others), (d) au­
tonomy, and (e) feedback about job performance. Instruments 
have been developed for the measurement of job satisfaction 
(Hackman & Lawler, 1975; Sims, Szilagyi, & Keller, 1976; 
Sm.ith, Kendall, & Hulin, 1969) and these have repeatedly 
been subjected to tests of validity and reliability (e.g.. 
Brief & Aldag, 1973; Dunham, 1976; Dunham, Smith, & 
Blackburn, 1977; Ferratt, Dunham, & Pierce, 1981; Green, 
Armenakis, Marbert, S, Bedian, 1979; Griffin, 1981; 
Golembiewski & Yeager, 1978; Lee & Klein, 1982; Pierce & 
Dunham, 1978; Yeager, 1981). 
It would seem that household work would provide a sig­
nificant source of satisfaction if it were examined employ­
ing a framework similar to Hackman and Olham's (1976) 
"critical psychological states" and "core" job dimensions. 
A major reason that empirical analyses along these lines 
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have been lacking nay be that, as a whole, houaework includes 
tasks which are both complex and simple, aone which require 
high levels o£ cognitive skills (e.g., attention, judgement, 
and planning), and others which are leas demanding in time, 
effort, and procedural matters (Steidl, 1975a). Studies 
concerning individual tasks within the whole of household 
work could become quite lengthy and unwieldy if each task 
were examined separately. 
Two studies (Maloch, 1963; Ronald, Singer, & Firebaugh, 
1971) were undertaken by home economists who proceeded on 
the assumption that satisfaction or dissatisfaction with 
household work was not endemic but was characteristic of 
certain identifiable features of each task. Subjects were 
asked to identify the most and least-liked tasks and indi­
cate reasons why tasks were were either liked or disliked. 
Subjective responses were categorized aa either situational 
factors (characteristics of the work setting and equipment, 
appreciation of the results by family members, short-term 
results from the work itself, and social isolation while 
completing tasks), and/or "intrinsic factors" (time spent, 
pride in results„ setting of own pace, monotony, creativity, 
and mental effort required). The work was largely descrip­
tive and the fact that it has not been refined and given 
further empricial attention represents a very real defi­
ciency in the literature on wives' satisfaction with the 
content of household work. 
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Steidl (1975b) Investigated wives' satisfaction with 
household tasks but did not succeed in proving her hypothe­
sis that wives like high-cognitive tasks and dislike low-
cognitive ones. Both employed and non-employed wives re­
ported reasons for liking and disliking high-cognitive and 
low-cognitive tasks. High-cognitive tasks were liked be­
cause pleasure was derived fron the results, they were in­
teresting, varied, creative, and the process of completing 
the tasks was enjoyed. Low-cognitive tasks were liked be­
cause pleasure was derived from the results. Dislike of 
low-cognitive tasks was associated with the inability to 
finish a task once it was begun, short-term results, mono­
tony, and lack of creativity inherent in the task. Reasons 
for disliking high-cognitive tasks pertained to the time 
factor (i.e., they were time consuming, inability to set 
one's own pace, and feelings of being rushed). This last 
point is especially relevant for this study and will be 
given further attention in a later section. 
One study by Arvey and Gross (1977) attempted to inte­
grate wives' attitudes toward the homemaker role and atti­
tudes toward the components of that role. Satisfaction with 
household tasks was measured by thirteen items from the" 
Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire that were judged to be 
applicable to the homemaker role and included such concepts 
as feelings of accomplishment, the chance to use their own 
methods, the chance to do different things, and being able 
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to keep busy all o£ the time. There were no significant 
differences between homemakera and 30b holders in satisfac­
tion with the homenaker role on age, education, income var­
iables, number of children at home, or sex role orientation. 
Descriptive results indicated that 74.5% of the homemakera 
and 73% of the job holders were satisfied or very satisfied 
with the homemaker role. 
Clearly, additional empirical research is needed to 
provide a better understanding of the dimensions of satis­
faction with household work and the factors that contribute 
to wives' satisfaction or dissatisfaction. It may be con­
cluded from the few studies that have been completed that 
although some tasks within the whole of household work may 
be boring, tedious, fatiguing, and disliked (Oakley, 1974a) 
wives view the performance of them as necessary and derive 
some satisfaction from the results, appreciation from family 
members, and from the knowledge that they are contributing 
to overall family welfare. 
Satisfaction with Time Allocations to Household Work 
Knowledge of how people use time has been deemed a pow­
erful indicator of the quality of societal life (Robinson, 
1977). Over the years, sociologists (fievans, 1913; 
Lundberg, Komorovsky, & Mclnerny, 1934; Reiss, 19S9; Sorokin 
& Berger, 1939) have added valuable insights into ways an 
which Americans use time and have laid the methodological 
"groundwork" for the more recent "time-budget" studies that 
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have used time-diaries or time-logs to collect data from 
large national samples <Robinson & Converse, 1965, 1972; 
Walker & Woods, 1976) and from multi-national samples 
(Szalai, Converse, Feldheim, Scheuch, & Stone, 1972). Their 
importance has been succinctly stated: 
. . . one can visualize these 24 hours as available 
input to all members of a population, with the out­
put, in the form of choice of activities, representing 
a combination of preferences and contraints within the 
population. This output, particularly for the less 
constrained uses of time, comprises rather solid be­
havioral evidence of the preferences and values of 
individuals. (Robinson, 1977; p. 6) 
Although time-budget studies have provided valuable 
aggregate information about time allocations to various 
activities across different groups and acroaa time perioda, 
only a few of these elaborate studies have attempted to 
provide insight into the psychological meanings of activi­
ties to their participants or any information concerning 
satisfactions with the amount of time allocated to various 
activities. Robinson <1977) has observed this deficiency: 
Analyses of time uae are alwaya haunted by the apectre 
of Parkinaon'a (1957) famoua law, namely activities ex­
pand to fill the time available for their completion. 
Two individuals (or the same individual at two time 
points) are classified as "working", "preparing meals", 
or "watching television" when one is doing so to kill 
time and the other to transcend the level of his envi­
ronment; or when one ia actively enjoying the activity 
and the other performing it perfunctorily. (p. S) 
Robinson has pioneered several attempts to provide aome 
inaight into the meanings attached to everyday activities 
(e.g., the amount of satisfaction gained by participation in 
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various act.ivit.ies, and feelings individuals have about, the 
"high-point.a" and "low-points" of their day, not. satisfac­
tion with time allocations, per se). Sections eliciting 
subjective information were included in the 1965-1966 na­
tional time study conducted by the Survey Research Center at 
-the University of Michigan, and in two smaller studies, one 
in Jackson, Michigan, and the other, the Interim Survey of 
the Survey Research Center (Robinson, 1977; Robinson & 
Converse, 1972>. 
The 1965-1966 data yielded information on differences 
in men's and women's satisfaction with household work acti­
vities. Women indicated that they were moderately satisfied 
with cooking food and shopping but men were less satisfied 
with these activities. However, men and women were moder­
ately satisfied performing "housework", a term that was 
defined by the respondents. 
For the 1975 data, obligatory activities were separated 
from free-time activities and respondents were asked to 
state whether each activity within the two categories was 
something he or she "wanted to do". Unfortunately, results 
were not presented separately for men and women and for em­
ployed versus non-employed women so that little of the data 
pertains to this study. 
In summary, although the literature on wives" satisfac­
tion with the homemaker role has received a great deal more 
empirical attention than either wives' satisfaction with the 
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tasks that are included in "household work" or satisfaction 
with time use, conclusive evidence that employed women are 
more or less satisfied with that role than their non-employ-
ed counterparts has not been presented. Attitudes toward 
the division of household labor have remained fairly 
"traditional", with wives indicating that household tasks 
are clearly their responsibility and they prefer for them to 
be. It has been speculated that wives' expressions of rela­
tively high levels of satisfaction with their homemaker 
roles may be attributed to their perceptions that they have 
no other choices regarding the performance of household work 
(Berk. 1976) and have therefore "internalized" the housework 
role (Ferree, 1980). 
The limited research into satisfaction with the content 
of household work (i.e., the different tasks that comprise 
the whole of "housework") has revealed that although some 
tasks are disliked, pleasure is generally derived from the 
results and from overall contributions to the functioning of 
the family. Therefore, it follows that if working wives are 
not unduly dissatisfied with household work and indeed find 
some pleasure in performing household tasks, perceived time 
constraints may be a primary source of dissatisfaction. 
Unfortunately, few empirical studies have contributed 
toward a better understanding of wives' satisfactions or 
dissatisfaction with their time allocations. This repre­
sents a serious deficiency in the literature in light of the 
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evidence that, a fairly common complaint about time in daily 
life in the United States is the "pressure" of time 
(Robinson, 1976; Robinson, Yerby, Fieweger, & Somerick, 
1977>, and an often mentioned reason for "dislike" of cer­
tain household tasks included time factors (i.e., they were 
time consuming, feelings of being rushed, and the inability 
to finish a task once it was begun) (Steidl, 1975b). 
Recently, there have been several empirical studies of 
role conflict and role strain among married, employed women. 
These studies have often included time pressures as one com­
ponent of role conflict. The relationships between role 
conflict, role strain, time constraints, and time pressures 
will be discussed and relevant research findings reviewed in 
the following section. 
Role Conflict. Role Strain, and Time Constraints 
In response to the advent of married women into the 
paid labor force, many researchers have empirically documen­
ted the conflicts and strains associated with the acquisi­
tion and performance of multiple roles. Academicians in two 
separate disciplines--organizational psychology and family 
sociology—have defined and measured role strain and role 
conflict. Although there are similarities in the defini­
tions of these constructs between the two disciplines, the 
underlying research motivations have differed. 
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Among organizational psychologists, "role" has been 
defined as: 
. . . a set. of expectations applied to the incumbent 
of a particular position by the incumbent and by role 
senders within and beyond the organization's bounda­
ries. (Sell, Brief, & Schuler, 1981; p. 43) 
Scholars grounded in the family aociological research tradi­
tion have generally accepted a "structural" definition o±~ 
roles which acknowledges cultural influences: 
A role represents the dynamic aspect of a status. 
The individual is socially assigned to a status and 
occupies it with relation to other statuses. When 
he puts the rights and duties which constitute the 
status into effect, he is performing a role. 
(Linton, 1936; p. 114) 
Theorists from both disciplines have adopted "role 
strain" as a term that refers to pressures that can result 
from the competing demanda of expectations and duties within 
a single role (intra-role conflicts) or from competing but 
fluctuating roles (inter-role conflict) (Goode, I960; Kahn, 
Wolfe, Quinn, Snoek, S. Rosenthal, 1964; Nye, 1976). 
Komorovsky (1973) and Merton * 2-^66) have indicated that 
there is a range of freedom of role performance within a 
single role that allows people to fill that role without 
experiencing role strain. However, role strain can also 
result from inter-role conflict when norms or behavior 
patterns of one role are inconsistent with those of a second 
role (Gross, Ward. & McEachern, 1958). 
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Researchers from both disciplines have demonst.rat.ed the 
relationships between time pressures and role conflict among 
the incumbents of single and multiple roles. However, in 
the business literature, role overload has been accepted as 
one dimension of role conflict, whereas family sociologists 
have focused on time constraints in the performance of the 
activities associated with multiple roles. Relevant re­
search and the differences in the various approaches to the 
study of role strain are reported in the following sections. 
The Organizational Perspective 
There has been a growing body of literature over the 
laat two decades relating role theory to employee atreaa and 
strain within the organization. Kahn et al. <1964) posited 
that "role ambiguity" and "role conflict" are two separate 
concepts but that each are important in measuring role 
strain. Role ambiguity was defined as the degree to which 
clear information is lacking regarding: (a) expectations 
associated with a role, <b) methods for fulfilling known 
role expectations, and (c) the consequences of role perfor­
mance. "Role conflict" was defined as the incongruity be­
tween the expectations associated with a role which includ­
ed: (a) intra-role conflict or Incompatible expectations 
within one role; <b) inter-role conflict or role pressures 
arising from different roles; and <c> role overload or pres­
sures arising from expectations that the role incumbent 
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engage in several role behaviors, all of which may be mutu­
ally compatible in the abstract, but within too short a time 
period they are incompatible (Kahn et al., 1964). 
Two notable and widely used instruments have been de­
veloped for the empirical measurement of role strain (Kahn 
et al., 1964; Rizzo, House, & Lirtzman, 1970). Consider­
able attention has been devoted to validating the underlying 
dimensions of these instruments (Breaugh, 19SO; MacKinnon, 
1978; Tracy & Johnson, 1981). Empirical studies have inves­
tigated the relationship between role conflict and 30b 
satisfaction (Abdel-Halim, 1981; Bedian & Armenakia, 1981; 
Keller, 1975), and 30b stress (Miles, 1976; Sales, 1970; 
Seers, McGee, Serey, & Green, 1983). 
Empirical research investigating the sources of stress 
within business organizations have demonstrated the impor­
tance of workload and time. In a multi-national study of 
33 different sub-populations, Hofatede, Kraut, and Simonetta 
(1976) found that the variables that exhibited the highest 
consistent correlations with higher levels of stress at work 
(measured by responses to a single item, "How often do you 
feel nervous or tense at work?") were associated with more 
work expected, additional time spent on the job, and less 
satisfaction with time for personal or family life. Kraut 
and Ronen (1975) performed multiple regression analyses on 
data collected from five countries and two occupations to 
identify factors that contributed to work tension (measured 
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by one general question) , and found that, the work facet that 
predicted the largest share of work tension variance was 
satisfaction with personal time. That is, individuals who 
were less satisfied with personal time expressed higher 
levels of work tension. 
Few organizational studies have focused specifically on 
either role strain or stress among employed, married women. 
Nevill and Danico <1975) investigated the relationship be­
tween marriage as a stressful role and dysfunctional behav­
ior on the 30b. Herman and Gyllstrom <1977) studied 500 
employees of a major midwestern university to determine if 
men and women holding multiple roles perceived different 
levels of inter- and intra-role conflict. Married women 
with at least one child present in the home and who were 
employed full time reported no more inter-role conflict than 
did men in the sample who held a comparable number of roles. 
Neither the number of roles nor the employee's sex were re­
lated to intra-work conflict as measured by the Job Tension 
Index (Kahn et al., 1964). However, the separation of em­
ployees into three groups which included faculty, academic 
professionals, and non-academics, revealed that although 
female faculty indicated the highest levels of 30b satis­
faction, they also expressed higher levels of job-related 
tension than did male faculty. Quality of superviaon and 
promotional opportunities were identified as sources of job-
related tension. Baaed on the results, the researchers 
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concluded that, an employer could not. justify hiring a male 
over an equally competent female on the grounds that women 
will experience greater inter-role conflict. 
Hall and Gordon <1973) found that there waa no support 
for the hypothesis that married, employed women experience 
greater inter-role conflict than women who are not employed 
or employed part-time. Validated instruments were not used 
to measure conflict and pressure; rather, conflicts were 
expressed by the subjects and coded according to the source 
of conflict: <a) home, <b) non-home, (c) self, and <d) time 
(time did not involve any particular role but was mentioned 
frequently). Correlation coefficients indicated that the 
presence of conflict related negatively to overall happiness 
and life satisfaction for full-time housewives and full-time 
employed women only, not part-time employed women. Women 
employed full time expressed the highest level of overall 
satisfaction (as measured by one global question), but 
experienced the greatest time pressures and indicated that 
home roles were a source of some conflict. However, house­
wives also indicated that home roles and self-induced pres­
sures were the sources of conflict. 
Two major limitations of the Hall and Gordon <1973) 
study deserve attention. First, data were collected from 
two non-random samples. The first included 109 women who 
attended a university seminar on roles and was under-repre-
sentative of full-time employed women. The fact that 
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subjects attended the seminar may have meant that they were 
somewhat unhappy with their home roles. Second, an addi­
tional sample of 299 subjects was drawn from lists o£ 
college graduates o£ -the university and included a greater 
proportion of women employed £ull time. However, their edu­
cational attainment may have produced higher levels o£ over­
all satisfaction. 
Additional studies utilizing larger, more representa­
tive samples are needed to gain a better understanding o£ 
inter-role conflict among female employees and subsequent 
role strain. Many of the empirical studies of role conflict 
within organizations have either pertained solely to men, or 
to women who are relegated to sex-stereotyped positions 
(e.g., secretaries) (Johnson & Graen, 1973). 
The Sociological Perspective 
The widespread expansion of women's roles to include 
occupational ones has spurred a great deal of interest among 
family sociologists to document the relationships between 
work involvement and familial interaction (Aldous, 1969; 
McDonald, 1977; Nye, 1974, 1976; Pleck, 1977; Rodman, 1972; 
Raven, Centers, & Rodrigues, 1975; Safilios-Rothschild, 
1970; Scanzoni, 1972, 1975). Researchers have generally 
assumed that time and energy are limited resources <Marks, 
1977), and that the assumption and performance of multiple 
roles naturally leads to role conflict <i.e., difficulty 
in meeting given role demands) (Goode, 1960). Research 
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invest.igat.ing the relationships between multiple roles, 
role conflict, and role strain are particularly relevant to 
this study. In his indepth analysis of roles within the 
family, Nye (1976) identified eight major family roles 
(socialization, child care, provider, housekeeper, therapeu­
tic, sexual, kinship, and recreational), and defined "role 
strain" as the extent to which subjects in his study worried 
about their performance of each role. Sources of "role 
conflict" were identified as: (a) conflicting expectations 
among two or more people concerning the behavior appropriate 
for a single role, <b) lack of role enactment, <c) disagree­
ments on role sharing, and <d) conflicts over role compe­
tence . 
It has generally been accepted that individuals tend to 
prioritize roles (Goode, I960; Nye, 1976). The roles given 
highest priox'it.y are those carrying the greatest social re­
wards and those which directly or indirectly affect the per­
formance of other roles (Goode, I960). Nye <1976) found 
that strong negative sanctions result from non-compliance 
with norms associated with child-socialization, child care, 
provider, and housekeeper roles. Therefore, based on the 
assumption that time and energy are limited, an employed, 
married woman would be pressed to place primary importance 
on child-socialization, child care, housekeeper, and occu­
pational roles, and to relegate therapeutic, sexual, kin­
ship, and recreational roles to a lower status. 
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It. has been well documented that women who allocate 
time and energy to employment and family rolea are caught in 
two mutually exclusive aeta of priorities <Bailyn, 1974; 
llintz & Patterson, 1969; Navin. 1972). Pleck <1977) has 
argued that traditional American cultural norma influence 
the performance of multiple rolea, and therefore, role 
priorities have been different for women than for men. For 
women, the demanda of the family role are permitted to in­
trude upon the work role more than the work role intrudes 
anto the family role. For men, however, work roles take 
precedence the family rolea. 
Descriptive data from the 1971 national study on the 
quality of life in America <Campbell et al., 1976) verified 
that individuals with more roles, and especially women with 
multiple rolea, expressed higher levels of feeling rushed. 
Married, employed women with three or more children (at 
least one preschool age) exhibited the highest mean <5.8 on 
a 7-point scale with 7 corresponding to "always feeling 
rushed") on this indicator of all groups. By comparison, 
the mean for men with similar roles was 4.2, and the mean 
for women who were not employed but who exhibited the same 
family characteriatica waa 4.8. The lowest mean of all 
groups was 3.0 for non-employed, unmarried women with no 
children. 
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In their study of determinants of work-related family 
problems among 468 working parents, Voyoanoff and Kelly 
(1984) found that gender had the higheat zero-order correla­
tion with time shortage. Women were significantly more 
likely to report time shortage as a problem than men. Life-
cycle characteristics such as the presence of preschool or 
school-age children were also significantly and positively 
related to perceived time shortage. 
Not all studies have indicated that women with multiple 
roles feel rushed or experience role strain. Katz and 
Piotrkowski (1983) measured role strain by respondents' per­
ceptions of difficulties in scheduling ten family-related 
activities. The sample was composed of 51 black, employed 
mothers who volunteered their participation. Moat of the 
women did not report extreme difficulty in managing family 
roles. In fact, 40.8* indicated relative ease in arranging 
their time to fulfill family role obligations, while 30. 
indicated neither ease nor difficulty in performing role 
obligations. Hierarchical multiple regression analyses 
indicated that 57« of the variance in role strain was ex­
plained by ]Ob autonomy and 30b demands (the extent of time 
pressure, effort, and work load on the 30b), which were 
negatively related to role strain, and by number of chil­
dren, which had a positive relationship to role strain. 
Education, age, presence or absence of husband, 30b hours. 
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job aatisfaction, and age o£ the youngest, child were not 
statistically significant in explaining role strain among 
these black women. 
In summary, the importance of time constraints and time 
pressures as antecedents of role strain and the relationship 
between perceived time pressures and role conflict have been 
demonstrated by organizational psychologists and family so­
ciologists. However, with the exception of a study by Bohen 
and Viveros-Long <1981), concerning the relationship between 
flexible employment scheduling and family role strain, and 
that of Katz and Piotrowaki (1983) which utilized a small, 
non-random, homogeneous sample, family research has measured 
role strain in terms of competing rolea, rather than percep­
tions of time pressures. Hansen and Johnaon <1979), in 
their review and integration of the literature on family 
stress theory emphasized the importance of time and its 
interplay with other variables: 
Time, however, has not played a great part as a concept 
in family research. . . Temporal factors, we believe, 
ahould be given close and continuing attention in 
family research and theory, and particularly in areas 
concerned with change, such as stress study. <p. 589) 
Future empirical research will undoubtedly place greater 
emphasis on the study of time constraints to clarify and 
explain the relationships between multiple roles and role 
strain. 
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Role Conflict and Role Strain Among Dual-Career Wives 
Since the latter part of the I960'a, many acholara 
have sought to gain a better understanding of the relatively 
"new" family form, the dual-career couple. Recognition of 
the need for atudying dual-career families as a distinct and 
"structural type" of family emerged from the literature that 
focused on the changing roles of women (Nye & Hoffman, 1963; 
Orden & Bradburn, 1969; Rossi, 1964). "Dual-career" was 
first coined by Rapaport and Rapaport <1969) and was defined 
as: "A type of family in which both heads of household pur­
sue careers that are developmental in character and which 
require a continuous and high degree of commitment" (p. Id). 
Initial studies of dual-career families, labeled as 
"first generation" studies by Rapaport and Rapaport (I960), 
were generally descriptive and qualitative in nature and 
charted many of the structural strains, the rewards, ana the 
processes through which the dual-career pattern was sustain­
ed (Epstein, 1971; Garland, 1972; Po.loma, 1972; Rapaport & 
Rapaport, 1969, 1971). Most emphasized the stresses asso­
ciated with maintaining a dual-career family under the cir­
cumstances and ideological setting of the late I960'a. 
The second generation of dual-career studies utilized 
cross-sectional samples and were designed to test hypotheses 
rather than formulate them (Rapaport £• Rapaport, 1980). For 
example, Bebblngton (1973) sought to determine reasons why 
couples opted for the dual-career pattern when not forced to 
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do so. The results indicated that many dual-career wives 
viewed the dilemmas as "challenges" and felt that they would 
be bored with more traditional lifestyles. Many of the 
dual-career wives were reared in homes in which their 
mothers worked, and many observed high levels of tension 
during their socialization experiences and, thus, became 
acclimatized to relatively high stress levels. 
Since the mid 1970'a, the third generation of dual-
career studies have been more focused and research methods 
have become more diverse. A number of studies have docu­
mented the "strain" placed on dual-career couples by the 
rigid occupational environment, male bias, and demanding or 
"greedy" careers (Bailyn, 1978; Handy, 197S; Rosen, Jerdee, 
& Prestwich, 1975). Role strain experienced by dual-career 
wives has been well documented but various methods have been 
employed for its measurement <Darley, 1976; Holahan & 
Gilbert, 1979; Kuiper, 1977; Rapaport & Rapaport, 1976). 
Keith and Schafer (I960) operationalized the measure­
ment of work-family role strain by assessing the frequency 
by which subjects in their sample of 135 dual-career couples 
felt bothered by four situations: <a) feeling that their job 
outside the home interfered with their family life, <b) 
feeling that their family interfered with their job outside 
the home, <c) thinking that the amount of work interfered 
with how it was done, and (d) feeling that others in the 
family did not do household tasks as well as they should be 
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done. Approximately 10* of the variance in role atrain waa 
explained by houra per week worked, apouae'a weekly houra of 
employment, and number of children in the home, which were 
poaitively related, and by age, which waa negatively related 
to role atrain. The extent of involvement in either mascu­
line or feminine houaehold taaka (measured by who usually 
did each of aix houaehold taaka) waa not related to role 
atrain of huabanda or wivea. 
Rapaport and Rapaport (1976) found that feelings of 
role overload and role strain experienced by various couples 
depended upon and were positively related to the degree to 
which: <a) having children and a family life waa aalient, 
(b) the couple aspired to a high standard of domestic liv­
ing, <c) the social-psychological overload compounded the 
physical overloads, and <d) there was a satisfactory reap­
portionment of domestic taaka (a coping strategy). 
Pines and Kafry (1981) examined the similarities and 
differences between 96 male and 95 female profeaaionala in 
their experience of "tedium", defined aa: 
. . . a general experience of phyaical, emotional, and 
mental exhauation characterized by depreaaion; emotion­
al and phyaical depletion; burnout; and negative atti­
tudes toward one's life, one's environment, and one­
self. (p. 963) 
Women in their non-random sample were found to have fewer 
positive work features than men, and to consider their lives 
outside of work as more important than work, but there were 
no statistically significant differences between women and 
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men In their overall report, of tedium. Females reported 
leaa of auch poaitive features at work aa variety, autonomy, 
influence, rewards, and appreciation, and more negative fea­
tures auch aa environmental preaaurea and emotional over­
extension. There were far leaa aignificant differences be­
tween males and females in life characteriatica than in work 
characteristics. Women reported experiencing more guilt and 
more overextension in their lives outside of work, but had 
better personal relations and emotional support. 
In spite of the evidence that many dual-career wivea 
perceive the aatiafactory fulfillment of their family obli­
gations and advancement on the job aa two conflicting goala 
(Hall & Hall, 1979; Kuiper, 1977), empirical investigations 
have found that moat dual-career wivea are unwilling to 
downgrade the importance of family life and children (Hester 
& Dickeraon, 1981; Rosen, Jerdee, & Prestwich, 1975). 
Poloma, Pendleton, and Garland (1981) auccinctly summarized 
the dilemma faced by the 45 professional women in their 
study: 
. . . while combining a professional career, marriage, 
and motherhood ia very appealing in ideal terms, it 
may require a 'superwonan' to do so in the face of 
current American cultural norma. (p. 205) 
Contrary to the notion promoted in the popular litera­
ture that dual-career wivea perform fewer household tasks 
than wivea who are lesa committed to careers or who are not 
employed in the labor market, two empirical atudiea have 
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found no differences in household work by women who were 
employed professionally versus those who were not. employed 
(Perrucci et al, 1978; Weingarten, 1978). Perrucci et al. 
<1978) tested hypotheses concerning the division o±" house­
hold and child-care labor between spouses and found that 
sex role ideology had more influence on husbands' task 
performance than did wives' resources (education, income, 
occupational status) or time availability. Johnson and 
Johnson <1980) indicated: 
Women continue to bear the primary responsibility for 
child rearing at the 3ame time that they are actively 
engaged in careers. Their greatest problems are guilt 
and anxiety over perceived failures in mothering. In 
contrast, the husbands, while quite supportive of their 
wives' endeavors, approached these pressing demands 
from a more rational, non-emotional perspective, so 
they did not bear the emotional costs of role strain 
so prominent among the wives. In other words, indivi­
duals continued to act out the sex roles established 
early in life. (p. 145) 
In summary, empirical studies have verified that mar­
ried women who have chosen to be continually committed to 
pursuing demanding careers are susceptible to strains and 
conflicts among their multiple roles. In addition to coping 
with the stresses inherent in their work roles in a highly 
competitive and demanding labor market, even professional 
women continue to carry the major responsibility for house­
hold work. Traditional sex role attitudes have prevailed 
and continue to influence family role behavior as well as 
the emotional adjustment of dual-career wives. 
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Many sociological studies have found that for many 
dual-career wives, a supportive family environment, miti­
gates the effects of role strain, and that perceptions of 
greater spousal sympathy serve preventative and therapeutic 
functions (Burke & Weir, 1977). However, major questions 
remain unanswered. How do wives actually cope with time 
constraints resulting from multiple roles? Do wives who are 
committed to careers differ in their use of coping behaviors 
from wives who are holding loba rather than pursuing ca­
reers? The following section is devoted to a review of the 
studies that have addressed these issues. 
Strategies for Coping with Time Constraints 
Many social scientists have asserted that the "context" 
of coping adequately defines the concept. For example, 
Pearlin and Schooler <1978) defined coping as, "The things 
people do to avoid being harmed by life strains" (p. 2). 
Lazarus, Averill, and Optin (1974) defined coping as includ­
ing both the most causal and realistic forms of problem-
solving as well as the most highly motivated and pathologi­
cal attempts to remove oneself from real or imagined 
dangers. 
As Pearlin and Schooler (1978) have indicated, little 
empirical attention has been directed toward identifying 
"coping" strategies; and this is particularly true in rela­
tion to household production. This is in striking contrast 
to the number of studies that have focused on identifying 
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"circumstances" that are potentially harmful to individual 
and family well-being. By centering on the conditions that 
require coping behaviors, social scientists have left knowl­
edge of coping behaviors and strategies primarily to clini­
cal workers (Pearlin & Schooler, 197S). 
Organizational psychologists have developed a number of 
standardized questionnaires that measure psychological de­
fense mechanisms (Blum, 1956; Finney, 1965; Gleser & 
Ihilevich, 1969; Haan, 1965, Joffe & Naditch, 1977; Schultz, 
1967). These instruments have been used mainly in the clin­
ical assessment of responses to stress (Vickers & Hervig, 
1981). It is beyond the scope of this study to include an 
indepth analysis of psychological defense mechanisms used by 
employed, married women in coping with time pressures. The 
primary focus of the following discussion will be the review 
of empirical studies that have identified coping behaviors 
used by employed women in their management of time con­
straints and strains resulting from multiple roles. 
The Organizational Literature Related to Coping 
Much of the organizational research has focused on the 
relationship between role strain and coping within the busi­
ness organization. Theorists who have developed models of 
organizational stress have acknowledged the importance of 
coping behaviors and responses in alleviating the effects of 
role stress (Beehr & Newman, 1978; Burke & Weir, 1980; Kahn 
et al., 1964). A few researchers have empirically examined 
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and assessed the efficacy of strategies used by individuals 
in mitigating the effects of role strain at work (Burke & 
Belcourt, 1974; Hall, 1972; Parasuraman & Gleek, 1984; 
Pearlin & Schooler, 1978). Burke and Belcourt <1974) iso­
lated successful and unsuccessful patterns of coping with 
specific types of role conflict.. Kahn et al. (1964) main­
tained that the most successful strategy for handling role 
conflict involved rational attempts to change the external 
reality of role demands and thus make them more congruent 
with an individual's goals. Schuler <1979) verified that 
direct intervention into situations of high role conflict 
and ambiguity was an effective way to break dysfunctional 
role patterns. Parasuraman and Cleek <1984) identified 
adaptive managerial coping behaviors (e.g., planning, organ­
izing, and prioritizing assignments, enlisting the support 
of powerful others, requesting needing resources, and find­
ing better ways of accomplishing the work), and maladaptive 
behaviors (e.g., working harder but making more mistakes, 
sticking to one solution to problems, leaving the workplace, 
trying to do two things at once, and telling one's super­
visor that "something must give") that modify felt stress 
and job satisfaction. 
One organizational study of coping that identified 
strategies used by employed women in the management of their 
multiple roles was undertaken by Hall (1972). Utilizing 
data from two samples of highly educated women, the 
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following general strategies or methods of coping with role 
conflict were delineated: (a) structural role redefinition 
strategies, which included direct interventions to alter 
external, environmentally imposed expectations; <b) personal 
role redefinition strategies, or attempts to change one's 
own perceptions and attitudes regarding role responsibili­
ties and behaviors; and (c) reactive role behaviors, or at­
tempts to find ways to meet all role expectations. Initial 
analyses using data from a pilot sample indicated that 
structural role redefinition strategies were the only group 
of strategies that were statistically significantly related 
to life satisfaction (as measured by one general question), 
and the direction of the relationship was positive. In 
short, greater use of structural tural role redefinition 
strategies produced higher levels of life satisfaction. For 
this group of college educated women, the reactive role 
strategies (e.g., working harder, working longer hours, 
assuming that all expectations must be met and that there is 
no way to cope but to meet them) were negatively related to 
life satisfaction. 
Baaed on the results of his study. Hall <1972) posited 
that for some women, coming to terms with one's own atti­
tudes may be the most effective method of coping with role 
conflicts. Attitude clarification and acceptance may be 
preliminary to implementing structural role redefinition 
strategies. In addition, he concluded that reactive role 
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strategies were defensive, and therefore, were not techni­
cally coping strategies. 
In a later study of the same data. Hall <1975) reported 
that age and stage in the family life cycle were not related 
to the use of coping strategies. However, women with more 
rolea experienced more conflicts arising from time presaurea 
and performed more personal role redefinition strategies 
such as changing attitudes and expectations regarding role 
performance. 
Beutell and Greenhaus (1983) utilized Hall's (1972) 
framework of coping strategies in their study of 115 married 
women who had children living at home and who were college 
students. A hypothesis developed by Frieze, Parsons, 
Johnson, Ruble, and Zellerman <1973), that rigid sex role 
attitudes are related to the development of inflexible 
coping strategies, was tested. Analyses indicated that 
although women with non-traditional attitudes experienced 
more home-nonhome conflicts than women who held more tradi­
tional sex role attitudes, these women were more likely to 
use structural role redefinition and personal role redefini­
tion strategies. Moreover, the structural and personal re­
definition atrategiea were deemed more successful by these 
women than reactive role behaviors. However, reactive role 
behaviors (e.g., working harder and longer) were used more 
frequently by the entire sample than structural or personal 
role redefinition strategies. The authors concluded that. 
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given the limitations of the study, a husband's sex role 
attitudes may be associated with his wife's home-nonhome 
conflicts and that a wife's sex role attitudes may be asso­
ciated with her choice of strategies to cope with conflict. 
Family Sociological Literature Related to Coping 
An examination of the family sociological literature 
concerning coping behaviors reveals that many of the empiri­
cal studies have centered on family responses to "stressors" 
which are commonly defined as "life events" or occurrences 
of sufficient magnitude to bring about change in the family 
system (Hill, 1949). These have included investigations of 
family responses to both non-normative events (e.g., wars, 
loss of family menbers, changes in health status, unemploy­
ment, etc.) and normative life events (changes in major 
roles, life-stage transitions, etc.) (McCubbin, Joy, Cauble, 
Comeau, Patterson, & Needle, 19S0). 
Other family sociological studies of coping have ex­
plored the use of personal resources (Including psychologi­
cal resources) (George, 19SO; Hansen & Johnson, 1979; 
Pearlin & Schooler, 1973) and family resources Burr, 1973; 
Olson, Sprenkle, & Russell, 1979) in the management of norm­
ative and non-normative stressors. Family resources that 
have been found effective in coping have included the fam­
ily's problem solving abilities (Aldoua, Condran, Hill, 
Straus, & Tallman, 1971; Klein & Hill, 1979; Rei3S, 1971) 
and social support networks such as neighborhoods, kinship. 
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and mutual self-help groups (Caplan, 1976; Litwak & 
Szelenyi, 1989). 
Baaed on -the assumption that Individuals actively 
respond to forces that affect them, Pearlin and Schooler 
<1978) investigated the relationships between strains 
resulting from multiple roles and the effectiveness of a 
number of coping strategies. The coping behaviors were 
organized according to the protective function of that be­
havior: <a) eliminating or modifying conditions that produce 
the problem, (b) perceptually controlling the meaning of the 
experience in a manner that neutralizes the problem, and <c) 
keeping the emotional consequences of problems within man­
ageable bounds. The sample included 2300 men and women be­
tween the ages of IS and 65 from the urban areas in and 
around Chicago, Illinois, and was a part of a larger study 
of the origins of personal stress. Results indicated that 
individuals' coping strategies were most effective when 
dealing with problems encountered in family roles and least 
effective in dealing with problems found in occupational 
roles. The use of specific coping strategies were unequally 
distributed in the sample. However, men, individuals with 
higher educational levels, and the more affluent tended to 
use more efficlous strategies (defined as those strategies 
which reduced the relationship between role strains and 
emotional stresses). The most effective responses in mari­
tal and parental coping involved reflective problem-solving. 
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Career wives'' uae of coping strategies. Descrip­
tive results of studies investigating dual-career wives' 
attempts to manage their multiple roles have revealed that 
these wives use a variety of coping strategies. In inter­
views with 53 dual-career couples, Paloma <1972) found that 
th« sample of professional women used four coping strategies 
in dealing with work and family role overload and conflict: 
(a) defining the situation of having a two-career family as 
positive, <b) creating a heirarchy of values, <c) compart­
mentalizing home and employment into separate spheres, and 
<d) compromising career goals. 
Skinner <1980) reported that compromise was an impor-
tant coping strategy often employed by dual-career wives to 
relieve conflicts between roles and to resolve competing 
demands within roles. Bernard <1974), Epstein <1971), 
Heckman et al. <1977), and Holstrom <1973) indicated that 
dual-career wives often compromise career goals if there are 
competing family demands. Hoen <1982) found that common 
coping strategies employed by wives in two-provider families 
included establishing priorities, reducing involvement in 
one role, working part-time, having fewer children, post­
poning childbearing, temporarily dropping out of the labor 
force, and seeking support from outside the family <e.g., 
child care). 
Bird, Bird, and Scruggs <1983) analyzed frequency of 
use of role management strategies among 69 dual-career and 
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38 career-earner wives randomly drawn from college and uni­
versity administrators. Career-earner wives were defined as 
residing in families in which the husband was the college 
administrator and the wife was employed either part-time or 
full time in a non-professional, non-career position. Dual-
career wives were from families in which either the husband 
or wife was the college administrator and the spouse was em­
ployed in an equally demanding position that required simi­
lar levels of education. Role management strategies were 
measured by 23 items that had been identified by previous 
researchers and theorists as potentially relieving time con­
straints and role overload. A factor analysis procedure 
using the varimax method resulted in eight role management 
factors: <a) the legitimate excuse, <b) stalling, <c) com-
partmentalization, <d) empathy, <e) barriers against intru­
sion. <f) reducing responsibilities, (g) delegation, and (h) 
organization. A series of t-tests revealed that career-
earner wives reported greater use of compartmentalization 
(i.e., separating and partitioning role requirements so that 
full attention is directed toward one role at a time while 
that role is being performed), barriers against intrusion 
<i.e., implementing techniques that reduce or eliminate 
additional role demands), and reducing responsibilities 
(i.e., changing or reducing standards of performance and 
also, not accepting additional responsibilities within a 
role). Bird et al. <1983) posited that differences between 
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the two groups of wives in use o£ the strategies were the 
result of differences in the demands of careers versus ]oba: 
Due to the demanding nature of their occupations, it 
may be more difficult for dual-career waves to menv.ally 
or physically separate work time from family time and 
more difficult to implement barriers against intrusion 
because of their desires to satisfy both employment 
and family roles with equal fervor. <Bird et al.. 
1983, p. 68) 
Also, dual-career women may have felt that lowering perform­
ance standards or refusing additional responsibilities would 
reflect negatively on their abilities to manage their multi­
ple roles. In short, the authors believed that the dual-
career wives' behaviors were influenced by guilt and their 
needs to demonstrate effectiveness in managing multiple 
roles. 
Gilbert, Holahan, and Manning (1981) investigated the 
use of role redefinition strategies previously identified by 
Hall <1972) and role expansion strategies (i.e., trying to 
get everything done in the time available) among 22 female 
parents in dual-career families. Wives who perceived their 
various roles as nearly equal in importance reported higher 
levels of role conflict. The degree of conflict resolution 
was somewhat higher and the level of conflict slightly lower 
for the group of wives using role redefinition strategies, 
but the differences were not statistically significant. The 
group who employed role expansion strategies attributed sig­
nificantly higher legitimacy to the role demands of both 
professional and maternal roles than did the group using 
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role redefinition strategies. The role redefinition group 
was older and more established in their careers and "may 
have learned to give up doing everything and redefine their 
role expectations in order to meet their professional aspi­
rations" (Gilbert et al., 1981; p. 424). The authors argued 
that lower satisfaction with maternal roles indicated by the 
group of wives who used role redefinition stragegies was 
probably due to feelings of guilt stemming from beliefs that 
they had neglected aspects of their maternal roles. 
Rice <1979) has reported personality patterns typical 
of dual-career wives: 
. . . a strong need for achievement, reliance on an 
extrinsic reward system (promotion, spousal recog­
nition of efforts), hesitance in making sustained 
interpersonal commitments, and vulnerability to self-
esteem injury through dependency frustrations and 
fear of failure. (p. 47) 
If dual-career wives' needs for achievement and fear of 
failure apply to family roles as well as occupational ones, 
"role expansion" or reactive role behaviors may be desirable 
strategies for the performance of family roles. Gilbert et 
al. <1981) indicated that the women in their sample who used 
role expansion strategies tended to view the perfect solu­
tion to their conflicts as "the 40 hour day". That is, 
these women exhibited signs and symptoms of the "superwoman 
syndrome". 
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The Family Resource Management. Perspective of Coping 
Since the latter part of the I960'a, systems theory has 
been utilized as a major analytical framework to explain 
family management behavior (Deacon & Firebaugh, 1975, 1960; 
Gross, Crandall, & Knoll, 19SO; Paolucci, Axinn, & Hall, 
1977). Human and physical resources and demands (e.g., un­
expected events) serve as inputs into the family managerial 
sub-system; managerial processes (i.e., planning, organiz­
ing, decision-making, and communication) are the throughputs 
of the systems model; and, outputs are met goals and demands 
which ultimately produce satisfaction. The theory is based 
on two assumptions: (a) The family is active rather than 
passive in allocating scarce resources within the contexts 
of constraints, needs, and opportunties, and (b) rationality 
will enable the family to obtain greater levels of outputs, 
and therefore, satisfaction. 
Davis (1982) concluded from her indepth interviews with 
30 families that rational techniques such as planning and 
scheduling were effectively applied in the management of 
simple and repetitious housework tasks. Employed wives and 
housewives in her sample reported that under time pressures, 
they tended to organize, schedule, and coordinate their 
activities to make their lives aa predictable as possible 
and, therefore, lessen the strain. 
Researchers studying dual-career families have noted 
that wives reported becoming more "organized" in their ap­
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proach to housework. Safilios-Rothschild (1976) indicated 
that the dual-career families in her study heeded precise 
and elaborate time schedules to coordinate their activities. 
Rapaport and Rapaport <1976) found that many of the dual-
career couples in their study tended to give great attention 
-to -the efficiency of organization and applied administrative 
practices of negotiation and rational management at home as 
well as at work. In her study of British wives, Oakley 
<1974a) found that the highly organized women were more 
satisfied with their home roles than less organized women. 
Factors associated with greater or lesser attempts to 
plan and organize have received little empirical attention. 
Walker and Parkhurst (1982) differentiated between effective 
and ineffective time managers in their study of 253 male and 
female family members. A time management score for each 
subject was calculated based on answers to the following 
questions: 
a. When you estimate how long it takes to do a 
familiar task, how often do you find your 
estimation is correct? 
b. How often do you keep appointments or meet 
deadlines? 
c. How far in advance to you plan for the general 
use of your time? 
The more effective time managers were either men or women in 
their middle years of adult life with above average educa­
tion. They were very busy people, scoring high on "pace of 
life", and indicated higher levels of home production 
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(measured as the variety of household tasks performed). 
Family cohesion was positively related to time management 
effectiveness, as were respondents' perceptions that they 
maintained "orderly storage areas" within their homes. A 
multiple regression procedure explained approximately 25% of 
the variance in time management scores. The authors con­
cluded that families develop more effective time management 
strategies as their pace of life accelerates and that the 
"payoff" is a more satisfying lifestyle. 
The identification of strategies for coping with time 
constraints been an increasing area of concern of many fam­
ily economists over the last decade. Strober and Weinberg 
(1977) examined family's purchasing decisions for time-
saving durables (i.e., dishwashers, dryers, refrigerators, 
stoves, and washers). Data for the study were obtained from 
the 1966 Michigan Survey Research Center 1967-1S70 Panel 
Survey of Consumer Finances. Family income, asset3, and 
whether a family had recently moved to a different home 
were statistically significant in the purchase decisions of 
time-saving durables but there was no relationship between 
wives' employment status and purchase decisions. 
Weinberg and Winer <1983) replicated the previous study 
(Strober & Weinberg, 1977) using data collected a decade 
later by the Michigan Survey Research Center Survey of 
Consumer Credit. Results verified that wives' labor force 
behavior was not statistically significant in explaining 
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either purchase or expenditure decisions for time-saving 
durables when income, stage of the life cycle, and other 
situational variables were held constant. 
Strober and Wineberg (1980) studied 1,266 non-farm 
women to determine whether employed wives differed from 
non-employed wives in their use of strategies to reduce 
time pressures. The strategies included: <a) substituting 
capital equipment (e.g., microwave ovens, dishwashers, etc.) 
for their own nonmarket labor; <b) substituting the labor of 
others for their own nonmarket labor; (c) reducing the qual­
ity or quantity of household production; <d) working more 
intensively or efficiently when engaging in household pro­
duction; <e) decreasing time allocations to volunteer and 
community activities; and (f) decreasing time allocations to 
leisure and/or sleep. Holding income and life-cycle stage 
constant, neither wives' employment status nor their recent 
entry into the labor force were significant determinants of 
the purchase or ownership of capital equipment. Employed 
wives were similar to non-employed wives in their methods of 
meal preparation and shopping behavior. Although some 
employed wives used paid help more often than non-employed 
wives, employed wives' primary strategies involved decreas­
ing time allocations to household production, volunteer and 
community activities, leisure, and sleep. The authors con­
cluded that wives' use of these strategies may be in 
response to the failure of other strategies. 
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Nichols and Fox (1983) analyzed data collected as part 
of a multi-state time use atudy to identify "time-buying" 
and "time-saving" strategies used by wives from 1,639 two-
parent, two-child families. Time-buying strategies includ­
ed: (a) ownership of capital goods <i.e., trash compactor, 
microwave oven, freezer, dishwasher, clothes washer and 
dryer): (b) use of convenience foods, and (c) use of ser­
vices <e.g., child care, home maintenance, housecleaning, 
laundry, drycleanlng, meal preparation, appliance repair, 
and meals purchased away from home). Time saving strategies 
included: (a) reduction of time spent in household produc­
tion; (b) substitution of the household labor of other fam­
ily members; (c) implementation of a number of time manage­
ment principles (e.g., preparing food ahead of time for 
another day, combining loads when washing clothing, etc.); 
and (d) decreasing time spent in volunteer activities, 
leisure, personal care, and sleep. Employed wives used 
three time-buying strategies (i.e., meals away from home, 
disposable diapers, and child care), and three time-saving 
strategies (i.e., preparing fewer meals at home, reducing 
time in household production, and reducing time in leisure) 
more often than non-employed wives. Wives' employment 
status did not affect the time spent in household production 
by other family members. Higher family income was positive­
ly related to increased use of disposable diapers, number of 
breakfasts and lunches purchased away from home, meals 
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purchased in restaurants, child care, purchased houseclean-
ing, and drycleaning and laundry services. Also, wives 
employed in higher status jobs (i.e., the top three categor­
ies of the Occupational Scale of the Hollingshead Index of 
Social Position) used child care, purchased lunches, and had 
their children eat lunches prepared in school cafeterias 
more often, but spent more time pereforming household work 
and prepared more meala at home than did employed wives with 
lower status jobs. 
The study (Nichols and Fox, 1983) contributed signifi­
cantly to the body of knowledge concerning wives' behavior 
in response to time constraints. Data collection methods 
were rigorously pretested, and subjects' reports of time 
allocations were gathered by using time diaries for two 
days. The validity of the time-diary method of data collec­
tion has been repeatedly demonstrated (Robinson, 1977). 
However, much work remains to be done in exploring behavior 
in response to perceived time constraints. The authors felt 
that numerous factors not included in their study, such as 
attitudes and life style preferences, should be included in 
future studies. 
In summary, the preliminary conceptual work of Kahn et 
al. (1964) and Hall's (1972) structural role redefinition, 
personal role redefinition, and reactive role strategies 
have provided useful frameworks for additional research con­
cerning behaviors and responses to role overload and role 
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conflict.. Much of the subsequent organizational research 
has focused on coping behaviors used by employees or on 
the efficacy of categories of coping strategies. 
Sociologists interested in the problems and strains 
inherent in the lives of employed wives, and specifically 
dual-career wives, have identified a variety of coping 
strategies to relieve the time preasurea aaaociated with 
multiple roles. Many of the coping responses and behaviors 
delineated by sociological studies could be categorized 
using Hall's (1972) framework. For example, structural role 
redefinition strategies used by dual-career wives have 
included working part-time, temporarily dropping out of the 
labor force, compromising career goals, postponing child-
bearing, etc. Personal role redefinition strategies that 
involve changing one's attitude regarding role requirements 
have included re-evaluating priorities and values, reducing 
standards, mentally compartmentalizing role requirements, 
etc. Reactive strategies such as working harder or more 
intensely, organizing, and in general, trying to be a 
"superwoman" are often used by dual-career wives who place 
a high value on family roles. These strategies are fre­
quently labeled "role expansion" strategies by family 
sociologists. 
Family economists have analysed time use data collected 
by large, national samples to better understand the differ­
ences between employed and non-employed wives' use of 
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strategies for coping with time constraints. They have 
found that employed and non-employed wives do not differ in 
their purchase decisions or ownership of capital goods and 
labor-saving household equipment. Substituting the labor of 
other family members for their own time and energy has not 
been a plausible strategy for moat employed wives. Rather, 
they frequently use money to purchase services and decrease 
the time they spend sleeping and engaging in .leisure activi­
ties in response to time constraints. 
Family economists (Strober & Weinberg, 1908; Nichols & 
Fox, 1983) have posited that wives decrease time allocations 
to volunteer activities, leisure, and sleep as a result of 
the failure of other strategies. However, they have viewed 
wives' attempts to implement time management principles 
(e.g., planning and organizing work so that more work can be 
accomplished in less time) as viable strategies for coping 
with time constraints; whereas organizational theorists 
(Hall, 1972; Kahn et al., 1964) have viewed planning, sched­
uling, and organizing as reactive role behaviors, as are 
working harder or more intensely to get everything done.( 
While the three disciplines have varied in their per­
spectives, they have provided valuable insights into wives' 
responses to multiple role demands which require time and 
energy. Much work remains to be accomplished in delineating 
and documenting employed wives' use of strategies for coping 
with time constraints. McCubbin et al. (19SO) hypothesized 
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that, the identification and measurement o£ coping strategies 
will be more prevalent in future family research: 
As our focus shifts from trying to understand why 
families fall to how they manage or even thrive on 
life's hardships, we can envision the emergence of 
a wealth of research which will add in an appreciable 
way to an understanding of why families often do so 
well with so little. <McCubbin et al. , 1980, p. 137) 
Summary 
With the advent of increased numbers of employed, 
married women into the paid labor force over the last two 
decades, social scientists have increased their efforts to 
investigate and document the concomitant changes within 
families and especially changes in the attitudes, behaviors, 
and lifestyles of these women. Conflicts within and between 
roles, wives' attitudes toward roles, time allocations, and 
the division of household labor have been deemed timely is­
sues that have received much empirical attention. 
The review of the literature related to wives' satis­
faction with their time allocations and to strategies used 
by wives in response to time constraints has required an 
examination of the perspectives and methodological approach­
es taken by researchers from three disciplines, organiza­
tional psychology, family sociology, and family economics 
and management. Although the results of the studies from 
these disciplines have varied, conclusions emphasize the 
importance of the present study. 
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First., culturally prescribed sex role norms continue to 
influence the division of labor within families. Although 
women are increasing their participation in the labor force 
and have assumed multiple roles, time use studies and stu­
dies of role performance have repeatedly found that women 
are still responsible for the majority of household tasks 
with very little time being spent by husbands or other fam­
ily members, regardless of wives' income, job status, or 
commitment to careers. When employment and household labor 
hours are totaled, employed women spend over seventy hours 
weekly performing these roles. 
^ Second, empirical studies have indicated that many 
women, regardless of their employment status, perceive that 
household tasks should be their responsibility. Employed 
and non-employed women have indicated that they receive 
satisfaction from the results of their household labor. 
Studies have documented that dual-career wives who exhibit a 
great deal of commitment to their careers still regard their 
family roles as extremely important and often experience 
guilt feelings from perceived conflicts and role demands. 
Third, numerous studies have revealed that employed 
women feel the pressure of time constraints and role over­
load. Organizational researchers and family sociologists 
have viewed role overload as one component of role conflict. 
Empirical studies of role conflict and role strain have both 
supported and refuted the existence of more strain and 
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conflict, among employed, married women -than among men with 
aimilar numbers of roles. However, family sociologists have 
consistently documented the strains experienced by wives who 
are committed to careers and to maintaining families. 
Finally, empirical studies describing coping strategies 
implemented by employed wives in attempting to allieviate 
conflict and strain resulting from multiple roles have pro­
vided mixed results. A number of useful frameworks for the 
measurement of coping strategies have been proposed by 
organizational and sociological studies focusing on multiple 
roles and by family economists focusing on constraints and 
and household labor. Clearly, more work is needed to better 
measure employed wives' use or non-use of coping strategies, 
and specifically, the relationship between perceived time 
constraints and use of coping strategies. Additional re­
search utilizing multi-disciplinary frameworks that incor­
porate significant findings of past research and proven 
methodologies may better explain wives' preferences for and 
satisfaction or dissatisfaction with their time allocations 
and the use of strategies for coping with time constraints. 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
The manor issues addressed in this study were: 
<a> career and aarner wives' preferences for use of time: 
(b) career and earner wives' frequency of use of strategies 
for coping with time constraints: and ici the differences 
between career and earner wives' preferences for use of time 
and use of strategies for coping with time constraints, con­
trolling for the effects of various attitudinal and demogra­
phic variables. Thi3 chapter includes a description of the 
sampling procedure, the development of the questionnaire and 
scales, descriptions of established scales and other depend­
ent variables, the procedure for classifying subjects as 
career wives or earner wives, and the statistical analyses 
that were performed. 
Selection of Sample 
The data for this study were collected from a sample of 
married, employed women. The sampling frame was the 1963 
edition of the Greensboro, North Carolina, city directory 
published by ft. L. Polk Company. The city directory was 
selected because it included husbands' employment and wives' 
employment, ana thus, was the moat available complete popu­
lation list of married, employed women in the Greensboro 
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area. A systematic random sampling procedure was used to 
select 500 names from the directory; it involved using a 
table of random numbers to select page number, flipping a 
coin to select right or left page column, and a table ox 
random numbers to select listing in the column. If the 
listing selected identified a husband and employed wife, 
the name and home address of the wife was added to the 
sample: if not, the next husband and employed wife listing 
on the page was included. 
A mailed questionnaire in booklet form, a cover letter, 
and stamped, self-addressed return envelope were sent to the 
500 wives in October, 19&4, immediately following completion 
of the random sampling procedure. Follow-up postcards were 
sent as reminders to those wives who had not responded ten 
days after the initial mailing. A second mailing which 
included a letter requesting completion'of the question­
naire, a second questionnaire, and return envelope were 
mailed to non-respondents three weeks after the initial 
mailing. 
The results of the mailout procedure are summarized in 
Table 1. Twenty-five (5%) of the 500 questionnaires were 
returned undeliverable. Thirty-seven <7.4»> were defined 
ineligible because they were no longer employed or married, 
and 183 <36.6«) did not respond. A total of 5S.2* were 
returned from eligibles and, of those, 235 (53.7%> were 
usable in the analyses. 
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Tabla 1 
Raaulfca of Mailout Procadura 
Daacription Nuabar 
Original aailing to naaaa froa population list 500 
Minua: Nondalivarabla quastionnairaa 25 
Raturnad, but not aligibla 37 
Original naaaa aligibla for atudy 43d 
Raturnad quaationnairaa froa aliglblas: 
Goaplata 235 
Incoaplata 11 
Rafusals 9 
Total 255 
Non-raturnad quaationnairaa 183 
Nota: Raturn rata 3 58.2*. Uaabla raaponaa rata * 53.7* 
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Questionnaire Development. 
The questionnaire was constructed applying principles 
from Dillman's <1978) total design method for mail question­
naires. The total design method emphasized the importance 
o£ each aspect of the questionnaire and its overall effect 
in the recipient's decision to respond. The booklet format 
was chosen to enhance the initial impact, encourage further 
examination of the questionnaire, and promote positive per­
ceptions of the importance of the study. 
The cover letter tsee Appendix A) explained the content 
of the study, its importance and usefulness, the signifi­
cance of the recipient's participation to the success o± the 
study, and an assurance of confidentiality. The front cover 
of the booklet (see Appendix B) was designed to include the 
title of the study, a graphic illustration to attract the 
recipient's attention, provide directions, and identify the 
name and address of the study sponsor. 
The questions were ordered as recommended by Dillman 
<1978) so that "easy" but "socially relevant" questions came 
first. Questions were grouped by content area and answer 
format to take advantage of cognitive ties that respondents 
were likely to make among groups of questions (Dillman, 
1978). Careful attention was given to establishing a verti­
cal flow to the overall questionnaire. Kach subset of ques­
tions was prefaced by a transitional statement tnat promoted 
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continuity and relevance. Whenever feasible, multiple col­
umns were used to conserve space and simplify answer for­
mats. Questions that were likely to be objectionaDie to 
respondents (e.g., personal and family information such as 
income) were placed at the end. 
Research Instruments and Measures 
The following includes a discussion of the criteria 
uaed for categorizing wives as "career" or "earner", and a 
description of the instruments that were developed by the 
researcher to measure the dependent variables, wives' pref­
erences for the use of time and frequency of use of strate­
gies for coping with time constraints. Also discussed is 
the measurement of other variables in the study: (a) sex 
role attitudes, (b) three dimensions of locus of control 
(i.e., internal control, powerful others control, and chance 
control), (c) actual time allocations to employment, <d) 
age, <@) educational level, (f) family income, (g) family 
size, (h) the presence of a child under age six, and (i) 
number of rooms in the family dwelling. 
Independent Variables 
Kapaport ana Rapaport (1969) defined the dual-career 
family as a family in wnich both heads of housenold pursue 
careers that are developmental in character and which re­
quire a continuous and high degree of commitment. As noted 
in the literature review, many studies have focused on 
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either dual-career couples or dual-career wives. Although 
the unit of analysis for this study is wives, Rapaport and 
Rapaport'a <1969) definition pertaining to career wives and 
additional information waa used to establish criteria for 
dividing the sample. Respondents were categorized aa career 
wives if their occupation waa classified aa falling in the 
top three categories of the Hollingshead <1968) Occupational 
Scale (i.e., higher executives or proprietors of businesses, 
business managers, major or lessor professionals, adminis­
trators, small Independent businessmen, and teachers), and 
if a positive answer (strongly agree or agree) was given to 
each of the following items on the questionnaire: 
(a) Except for possible short-term interruptions, I 
plan to be continuously employed until retirement 
age. 
<b) I view my employment as more than a 30b; it is a 
career which requires a great deal of commitment on 
my part. 
(c) My work provides me with opportunities for personal 
growth and development. 
Eighty-five respondents met these criteria and were classi­
fied as career wives. One hundred and fifty respondents 
were classified aa earner wives, even though the occupations 
of 32 of these women were in the top three categories of the 
Hollingshead Occupational Scale. 
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Wivea' Preferences for Use of Time 
Two similar scales were developed (see Appendices C and 
D) : (a) one for wives' perceptions of and preferences for 
use of their own time, and (b) one for wives' perceptions of 
and preferences for husbands' time allocations. Activities 
included those identified and previously uaed by Walker and 
Woods <1976) in a national study of time use: employment and 
employment-related activities, various household production 
activities (i.e., food preparation, meal cleanup, grocery 
shopping, housecleaning, car and yard care, clothing care, 
bill paying and record keeping, and discussing and making 
financial arrangements), child-related activities (i.e., 
caring for, teaching skills to, transporting and playing 
with children), personal maintenance activities (i.e., 
sleeping, eating, and care of self), leisure and recreation­
al activities, and community and volunteer activities. Sub­
jects estimated and recorded actual time allocations on an 
"average" weekday and weekend day for two purposes: (a) 
recalling actual time allocations to activities may provide 
some criteria or basis for formulation of attitudes regard­
ing time use preferences, and (b) data on perceived time 
allocations would aid in describing and interpreting the 
results on time use preferences. 
Wives indicated preferences for time allocations to 
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each activity. Possible responses included: 
1. GDLT -- would prefer to spend a great deal less 
time. 
2. LT -- would prefer to spend less time. 
3. LLT — would prefer to spend a little less time. 
4. RT — spend about the right amount of time. 
5. LMT — would prefer to spend a little more time. 
6. MT -- would prefer to spend more time. 
7. GDMT — would prefer to spend a great deal more 
time. 
Wives' preferences for their own and husbands' time 
allocations were coded from one to seven as labeled above. 
Statistical analyses of wives' preferences for the 
use of time. Descriptive results included mean scores 
of wives' preferences for time allocations in each of the 
activities for themselves and husbands. Two factor analysis 
procedures were performed using the varimax rotation method, 
one for wives' preferences for tfteir own, and a second for 
wives' preferences for husbands' time allocations. Factors 
with an eigenvalue of 1.0 or greater were retained and de­
fined. To comprehensively investigate statistically signi­
ficant differences between career and earner wives' prefer­
ences for the use of time, one-way analysis of variance 
procedures were performed on factor scores and responses to 
individual items. 
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A multivariate analysis of covariance procedure was 
performed with groups of career and earner wives as the 
independent variable and wives' factor scores for prefer­
ences for the use of tine as dependent variables, control­
ling for wives' sex role attitudes, wives' locus of control, 
and a set of demographic variables. 
A final multivariate analysis of covariance procedure 
was performed with wives' employment status (career or 
earner) as the independent variable and wives' preferences 
for use of time factor scores as one group of dependent 
variables, wives' frequency of use of strategies for coping 
with time constraints (which will be discussed in the fol­
lowing section) as a second group of dependent variables, 
and a set of attitudinal and demographic covariatea. 
Wives' Uae of Strategies for Coping with Time 
Constraints 
An instrument for the measurement of employed wives' 
perceptions of their behavior when confronted with time 
conatrainta ia included in Appendix £. Itema representing 
specific behaviors and responses were included based on 
research findings and frameworks developed by theorists as 
potentially relieving time constraints and role overload 
(Bird et al., 1983; Hall, 1972; Nichols & Fox, 1963; Strober 
£> Weinberg, 1980). Items were classified as: (a) structural 
role redefinition strategies, (b) personal role redefinition 
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strategies, (c) reactive role strategies, (d> management 
strategies, (e> consumption strategies, and <£) mental 
responses. 
Structural role redefinition strategies. Struc­
tural role redefinition atrategiea (Hall. 1972) consisted o£ 
those behaviors that alter external, environmentally imposed 
expectations. Specific atructural role redefinition strate­
gies and the items reflecting these strategies that were 
included in the scale are aa follows: 
1. Elimination of role activitiea but not entire roles: 
(a) Spend less time in employment or employment 
related activitiea. 
(b) Spend lesa time on houaehold work. 
(c> Spend leaa time attending to family matters. 
(d) Decide that I will not do some of the of the 
tasks I usually perform. 
(e) Simply refuse to take on any new family 
activitiea. 
<f) Simply refuse to take on any new personal 
activitiea (activitiea that do not include 
family or work). 
2. Gaining role aupport 1'rom role aendera at work: 
(a) Get my employer or auperviaor to reduce the 
demands on me. 
(b) Get others at work to do some of the tasks I 
usually perform. 
3. Gaining role support from role senders at home: 
(a) Get my husband to reduce the demands he makes on 
me. 
(b) Get my children to to reduce the demands they 
make on me. 
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(c> Get. my husband to do aome of the work. 
(d> Get my children to do aome o£ the work. 
(e> Get others (relatives or friends) living with or 
near me to do aome of the work. 
4. Problem solving with role senders: 
(a) Discuss the situation with my employer or 
supervisor and get them to help decide how to 
resolve the problem. 
(b) Discuss the situation with my family and get. 
them to help decide how to resolve the problem. 
5. Integrating roles: 
(a) Find ways to combine work and family activities. 
(b) Involve family members in my employment related 
activities. 
Personal role redefinition strategies. Personal 
role redefinition strategies (Hall, 1972) involved changing 
one's perceptions and attitudes rather than attempting to 
change the environment. 
1. Establishing priorities: 
(a) Decide which tasks and activities at work are 
moat important and do thoae first. 
(b) Decide which family tasks and activities are 
moat important and do those first. 
2. Partitioning and separating roles (i.e., choosing 
not to attend to one role while performing another): 
(a) When at work, concentrate my full attention on 
my work activities instead of things I need to 
do at home. 
(b) When at home, concentrate my full attention on 
one task at a time and try not to think about 
the other things that need doing. 
so 
3. Overlooking role demands (i.e., within oneself 
rather than involving others): 
<a) Ignore aome of the taaka I uaually perform at 
work. 
<b) Ignore aome of the taaka I uaually perform at 
home. 
4. Changing attitudea toward rolea: 
<a) Overlook or relax atandarda for how well I do 
certain things at work. 
(b) Overlook or relax atandarda for how well I do 
certain thinga at home. 
<c) Work to change my attitude about what is and 
what ia not important. 
5. Eliminating rolea by suppreaaing important personal 
intereata: 
(a) Do the thinga that are important to othera 
rather than the thinga that are important to 
me. 
<b> Spend leaa time sleeping. 
(c) Spend leas time caring for myself (grooming, 
resting, etc.). 
<d) Spend less time on personal leisure or recrea­
tional activities. 
(e) Spend less time in social activities. 
<f) Spend less time in volunteer or community 
related activities. 
<g) Eat meals while "on the run". 
6. Rotating among roles by ahifting patterns of 
selective attention and inattention: 
<a) Do one thing at a tame and try not to think 
about other things. 
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7. Giving greater priority to developing one's own 
interests and self-sent expections: 
<a) Do the things that are important to me rather 
than trying to fulfill all of the demands of 
others. 
<b) Do the things at. work that. I feel are important, 
rather than meeting the demands of others. 
Reactive role strategies. Hall <1972) defined 
reactive role strategies as behaviors designed to meet all 
role expectations. 
1. Increasing energy inputs so that all expectations 
can be met: 
(a) Work harder (take fewer breaks, exert more 
effort, etc.). 
Cb) Devote more time and energy so that I can do 
everything that is expected of me. 
<c) Take work home. 
(d) Take less time for lunch. 
(e) Go to work earlier, or stay iater. 
2. Using no conscious strategy but assuming that all 
expectations must be met and there is no way to cope 
but to meet them: 
(a) Assume that things need to be done and that I am 
the one to do them. 
(b) Keep working until everything is completed. 
Management straqeqles. Hall <1972) viewed strate­
gies involving planing, scheduling, and organizing as re­
active role behaviors. Family economists (Nichols & Fox, 
1983; Strober & Weinberg, 1980) have proposed and tested a 
number of strategies that included reductions in quantity or 
quality of household production, reductions in time spent 
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in leisure and sleep, working more intensively and/or 
efficiently, substituting the labor of others, and various 
consumption behaviors. Several of these strategies fit 
Hall's (1972) conceptual framework and have been included in 
the previous items. For the purposes of this study, 
"management" strategies (e.g., planning, scheduling, and 
organizing) and "consumption" strategies <e.g., purchase or 
use of "time-saving" capital equipment, services, etc.) were 
categorized separately from reactive role strategies. 
1. Planning, scheduling, and organizing time and energy 
inputs: 
(a) At work, I try to plan and organize my work so 
that everything can be done in less time. 
<b> At home, I try to plan and organize better so 
that everything can be done in less time. 
(c) Overlap tasks at home and do more than one thing 
at a time. 
(d) Keep lists o±' tasks that need doing. 
<e) Try to improve my efficiency by working out 
better and quicker ways to do things. 
2. Increasing efforts to plan and organize the 
environment: 
(a) Save time by making sure that work areas are 
organized and things are conveniently located. 
<b) Save time by increaaing my use of labor-saving 
devices around the house. 
Consumption strategies. Nichols and Fox <1983) 
identified "time buying" strategies which involved purchas­
ing capital goods or services to substitute for or reduce 
demands on one's own time. Items that were consumption 
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strategies included: 
1. Substitution of money for one's own efforts: 
(a) Hire someone to help in my home. 
(b) Plan to purchase or actually purchase labor-
saving appliances (for example, microwave oven* 
frost-free refrigerator, etc.). 
(c) Eat out more often. 
(d) Increase my use of purchased services (for 
example, child care, laundry or drycleaning, car 
or yard care, etc.). 
(e) Increase my use of puchased goods (for example, 
frozen foods, mixes, permanent press clothing, 
etc.). 
2. Influencing the use of goods or services: 
(a) Urge my employer to hire additional workers. 
(b) Urge my employer to purchase labor-saving 
devices. -
Mental response strategies. In their study per­
taining to role strain, Pearlin and Schooler (1976) identi­
fied a group of strategies that neither alter the situation 
generating the strain or create congenial perceptions of tne 
situations, but function to keep people from being over­
whelmed by the strain. Subjects in their sample reported 
frequently trying not to worry because time itself solves 
the problem, accepting the hardship becauae it waa meant to 
be, avoiding confrontation, trying to relax ao that the 
difficulties will become leas important, and stating that 
everything works out for the best. These responses are 
similar to Hall's (1972) reactive strategy of assuming that 
all expectations must £>e met and that there is no way to 
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cope but. to meet them. A group of items were added to 
expand the reactive dimension that, focuses on internal 
feelings and external verbal responses rather than concrete 
problem-solving behaviors. 
1. Feelings and responses: 
(a) Worry about the things at. home that, don't get 
done. 
<b> Worry about the thinga at home that aren't done 
as well as they should be done. 
(c) Accept the tame pressures as a natural part of 
life. 
<d) Tell myself that everything will work out for 
the best. 
<e) Tell myself to relax. 
(f) Tell myself that tomorrow will be a better day. 
2. Verbal responses: 
<a) Yell and let off steam. 
<b) Verbally inform others of my dissatisfaction. 
A five-point Likert-type scale was used to measure 
wives' frequency of use of each strategy. The data were 
coded so that five indicated that the strategy was always 
used, and one meant that it was never used. 
Statistical analyses of wives' use of strategies 
for coping with time constraints. The mean scores of 
career and earner wives' frequency of use of each of the 
strategies were computed and presented. The data from all 
wives were factor analyzed using the principal components 
method, varimax rotation. Only those items loading .40 or 
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higher were retained in each factor, and only those factors 
with an eigenvalue of l.O or greater were defined. 
One-way analysis of variance procedures were performed 
using wives' factor scores and wives' scores on the indivi­
dual strategies to determine statistically significant 
differences between career and earner wives in use of the 
strategies. Further analysis included a multivariate analy­
sis of covariance procedure with wives' factor scores for 
frequency of use of strategies as dependent variables, con­
trolling for wives' sex role attitudes, locus of control, 
and other demographic variables. 
Wives' factor scores for use of strategies for coping 
with time constraints were also included with wives' factor 
scores for preferences for use of time as dependent varia­
bles in a fina.l multivariate analysis of covariance proce­
dure, controlling for the effects of attitudinal and demo­
graphic variables. 
Attitudinal and Demographic Covariatea 
Covariatea included: (a) wives' sex role attitudes, <b) 
locus of control measured on three dimensions (i.e., inter­
nal control, powerful others control, and chance control), 
(c) wives' weekly time allocations to employment, (d) age in 
years, (e) education in years completed, (f) family income, 
(g) family size, (h) the presence of a child under age six 
(entered as a dummy variable), and (1) number o±' rooms in 
the family dwelling. 
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Sex role attitudes. Wives' sex role attitudes (see 
Appendix F) were measured by items reflecting one dimension 
of sex role attitudes identified by Tomeh <1978) from items 
originally developed by Scanzoni <1975, 1976). That dimen­
sion, termed problematic husband-wife alterations role, 
placed emphasis on the real possibility of a husband's 
sacrifices in his time, energy, and interests to accommodate 
the wife's occupational interests. A number of sex role 
attitude scales were reviewed and rejected for this study 
either because of their length or because they included a 
variety of items which measured attitudes toward the women's 
liberation movement, women's involvement in business or 
politics, and/or women's motherhood roles. 
Tomeh <1978) indicated a reliability coefficient of .84 
for this dimension of the scale. The six attitudinal items 
were worded in a non-traditional way; that is, non-tradi-
tional sex roles are characterized by flexibility and role 
sharing between the sexes. Tomeh <1978) argued that viewing 
sex roles from this perspective highlights the role-sharing 
model which is becoming more prevalent in American life. 
Subjects responded on a four-point Likert-type format 
with possible choices including strongly agree, agree, dis­
agree, and strongly disagree. Responses were coded from one 
to four with four representing strong agreement and one 
indicating strong disagreement, so that after scores were 
summed, higher scores reflected non-traditional attitudes. 
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Loeua o£ control. The locus of control construct 
was derived from Rotter's <1954) social learning theory. 
Internal-external locus o£ control refers to the degree to 
which an individual perceives that successes and failures 
are contingent upon personal initiative (Rotter, 1966). At 
one end of the internal-external continuum are the highly 
internal individuals, or those who perceive that individual 
or personal effort is Instrumental in the attainment of suc­
cess. At the opposite end are the highly external indivi­
duals who view failure as unrelated to ability and effort, 
but as extrinsic to themselves (e.g., fate, chance, luck, 
etc.). 
Family management theorists have posited that a family 
member's internal or external orientation affects family 
goal setting and planning (Deacon 6. Firebaugh, 1981), deci­
sion making within families (Paolucci, Hall, & Axinn, 1977), 
and behavioral outcomes: 
When associated with successful decision making, an 
internal orientation can lead to feelings of compe­
tence; when associated with failure, it can lead to 
self-blame. . . Highly externally motivated people 
feel they are at the mercy of the environment. When 
they are manipulated, they take it in stride better 
than internally oriented persons. A focus on the 
external factors may be motivationally healthy if it 
results in assessing one's chances for success against 
real external obstacles. (Paolucci et al., 1977, p.56) 
The construct has not been widely used in empirical 
investigations of family resource management, probably due 
in part, to the "infancy" of the discipline. Its inclusion 
as 
aa a covariate in thia study waa deemed relevant, for two 
reaaona. Flrat. employed women who believe that their world 
ia ordered by chance (externals) may indicate different 
preferences for their uae of time and may uae aome strate­
gies for coping with time constraints more or less frequent­
ly than employed women who feel that they art*, personally in 
control of the events in their lives <internal.-*) . Second, 
a multidisciplinary research model including a number of 
psychological, sociological, and demographic variablea may 
explain more effectively wives' preferences for use of time 
and frequency of use of strategies for coping with time 
constraints than a model with fewer variablea. 
Researchers (Dixon, McKee, & McRae, 1976; Gurin, Gurin, 
Lao, & Beattie, 1969; Levinaon, 1974; Lindbloom & Faw, 1962; 
Lao, 1970; Mirels, 1970; Walkey, 1979) have presented empir­
ical evidence that Rotter'a <1966) I-E Scale is not unidi-
menaional. Levinaon (1974) reviaed the scale and validated 
three dimenaiona: (a) internal control, (b) powerful others 
control, and <c) chance control, which were used in the 
present study. 
Levinaon <1974) indicated that Kuder-Richardaon relia­
bility coeficienta were .64 for the I (internal control) 
factor, .77 for the P <control by powerful others) factor, 
and .78 for the C (chance control) factor. Test-retest 
reliabilities for a one week period were .64, .74, and .78 
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respectively. The factor structure of the Levinson scale 
has recently been confirmed by Lindbloom and Faw (1982) and 
Walkey <1979). 
Subjects responded to the 24 items <see Appendix G) on 
a six-point Likert-type format with six indicating strong 
agreement with the statement and one indicating strong dis­
agreement. Items were phrased to measure the degree to 
which individuals feel that they have control over what 
happens to them, not what they believe regarding people in 
general. Scores were factor analyzed using the varimax 
rotation method (replicating Levinson'a study), and the 
results verified the three dimensions. Wives'' scores on 
each of the dimensions were included as covariates Calong 
with the other variables) in the multivariate analysis of 
covarlance procedures. 
Wives' weekly time allocations to employment and 
employment-related activities. Wives in the sample re­
called their time allocations to employment and employment-
related activities both on an "average" weekday and weekend 
day. Although recall methods of collecting time use data 
have been deemed less accurate than time-diary methods 
(Szalai. 1972; Walker and Woods, 1976), Robinson (1977) 
investigated differences between "yesterday" recall and 
record types of time dairies and found no evidence of sys­
tematic bias in either of the two methods. Asking subjects 
to recall usual tine allocations on an average day may 
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result, in over- or under-eat.imat.lona but. also helps adjust 
for ait.uat.iona where yesterday's -time allocations were 
extremely atyplcial of normal life patterna. 
Wives' weekly time allocations to employment and 
employment-related activities were computed by multiplying 
the time allocated on an average weekday by five and time on 
an average week-end day by two and summing the products. 
Total weekly minutes was entered as a dependent variable in 
the multivariate analysis of covariance procedures. 
Additional demographic variables. Additional 
demographic variables included the following: 
<a> Wife's age in yeara, 
(b) wife's education indicated by number of years 
of school completed, 
(c) total annual family income indicated by the 
selection of on*-: of fourteen income categories 
(recoded to thci midpoint for that category for 
use as a continuous variable), 
<d) family size indicated by summing the number of 
individuals residing in the household, 
(e) the presence of a child under age six living 
in the household, and 
<f) actual number of rooms in the family dwelling 
excluding hallways and entry halls. 
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St.at.lat.lcal Analyses 
Statistical analyaea were performed -to accomplish the 
following objectives: 
Obiectlve l: Frequency distributions, means, and 
standard deviationa were computed to deacribe 
demographic data for the sample and career and 
earner wives' actual time allocations in 21 
activities. 
Obiectlve 2: Means and standard deviationa were 
computed to deacribe career and earner wives' 
preferences for the use of time and use of 
strategies for coping with time constraints. 
Obiectlve 3: Factor analyses procedures using the 
principal components method were performed on 
wives' preferences for the use of time and use 
of strategies for coping with constraints. 
Composite variables were constructed via the 
factor acale procedure used by the Statistical 
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSSX, 1983). 
Obiectlve 4: One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
procedures were performed to determine if there 
were statistically significant differences be­
tween career and earner wives in each prefer­
ence for the use of time in a specific category 
of activities and in computed factor scores. 
Obiect-ive 5: A multivariate analysis of covariance 
(MANCOVA) procedure was performed to determine 
if there were statistically significant differ­
ences between career and earner wives' prefer­
ences for the use of time when dimensions of 
preferences were analyzed -together, controlling 
for: (a) wives' sex role attitudes, <b) wives' 
locus of control (measured on three dimensions 
(internal, powerful others, and chance control), 
<c) weekly employment hours, (d) age, (e) educa­
tional level, <f) family income, <g) family 
size, <h) presence of a child under age six, 
and <i) number of rooms in the family dwelling. 
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Qbiectlve 6: One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
procedures were performed to determine if there 
were statistically significant differences be­
tween career and earner wives in each use of 
specific strategies for coping with time con­
straints and in computed factor scores. 
Obiactive 7: A multivariate analysis of covariance 
(MANCOVAJ procedure was performed to determine 
if there were statistically significant differ­
ences between career and earner wives' use of 
strategies for coping with time constraints when 
dimensions of strategies were analyzed together, 
controlling for: (a) wives' sex role attitudes, 
<b) wives' locus of control measured on three 
dimensions (internal, powerful others, and 
chance control), (c> weekly employment hours, 
(d) age, (e> educational level, (f> family 
income, (g) family size, (h> presence of a child 
under age six, and (i> number of rooms in the 
family dwelling. 
Qbiective £: A multivariate analysis of covariance 
' (MANCOVA) procedure was performed to determine 
if there were statistically significant differ­
ences between career and earner wives' prefer­
ences for the use of time and use of strategies 
for coping with time constraints when dimensions 
of preferences and strategies were analyzed 
together, controlling for: <a) wives' sex role 
attitudes, (b> wives' locus of control measured 
on three dimensions (internal, powerful others, 
and chance control), <a) weekly employment 
hours, (d) age, (e) educational level, (f) 
family income, (g) family size, (h) presence of 
a child under age six, and (i) number of rooms 
in the family dwelling. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The first, part, of the chaptar includaa descriptive data 
on tha demographic characteristics of caraar wivaa and tarn-
ar wivas. In addition, mean time allocations to various 
activities on an average waakday and waakand day ara report­
ed and discussed. For clarity in reporting results, all an­
alyses pertaining to wives' preferences for the use of time, 
including descriptive analyses, factor analyses, analysis of 
variance procedures, and a multivariate analysis of covari-
ance procedure, will be presented first, and aeparately from 
the analyses of wives' use of strategies for coping with 
time constraints. The results of statistical analyses of 
career and earner wives' use of strategies for coping with 
time constraints will also include factor analyses and anal­
ysis of variance and multivariate analysis of covariance 
procedures. 
Finally are presented the results of the multivariate 
analyaia of covariance procedure with groups of career and 
earner wives as tha independent variable, and wives' prefer­
ences for use of time and wives' use of strategies for cop­
ing with time constraints as dependent variablea, control­
ling for the effects of attltudinal and demographic 
variablea. 
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P**9T4Pt4Q" °* 
The deacriptive data for the aa»pl« of married, 
employed wivea art praaantad in Tabla 2. Tha sample waa 
predominantly whita <90.6*), with approximately 5* of the 
subjects not, indicating raca. Tha mean agaa of groupa of 
caraar and aarnar wivaa ware vary close <45.8 and 44.7, 
reapectively). The ages of earner wives were normally dis­
tributed, but. slightly higher percentages of career wives 
were in the 30 to 39 and 60 and over age groupa. 
Mean yeara of education of career wives waa 1S.O yeara 
compared to 13.4 for earner wives. These were higher than 
the mean educational level (12.8 years) reported for all 
woaen 23 yeara an over in North Carolina (U. S. Bureau of 
the Census, 1982). Approximately 50* of the career wivea 
were collage graduatea and one-half of those reported post­
graduate work. By comparison, 20* of the earner wives were 
college graduatea, and only 5* reported post-graduate work. 
The mean for yeara of marriage waa alightly higher 
among career wivea <22.8 yeara) than for earner wivea <21.8 
yeara). Mean family aize waa amaller for career wives <2.0 
versus 2.2), and approximately 46* of career wivea but only 
33.3* of earner wives resided in two-person households. 
The Occupational Scale of the Hollingahead Two-Factor 
Index of Social Poaition (1958) waa uaed to claaaify occupa­
tional atatua. Recall that wivea were claaaified aa career 
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Tabla 2 
Daaooraphlc Data for tha Sa«pl» 
Caraar wivas Earnar wivas All wivas 
Charactaristic No. x No. X No. * 
Raet 
Whita 78 91.8 135 90.0 213 90.6 
Black 2 2.4 7 4.7 9 3.8 
Othar 1 j7 1 ^4 
Totals 80 94.1 143 95.3 223 94.9 
Laaa than 30 5 5.9 11 7.3 16 6.8 
30 - 39 26 30.6 40 26.7 66 28.1 
40 - 49 19 22.4 45 30.0 64 27.2 
5 0 - 5 9  24 28.2 43 28.7 67 28.5 
60 and ovar 11 12.9 10 6.7 21 8.9 
Totals 85 100.0 149 99.3 234 99.6 
Maan aga of wivas 45.8 44.7 45.1 
Education 
Laaa than 12 yaara 
High school graduata 
Partial collaga, technical 
training 
Co11aga graduata 
Post graduata work 
Totals 
Maan yaara of aducation 
2 2.4 4 2.7 6 2.6 
16 18.8 60 40.0 76 32.3 
23 27.1 56 37.3 79 33.6 
21 24.7 22 14.7 43 18.3 
21 24.7 8 5.3 29 12.3 
83 97.6 150 100.0 233 99.1 
15 .0 13. 4 14 .0 
Yaars aarriad 
Laaa than 10 13 15.3 24 16.0 37 15.7 
10 - 19 25 29.4 41 27.3 66 28.1 
20 - 29 15 17.6 43 28.7 58 24.7 
30 and ovar 31 36.5 42 28.0 73 31.1 
Totals 84 98.8 150 100.0 234 99.6 
Maan yaars aarriad 22.fi 21.8 22.2 
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Table 2 (continued) 
Career wives Earnar wivaa All wives 
Characteristic No. X No. X No. X 
Houaahold size 
Wifa and husband 39 45.9 50 33.3 89 37.9 
Thraa 18 21.2 44 29.3 62 26.4 
Four 21 24.7 41 27.3 62 26.4 
Flva 7 8.2 9 6.0 16 6.8 
Six 3 2.0 3 1.3 
Savan 3 2.0 3 1.3 
Totals 85 100.0 150 100.0 235 100.0 
Maan housahold size 2.0 2.2 2.1 
:upational status 
Professionals 8 9.4 4 2.7 12 5.1 
Managers, administrators, and 
technicians 41 48.2 17 11.3 58 27.4 
Teachers and small independent 
business persons 36 42.4 11 7.3 47 20.0 
Sales and clerical 97 64.7 97 41.3 
Skilled aanual employees 9 6.0 9 3.8 
Semi-skilled employees and 
machine operators 7 4.7 7 3.0 
Unskilled employees — 1 J_ 1 .4 
Totals 85 100.0 146 97.3 231 98.3 
Husbands' occupational status 
Prof essionals 15 17.6 10 6.7 25 10.6 
Managers, administrators, and 
technicians 38 44.7 64 42.7 102 43.4 
Teachers and small independent 
business persons 2 2.4 2 1.3 4 1.7 
Sales and clerical 11 12.9 24 16.0 35 14.9 
Skilled manual employees 3 3.5 24 16.0 27 11.5 
Semi-skilled employees and 
machine operators 2 2.4 12 8.0 14 6.0 
Unskilled employees 1 .7 1 .4 
Unemployed 1 1.2 1 .4 
Disabled 2 2.4 2 .9 
Retired _9 10.6 9 6.0 _ia 7.7 
Totals 83 97.7 146 97.3 229 97.5 
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Table 2 (continued) 
Characteristic 
Caraar wivas Earnar wives All wive* 
No. No. No. 
Annual incoaa 
Laaa than 55,000 
95,000 - 98,999 
99,000 - 912,999 
915,999 913,000 
916,000 
920,000 
930,000 
940,000 
919,999 
929,999 
939,999 
949,999 
950,000 and over 
Totals 
Mean annual incoae 
Median annual incoae 
2 2.4 7 4.7 9 3.8 
2 2.4 17 11.3 19 8.1 
9 10.6 39 26.0 48 20.4 
11 12.9 24 16.0 35 14.9 
18 21.2 24 16.0 42 17.9 
20 23.5 19 12.6 34 16.6 
9 10.6 4 2.7 13 5.6 
7 8.2 2 1.3 9 3.8 
_3 3.6 5 3.3 a 3.4 
81 95.3 141 94.0 222 94.5 
923, 598.77 916, 120.67 918, 849.17 
918, 000.00 S14, 500.00 914, 500.00 
Annual faaily incoae 
Leas than 913,000 
913,000 - 915,999 
916,000 
920,000 
925,000 
930,000 
940,000 
919,999 
924,999 
929,999 
939,999 
949,999 
950,000 and over 
Totals 
Mean annual incoae 
Median annual incoae 
0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 
1 1.2 1 .7 2 .9 
0 0.0 7 4.7 7 3.0 
3 3.5 11 7.3 14 6.0 
7 8.2 15 10.0 22 9.4 
21 24.7 41 27.3 62 26.4 
16 18.8 31 20.7 47 20.0 
33 38.8 34 22.7 67 28.5 
81 95.3 140 93.3 221 94.0 
946,882.72 939, 703.68 942, 334.91 
945,000.00 938, 000.00 945, 000.00 
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wivea if their occupations were included in the top thr«« 
categoriaa of the HollingahMd occupational acala and if 
thay either agreed or atrongly agraad that: <a> thay plannad 
to ba continuously employed until ratiraaant age, <b> thair 
joba wara caraara that raquirad a graat daal of coaaitaant, 
and <c> thair work providad opportunitiaa for paraonal 
growth and development. Aa indicatad in Tabla 2, aome aarn-
ar wivaa (approximately 20X) wara profaaaionala, aanagara, 
adniniatratora, tachniciana, taachara, or indapandant 
buaineaa paraona, but tha majority wara aalaa and clarical 
workers (approximately 65*>, and only lOx wara akilled, 
aemi-akilled, or unakillad workara. 
A highar parcantaga of huabanda of caraar wivaa than 
huabanda of aarnar wivaa wara executivea, proprietora of 
large buainaaaaa, or major profeaaionala, and a lowar per­
centage were akilled, aemi-akilled or unskilled workera. 
Similar parcentagaa ware managers or proprietora of medium 
aized businesses or lesser professionala. A highar percent­
age of huabanda of career wives were retired (10.6*) than 
earner huabanda of earner wivea (6x). In addition, three 
huabanda of career wivea ware either diaablad or unemployed. 
Information on wivea' income and total family Income 
waa collected by income categoriea and recoded to the mid­
points for atatiatlcal and reporting purpoaaa. Mean annual 
income of the entire sample of wivea waa &18,649.17, 
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considerably higher than the 1979 aaan annual ineoaa of 
$7,781.00 for femalea, Id yaars and oldar who rasidad in tha 
metropolitan statistical area that ineludad Graansboro, 
North Carolina <U. S. Buraau of tha Cansus, 1982), and 
higher than tha mean annual income of 412,239.00 for white 
females in the South Atlantic states <U. S. Bureeu of the 
Census, 1983). .The mean annual income for career wives 
<*23,598.77) was much higher than that for earner wives 
<316,120.£7). 
Total mean family income of all wives in the sample was 
442,334.91, much higher than 424,858.00 which was indicated 
for married-couple families with wife in the labor force who 
resided in the Greensboro metropolitan statistical area 
<U. S. Buraau of the Census, 1982). Mean family income of 
career wives <446,882.72) was higher than mean family Income 
reported by earner wives <439,703.68}. 
In summary, the entire sample of wives may be described 
as married, predominantly white, educated, well-paid, white-
collar workers. The groups of career and earner wives were 
very similar in race, age, years married, and household 
size. Career wives' occupational status, edueatlonal level, 
and personal and family incomes were higher than earner 
wives'. 
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PaierlDtlv Results of Time Allocation* 
Wivac wcra asked to tatiaat* thair own and thair hus­
bands' actual tin* allocations to specific activities on 
an avaraga waakday and avaraga waakand day. Maana and 
standard daviations ara raportad and discussad in tha fol­
lowing saetions. Readers desiring further information may 
refer to the frequency distributions and percentages pre­
sented in Appendices I and J. 
Time Allocations of Career and Earner Wives 
The mean time allocated by career and earner wives to 
the activities on an average weekday and average weekend day 
are included in Table 3. On a weekday, career wives spent 
more time in employment and employment-related activities, 
discussing and making financial arrangements, and sleeping 
and eating than did earner wives. Among those with children 
living at home (33* of career wives and 36* of earner 
wives), career wives spent more time caring for children and 
teaching skills to children than did earner wives. However, 
career wives reported spending less time performing house­
hold production activities, caring for themselves, and in 
leisure and recreation, volunteer, and social activities 
than did earner wives. 
On a weekend day, career wives allocated approximately 
70 minutes more to employment and enployment-related activi­
ties, and a little more time houaecleanlng, discussing and 
making financial arrangements, sleeping and eating, in 
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Table 3 
Mean Tlse Allocation* of Car—r and Earner Wlv«t 
Wives' 
weekday tlse (In sins.) 
Activity 
Car—r 
t SD 
EarnT 
1 SD 
Wiv—' 
w—kend day tlse <ln sins.) 
Career Earner 
M SD SD 
Eaplovaent and 
related 
activities 508 123 469 107 120 150 49 99 
Meal planning 25 29 29 28 54 62 52 55 
Food preparation 62 34 73 55 107 63 106 79 
Kitchen cleanup 41 28 44 32 70 55 67 44 
Grocery shopping 28 32 38 33 47 42 52 51 
Hou—cleaning 41 44 62 57 173 133 156 109 
Car and yard care 6 26 15 34 53 59 50 56 
Hoae repairs 3 11 7 16 21 33 21 41 
Clothing care 45 63 59 59 94 87 93 79 
Bill paying and 
record km ping 30 43 31 88 23 28 25 38 
Discussing and 
making financial 
cisciaions 25 30 19 21 34 46 21 31 
Caring for children 245 300 175 222 385 389 383 379 
Teaching skills 
to children 59 98 29 26 61 63 55 83 
Transporting children 39 30 31 34 42 50 51 59 
Playing with children 60 107 55 78 103 118 122 146 
SI—ping and oating 488 81 463 92 518 94 496 79 
Care of —If 66 44 75 70 80 53 88 76 
Leisure and 
recreation 56 73 72 78 165 139 152 128 
Volunteer activities 21 36 34 50 23 43 41 72 
Keeping in touch 
with friends 29 50 32 51 63 86 54 54 
Keeping in touch 
with relatives 21 23 30 46 58 62 54 58 
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ltl«ur« and recreation, and social activities than did 
earner wives. Career and earner wives reported spending 
similar amounts of time in most, household production 
activities (except for housecleaning) end child-related 
activities. 
Time Allocations bv Husbands of Career end Eerner Wives 
Husbands' mean time allocations to specific activities 
are reported in Table 4. On a weekday, husbands of career 
wives spent more time in leisure and recreation and social 
activities, but less time in employment and employment-
related activities; car and yard care, home repairs, and 
child-related activities than did husbands of earner wives. 
Both groups of husbands allocated very little time to house­
hold tasks traditionally ascribed to females <i.e., meal 
preparation, grocery shopping, and housecleaning). 
On a weekend day, husbands of career wives spent more 
time in leisure and recreation and social activities, but 
less time in child-care activities and car and yard care. 
The groups wore similar in time spent in employment, most 
household production activities, and sleeping and eating. 
Summary and Discussion of the Time Allocations Dsts 
Career wives' greater time allocations to employment 
and employment-related activities on an average weekday and 
weekend day was expected, given their career commitment and 
the job responsibilities associated with higher level occu­
pational statuses. Although career wives reported spending 
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Table 4 
Mean Tiaa Allocations of Husbands of Car««r and EarnT Wives 
Husbands' Husbands' 
weekday tiaa (in sins.) waakand day tiaa (in ains.) 
Caraar Earnar Caraar Earnar 
Activity N SD 5 52 M SD M SD 
Employment and 
related 
activitias 487 175 541 137 137 182 129 177 
Naal praparation 
and kitchen 
claanup 24 30 25 37 29 40 31 41 
Grocery shopping 13 24 12 30 19 27 17 32 
Housecleaning 10 21 15 39 30 53 25 37 
Car and yard cara 24 48 37 54 91 87 115 99 
Hoaa repairs 13 30 24 41 57 77 57 29 
Washing and ironing 7 19 8 21 9 43 9 29 
Bill paying and 
racord keeping 16 
• 
33 21 37 19 43 21 37 
Discussing and 
•aking financial 
decisions 22 37 21 26 30 39 27 30 
Caring for children 33 41 49 78 62 93 106 163 
Teaching skills 
to children 19 23 27 38 33 53 45 56 
Transporting 
children 12 15 17 36 11 19 30 51 
Playing with 
children 25 34 40 64 74 109 86 115 
Sleeping and eating 498 75 493 93 523 85 520 99 
Care of self 75 57 87 89 96 104 103 104 
Leisure and 
recreation 125 125 100 110 249 153 216 167 
Volunteer activities 23 58 19 48 19 54 21 47 
Keeping in touch 
with friends 39 66 24 37 72 95 52 64 
Keeping in touch 
with relatives 21 28 18 27 74 74 55 72 
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ulightly 1MS til* in household production activities on a 
weekday <which was logical given their tiae Inputs to 
ployaant), thay still spant such tiaa perforaing thaaa 
activities. Soaa of the career wives obviously coapenseted 
for spending less tiae in household production tasks on a 
weekday by allocating aore time on weekends. Those cereer 
wives with children living at. hoae allocated aore tiae to 
child care and teaching akilla to children on a weekday than 
did earner wives. Perhapa these woaen felt guilty about 
their career coaaitaent. and tiae inputa to eaployaent (Bird, 
et al., 1983; Johnson & Johnson, 1980) and reacted by 
spending aore tiae with their children. 
Overall, both career and earner wivea reported apanding 
auch of their tiae in eaployaent activities, houaehold pro­
duction actlvitiea, and child-related activities, and auch 
leas tiae in leisure and recreation and aocial activities. 
If tiae allocations reflect role salience <Nye, 1976), both 
groups of eaployed aarried woaen spent aore tiae perforalng, 
and therefore placed greater iaportance on child-aocializa-
tion, child care, housekeeper, and occupational roles, while 
relegating aocial, kinahip, and recreational roles to a 
lower atatus aa predicted by Nye (1976). 
On a weekday, husbands of career wivea spant leaa tiae 
in eaployaent than husbands of earner wivea and the 
career wivaa. However, the larger atandard deviation for 
eaployaent tiae by husbands of career wives indicated that 
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•OR* caraar husbands worked many aor* hours than others. 
Recall that, more husbands of career wives were either 
retired, disabled, or unemployed than husbands of eerner 
wives. In addition, some career wives and especially those 
over 60 indicated that, their husbands were retired but 
worked part-time. These sample characteristics nay also 
explain the slightly higher means for weekday time alloca­
tions to leisure and recreation and social activities by 
husbands of career wives. 
Except for employment, the major differences between 
time allocations of groups of husbands was in child-related 
activities. Husbands of earner wives spent more time on a 
weekday and weekend day in these activities (the means for 
child-related activities pertained only to those households 
with minor-aged children living at home). Perhaps the earn­
er wives allocated less time to child-related activities 
than career wives because their husbands assumed more of 
these responsibilities. 
Compared to their wives, husbands spent, more time in 
leisure and recreation and social activities, regardless of 
day, but leas time in household production activities. 
Recall that national studies of time use have also found 
that, husbands typically spend more -time in leisure and 
recreational activities but less time in household produc­
tion activities than wives (Robinson, 1977; Walker & Woods, 
1976). Therefore, the sample of wives, regardless of their 
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caraar coMltiant, ruoureu occupational atat.ua, 
aducational laval, or incoi«), or tlaa allocations .to aa-
ployaant, waa rathar traditional in thair allocationa of 
tlaa to varioua activltiaa. 
Daacriptlva Raaulta of Caraar and Earnar Wlvaa* 
Prafarancaa for tha Uaa oaf Tlaa 
A aacond objactiva waa to daacriba caraar and aarnar 
wlvaa' prafarancaa for tha uaa of tlaa. Wivaa racordad 
prafarancaa for tha uaa of thair tlaa and huabanda' tlaa on 
aavan-polnt Likart-typa acalaa with ona indicating a prafar-
anca to apand a graat daal laaa tlaa and aavan indicating a 
prafaranca to apand a graat daal aora tlaa in aach of tha 
activltiaa. Tha daacriptlva raaulta includa aaan acoraa, 
atandard daviationa, and fraquancy diatrlbutiona for groupa 
of caraar and aarnar wivaa. To aiaplify praaantatlon of tha 
data, tha raaponaa catagoriaa wara collapaad <aftar calcula­
tion of aaana and atandard daviationa) and parcantaga dia­
trlbutiona ara praaantad aaparataly for caraar and aarnar 
wivaa in thraa catagoriaa: (a) prafar to apand laaa tlaa, 
<b) apand about tha right aaount of tlaa, and (c) prafar to 
apand aora tlaa. 
Wivaa* Prafarancaa for tha Uaa of Tlaa 
Caraar and aarnar wivaa' prafarancaa for tha uaa of 
thair tlaa ara raportad in Tabla 5. Tha aaan for aaployaant 
tlaa waa lowar for caraar wlvaa (3.2) than for aarnar wivaa 
Tabla 5 
Daacrlotlva Data on Caraar and hrmr Prafarancaa for II— of Thair Tlaa 
Caraar wlvaa <M"ft3> Earnar wlvaa (H-i ISO) 
Laaa 
tlaa 
Right 
tlaa 
Nora 
tlaa Total 
Laaa 
tlaa 
Right 
tlaa 
Mora 
tlaa Total 
Hlvaa* actlvltlaa • SO * ft « ft N SO ft « ft ft 
Eaployaant and 
raiatad actlvltlaa 3.2 1.0 56.5 32.9 10.6 100.0 3.5 1.2 42.0 40.7 9.4 92.0 
Naal planning 4.5 1.3 10.6 42.4 43.5 96.5 4.6 1.3 12.7 20.0 52.0 92.7 
Food praparafclon 4.3 1.2 11.6 34.1 50.6 96.5 4.3 1.3 17.3 35.3 40.7 92.7 
Kitchan claanup 3.9 1.3 22.4 49.4 22.4 94.1 3.5 1.4 34.7 37.3 16.0 92.0 
Grocary chopping 4.0 1.0 20.0 56.5 15.1 94.1 3.6 1.2 31.3 50.7 9.3 93.3 
Houaaclaanlng 4.2 1.6 23.5 27.1 34.1 95.3 4.0 1.6 32.0 25.3 31.1 ftft.7 
Car and yard car* 4.6 1.3 6.2 43.5 39.9 91.6 4.2 1.4 19.3 30.0 36.7 66.0 
Hoaa rapalra 4.3 1.2 5.9 41.2 33.0 60.0 4.3 1.4 11.3 36.7 26.7 76.7 
Clothing cara 4.1 1.4 24.7 36.5 34.1 95.3 4.1 1.2 16.0 46.0 27.4 ftft.O 
kill paying and 
raeord fiaaplng 3.A 1.1 23.5 56.5 12.9 92.9 3.* 1.1 1«.0 56.0 13.3 67.3 
Dlacuaaing and aaklng 
financial dacialona 4.2 1.0 10.6 56.5 27.1 92.9 4.6 1.1 5.3 44.7 37.3 •7.3 
Caring for chlldran 4.6 1.3 5.9 27.1 22.4 55.3 4.6 1.3 4.0 26.7 21.3 54.0 
Taachlng akllla 
to chlldran 4.9 1.0 0.0 23.5 23.6 47.1 5.0 1.1 .7 20.7 27.3 4«.7 
Tranapoxtlng chlldran 3.7 1.0 10.6 29.4 1.2 41.2 3.7 .9 11.3 32.7 3.4 47.3 
Playing with chlldraa 5.1 1.1 0.0 17.7 25.9 43.5 5.1 1.2 O.O 24.0 2ft.7 52.7 
Slaaplng and aatlng 4.6 1.0 2.4 54.1 35.3 91.6 4.3 1.0 6.0 54.7 30.0 90.7 
Cara of aalf 5.2 1.0 1.2 23.5 66.3 92.9 4.9 1.0 2.7 34.0 54.7 91.3 
Laiaura and racraatloa 5.6 1.0 0.0 10.6 78.• •9.4 5.4 1.1 1.3 16.7 70.7 90.7 
Voluntaar actlvltlaa 4.S 1.3 5.9 2S.2 46.2 •2.4 4.7 1.2 5.3 32.0 3ft. 7 76.0 
Kaaplng in touch 
with frlanda 5.7 .9 0.0 7.1 •3.5 96.5 5.2 1.0 3.3 21.3 66.7 91.3 
Kaaplng In touch 
with ralativaa 5.2 1.1 2.4 24.7 63.6 90.6 5.0 1.1 2.0 32.7 54.0 ftft.7 
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<3.5>. The Majority of earaar wlvaa <approximately 57*), 
but not aarnar wlvaa <42X), wantad to apand laaa tiaa in 
aaployaant. Thla raault waa not axpaetad givan thalr earaar 
commitment. However, aince many career wlvea did indeed 
allocate more time to employment than earner wlvea (see 
Table 3), aome obvioualy felt that they were apending too 
much of their time in employment activitiaa. 
Over SO* of both groupa felt thet they apand the right 
amount of time in certain houaahold production activitiaa 
including grocery ahopping, bill paying, and record keeping, 
although the meana for both groupa on theaa activitiaa were 
above the mid-pointa, indicating that many wanted to apand 
mora, rather than laaa time in theaa activitiaa. High per­
centages of both groupa indicated preferencea to apand mora 
time in meal planning and food preparation activitiaa, and 
ona-third or mora of both groupa wanted to apand more time 
houaecleaning and caring for car and yard. Higher percent­
ages of career wlvea indicated preferencea to apand more 
time cleaning the kitchen and grocery ahopping; whereea 
higher percentagea of aarnar wlvea indicated preferences to 
apand mora time diacuaaing and making financial deciaiona. 
Perhapa the lower incomea of earner wlvea influenced their 
perceptlona regarding the need to apand more time carefully 
allocating their resources. 
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Tha ptrcantagts for child-related activities wara cal-
culatad uaing tha total nuabar in each group rathar than 
juat thoaa wivaa who had childran living at hoaa. Thaaa 
parcantagaa alao includad wivaa with adult childran or 
grandchildran who axpraaaad preference* ragarding chlld-
ralatad tiaa. Tha aaana for caraar and aarnar wivaa' praf­
arancaa for taaching akilla to childran <4.9 and 5.0, re­
spectively) and for playing with children <5.1 for both 
groupa) wara aodarataly high. Faw wivaa prafarrad to apand 
laaa tiaa in any actlvltlaa with childran, but aoaa wantad 
to apand laaa tiaa tranaporting childran. 
Tha hlghaat aaana <indicating atrongar parfarancaa to 
apand aora tiaa) for both groupa wara for laiaura and recre-
ation, kaaping in touch with frienda, kaaping in touch with 
ralativaa, and cara of aalf. Howavar, tha aaana wara 
slightly higher for caraar wivaa varaua aarnar wivaa aa wara 
tha parcantagaa who wantad to apand aora tiaa in thaaa 
actlvltlaa. 
Wivaa* Prafarancaa for Huabanda* Uaa of Tiaa 
Praaantad in Tabla 6 ara tha daacriptlve data for 
wivaa' prafarancaa for huartaanda' uaa of tiaa. Slightly aora 
than 50K of both groupa fait that thair huabanda apand tha 
right aaount of tiaa in aaployaant and eaployaant-relatad 
actlvltlaa, and only list of tha caraar wivaa and 6x of 
aarnar wivaa wantad thair huabanda to apand aora tiaa in 
aaployaant. 
Tabl* 6 
Paacrlptlw Data on Caraar and Earnar »!»««' Prafarancaa for Huabanda' Uaa of Tlaa 
•uabanda' actlvltlaa 
Caraar wlvas (•' •S3) Earnar wlvaa (N«190l 
Laaa 
tlaa 
Right 
tlaa 
Mora 
tlaa Total 
Laaa 
tlaa 
Right 
tlaa 
•or* 
tlaa Total 
SO ft ft ft ft M 3D at u ft ft 
1.2 21.1 91. • 10.6 •3.9 3.9 t 1 2*.0 92.7 6.0 •6.7 
1.2 2.4 43.9 41.2 •7.1 4.* 1 1 3.3 36.7 4S.0 M.O 
1.2 4.7 44.7 39.3 •4.7 4.9 1 2 4.7 46.0 39.3 •6.0 
1.2 2.4 31.1 40.0 •1.2 4.« X 2 4.0 36.0 4t.7 as.7 
1.2 4.7 49.4 34.1 •a.a 4.9 1 1 9.3 93.3 32.0 90.7 
1.1 2.4 37.7 44.7 •4.7 4.1 1 1 3.3 3S.7 49.4 91.3 
1.0 3.9 90.6 24.7 71.1 4.9 1 2 4.0 47.3 29.3 00.7 
1.0 a.s 92.9 29.7 •9.9 4.9 1 1 4.0 92.0 29.3 •9.3 
.9 0.0 90.6 33.0 •3.9 4.6 1 0 4.7 4ft.0 34.6 •7.3 
1.0 0.0 29.9 21.2 47.1 4.7 • .7 22.7 26.0 49.3 
1.1 0.0 29.9 22.3 4«.2 4.9 9 0.0 19.3 29.4 4ft.7 
.9 0.0 28.2 11.6 40.0 4.6 9 0.0 30.0 17.3 47.3 
1.2 0.0 21.2 11.1 40.0 4.« 9 0.0 23.3 26.0 49.3 
.9 10.6 90.6 21.9 •2.4 4.1 9 19.3 94.7 lt.0 ftft.O 
.• 4.7 94.1 2«.2 •7.1 4.3 • 4.7 96.7 27.3 as.7 
1.2 a.2 31.• 44.7 •4.7 4.6 1 2 12.0 32.0 43.3 S7.3 
.9 3.9 29.4 42.4 79.3 4.9 9 4.7 37.3 39.3 77.3 
1.0 2.4 22.4 97.7 •2.4 4.7 9 2.7 34.7 49.3 •6.7 
1.1 3.9 39.3 43.6 •2.4 4.6 1.1 7.3 36.7 43.3 07.3 
Caployaant and 
ralatad actlvltlaa 
Maal praparatlon and 
kltchan elaanup 
Grocery shopping 
•ouaaclaanlng 
Car and yard car* 
loaa rapalra 
Waahlng and Ironing 
•111 paying and 
racord kaaplng 
Blacuaalng and aaklng 
financial daclalona 
Caring for chlldran 
Taachlna akllla 
to chlldran 
Transporting chlldran 
Playing with chlldran 
Slaaplng and aatlng 
Cara of aalf 
Laiaura and racraatloa 
Voluntaar actlvltlaa 
Kaaplng In touch 
with 
3.9 
.0 
Kaaplng In touch 
with 
frlanda 
ralatlvaa 
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Except, for ••ploynant, the means for career and earner 
wives' praferencea for huabanda' uae of time In all activi­
ties ranged froa 4.0 to 4.9, indicating that overall, they 
wanted their husbands to spend a little more time in Most 
actlvitlea. However, aany wlvea in both groups were sstis-
fied with husbanda' tlae allocations—that is, they indica­
ted that their husbands spant about the right amount of tlae 
in aany actlvitlea. For example, approximately SO* or aore 
of the wives in both groups felt their husbanda apent the 
right tlae in car and yard care, waahing and ironing, dis­
cussing and making financial declaiona, sleeping and eating, 
and in care of self <grooaing, dressing, resting, etc.). 
As in the previous table, percentagea for child-related 
activities are of the total number in each group rather than 
of women with children at home. Thua, about one-half all 
wives indicating their preferences for husbands' time in 
child-related activities felt that their husbands spent the 
right amount of time in these activities, even though as 
discussed in the section on actual time allocationa, hus­
bands of both groups, but especially the career wives' hus­
banda, apent considerably less tlae in child actlvitlea than 
did wives. 
The groups of career wives and earner wivea were simi­
lar in their preferences for husbanda' time allocationa to 
lelaure and recreation, and keeping in touch with relatives. 
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A Majority of carttr wivaa preferred that their huabanda 
apand Mora tlaa in laiaura and racraation, voluntaar activ­
ities, and kaaping in touch with frianda and relatives avan 
though, aa notad in the aaction on time allocations, thaaa 
huabanda spent alightly aora tiaa on a waakday and weekend 
day in thaaa activitiaa than did tha huabanda of aarnar 
wives, and much Mora tiaa than thair caraar wivaa. 
Summary and Diacuaaion of Caraar and Earnar Wives* 
Prafarancaa for tha Uaa of Tima 
For moat activities, career and earner wivea were very 
aimilar in their prafarancaa for the use of time--they want-
ad to apand mora tima in moat activitiea except employment. 
Slightly higher percentages of caraar wives preferred to 
apand laaa tima in employment and employment-related activi­
ties but more time caring for themaelvea (i.e., resting, 
grooming, etc.), in leisure and recreation, volunteer activ­
itiea, and social activities than earner wives. Since many 
of the career wives spent more time in employment on an av­
erage weekday and weekend day, they may have felt that they 
needed more free time. 
Caraar and earner wivea were more aimilar in their 
preferences for their husbands' uae of time in most activi­
tiaa than in thair preferencaa for their own time. The 
majority of both groupa indicated that their husbands spend 
the right amount of time in traditionally masculine 
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act.lvit.las such as employment, car and yard care, bill 
paying and racord keeping, and discussing and making finan­
cial decisions. Also, over SO* of both groups were aatis-
fied with husbands' tine allocations to sleeping, eating, 
and self-care activities. 
Since both groups of wives reported allocating much 
more time to household production activities than did their 
husbands and many wives, whether career or earner, felt that 
their husbands allocated the right amount of time to these 
activities, traditional attitudes regarding the division of 
household labor were obviously present. These results are 
in accordance with the findings of sociological studies of 
attitudes toward the division of labor concerning the per­
formance of household tasks (Pleck, 1981; Slocum & Nye, 
1976). 
The major differences between career and earner wives' 
preferences for their husbands' use of time (although the 
differences were asall) were for husbands' employment time. 
Although the means for the two groups were similar for most 
activities, some of the differences between career and 
earner wives may have been obscured by collapsing the data 
from seven to three categories. In the following sections, 
the raw data on wives' preferences for time use will be 
further analyzed using univariate and multivariate proce­
dures to test for overall differences between groups. 
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Reaulta of Factor Analvaea 
of BIVM* Praferencea for tha Uaa of Time 
Separate factor analyaia procaduraa ualng the varimax 
rotation method wara parformad on wivas' prafarancaa for tha 
uaa of tiM and wivea* prafarancaa for huabanda' uaa of 
time. Tha analyaaa wara performed to taat tha dimenaionali-
ty of WIVM' prafarancaa and to uaa thaaa raaulta to craata 
a amaller nuabar of varlablaa for uaa in aubaaquant 
analyaaa. 
Wlvea' Prafarancaa for the Uaa of Time 
Tha reaulta of tha factor analyaia procedure for wivea' 
prafarancaa for tha uaa of their time in the actlvltlea are 
preaantad in Table 7. Seven factora with aigenvaluea great­
er than one were extracted, which together explained 66.2* 
of the variability in tha original data. Each of the origi­
nal 21 ltaaa loaded .43 or higher on one of the aeven fac­
tora. 
Actlvltlea that have been collectively referred to aa 
"houaehold production" by family raaource theoriata and 
raaearchara loaded on Factora 1,2,3, and 6. For thia aam-
ple, wivea' preferencea for the uaa of their time in 
"houaehold production" waa not a unldiaanaional concept. 
Factor 1 waa named General Houaehold Production becauaa 
a variety of actlvltlea auch aa bill paying and record keep­
ing, home repaira, clothing care, car and yard care, house-
cleaning, diacuaaing and making financial deciaiona and 
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Table 7 
Factor Analvala of Wlvea* Preferences for tha Uaa of Their Tlaa 
Factor Factor naae Wives' use of tiae in: Loading 
1 General 
Household 
Production 
Activities 
<21.7*) 
Bill paying and record keeping 
Hoae repairs 
Clothing care 
Car and yard care 
Houaecleaning 
Discussing and aaking financial 
decisions 
Kitchen cleanup 
.71 
.70 
.67 
.63 
.52 
.50 
.43 
2 Child-Related 
Activities 
<12.4*) 
Teaching skills to children 
Playing with children 
Care of children 
.82 
.81 
.70 
3 Food Preparation 
Activities 
<8.4*) 
Meal planning 
Food preparation 
.89 
.89 
4 Social and 
Volunteer 
Activities 
<7.3*) 
Keeping in touch with relativea 
Keeping in touch with frienda 
Volunteer activities 
.82 
.80 
.69 
5 Personal 
Maintenance 
and Leisure 
Activities 
<6.2*) 
Sleeping and eating 
Care of aelf <reating, grooaing, 
dressing, etc.) 
Leisure and recreation 
.82 
.69 
.50 
6 Away-froa-Home 
Household 
Production 
Activities 
<5.3*) 
Transporting children 
Grocery shopping 
.75 
.57 
7 Eaployaent 
Activities 
<4.a*) 
Eaployaent and eaployaent-related 
activities 
.85 
Note: The aaount of variability explained by each factor is presented 
in parentheses after the factor name. 
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kitchm cleanup were Included In the factor. Approximately 
22* of the variability waa explained by Factor 1. Three 
Items pertaining to child-related activities loaded on 
Factor 2; therefore, this factor waa naned Child-related 
Activities. Factor 3 waa named Food Preparation Activities, 
and only two activities loaded on the factor. Together, 
Factors 2 and 3 explained an additional 20.8X of the varia­
bility. Household production actlvltlea that are performed 
away from home (I.e., transporting children and grocery 
shopping) were Included In Factor 6, Away-from-Home House­
hold Production Activities, which explained an additional 
9.3* of the variability. 
Three Items loaded highly on Factor 4, which waa named 
Social and Volunteer activities. Although economists have 
referred to these activities as Included In "leisure", lei­
sure and recreation loaded on Factor S along with sleeping 
and eating and care of self treating, grooming, dressing, 
etc.). Factor 5 was named. Personal Maintenance and Leisure 
Activities. Together, factors 4 and 5 explained 13.5* of 
the variability. 
Only one Item loaded on the last factor. Employment 
Activities, which explained the remaining 4.8* of variabili­
ty. The fact that wlvaa' time preferences for employment 
were separate from preferencea for other activities supports 
the observation that many employed, married women mentally 
separate or compartmentalize roles and role responsibilities 
(Nye, 1976; Pleck, 1977). 
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Wiv«' Pff«r«nc<» for Husbands' Use of Time 
Factors and factor loadings resulting from the analysis 
of wives' preferences for husbands' use of time are reported 
in Table 8. Using the varimax rotation method, six factors 
with eigenvalues greater than one were extracted, and ex­
plained approximately 68* of the variability in the original 
items. Overall, the item loadings on each factor were high­
er than those obtained in the factor analysis of wives' 
preferences for their own time allocations. The lowest 
loading of any item was .58. 
All child-related activities loaded on Factor 1, in­
cluding transporting children, which was not the case for 
wives' preferences for their own time allocations. This 
factor explained a full 25.3* of the variability, which was 
expected given the wide range of ages of respondents and the 
differences in time allocations to child-related activities 
by husbands of career and earner wives (see Table 4). 
Two "household production" factors were extracted for 
husbands' use of time. Activities traditionally labelled aa 
"female" household production such as grocery shopping, meal 
preparation and kitchen cleanup, housecleaning, and washing 
and ironing, loaded on Factor 2, which was named Housekeep­
ing Activities. Two activities traditionally performed by 
males, car and yard care and home repairs, loaded on Factor 
4, which was named Traditional Male Household Production 
Activities. Factor 2 explained 13.2*, but Factor 4 only 
7.5*, of the variability in the original data. 
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Table 8 
Factor Analysis of Wives* Preferancaa for Husbands* Use of Tlae 
Factor Factor naae Husbands' use of tiaa in: Loading 
1 Child-Related 
Activities 
<25.3X) 
Teaching skills to children 
Caring for children 
Playing with children 
Transporting children 
.86 
.83 
.81 
.78 
2 Housekeeping 
Activities 
(13.2X) 
Grocery shopping 
Meal preparation and kitchen 
cleanup 
Housecleaning 
Washing and ironing 
.84 
.82 
.73 
.65 
• 3 Social and 
Volunteer 
Activities 
<9.9*) 
Keeping in touch with relatives 
Keeping in touch with friends 
Volunteer activities 
.80 
.77 
.70 
4 Traditional 
Mais Household 
Production 
Activities 
(7.5X) 
Car and yard care 
Hoae repairs 
.82 
.81 
5 Personal 
Maintenance 
and Leisure 
Activities 
(6.4X) 
Care of self (resting, grooaing, 
(etc.> 
Sleeping and eating 
Leisure and recreation 
.85 
.71 
.58 
6 Eaplo/aent 
and Financial 
Resource 
Manageaent 
Activities 
(5.8*) 
Discussing and aaking financial 
decisions 
Eaplovaent and eaployaent-related 
activities 
Bill paying and record keeping 
.67 
.66 
.58 
Mote; The aaount of variability explained by each factor is presented 
in parentheses after the factor naae. 
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Two factors, 3 and 5, war* similar to two factors ex­
tracted in the previous analysis of wives' preferences for 
the use of their time. Factor 3, Social and Volunteer Ac­
tivities, was almost identical to Factor 4 for wives. The 
three items loaded in the saae order and loadings were sim­
ilar for both analyses. Factor S for husbands. Personal 
Maintenance and Leisure Activities, was very similar to 
Factor S for wives, except item loadings were slightly high­
er for wives' preferences for husbands' time allocations to 
personal maintenance and leisure activities. Factor 3 ex­
plained 9.9X, and Factor 5 accounted for £.4% of the 
variability. 
Factor 6, Employment and Financial Resources Management 
Activities, was so named because items pertaining to finan­
cial resources management (i.e., discussing and making fi­
nancial decisions and bill paying and record keeping) loaded 
with wives' preferences for husbands' use of time in employ­
ment and employment related activities. This factor ex­
plained the remaining 3.8K of variability. 
Summary and Discussion of the Results of the Factor 
Analyses of Wives' Preferences for the Use of Time 
The fsctor analyses procedures produced seven factors 
for wives' preferences for the use of their time and six 
factors for wives' preferences for husbands' use of time. 
The dimensionality of the wives' preferences for their own 
time and their husbands' time was similar with two 
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exceptions. First., four household production factors were 
produced for wives and three for husbands. Second, wives' 
preferences for the use of their time in employment and 
employment-related activities loaded separately on one fac­
tor; whereas, their preferences for husbands' use of time in 
employment loaded with financial resource management items. 
Wives' patterns of responses for preferences for hus­
bands' use of time reflected a rather traditional view of 
husbands' roles as financial supporters and financial manag­
ers of families and of theae roles as being separate and 
distinct from the performance of household work. Wives' 
preferences for their own use of time in financial resource 
management activities were similar to their preferences for 
the use of their time in General Household Production Activ­
ities (i.e., home repairs, clothing care, etc.). Their 
attitudes toward their employment rolea were separate. 
The results suggest that traditional categorizations of 
time use that have been employed in previous studies of time 
allocations, although conceptually logical, may have inaccu­
rately represented subjective attitudea regarding the uae of 
time. While family resource researchers have collected val­
uable time data using time diaries that delineated specific 
activities, certain combinations of activities have differed 
from those Indicated by the present factor analyses proce­
dures. For example, social and recreational activities have 
been defined aa one activity and unpaid work aa another 
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<Tachnlcai Coaaittaa for NE-113, 1981). In tha praaant 
•tudy, kMping in touch with frianda, kaaping In touch with 
ralatlvaa, and voluntMr activitiaa loadad on tha aaaa fac­
tor and lalaura and racraatlon loadad with alaaping and aat-
ing and cara of aalf, both for huabanda and wivaa. 
Although it ia bayond tha acopa of thia atudy to invaa-
tigata tha paychological aaaninga attachad to tha factora 
that aaargad in tha analyaaa of tha praaant data, it ia 
iaportant to nota that tha raaulta producad catagoriaa of 
activitiaa that wara diffarant froa thoaa uaad in paat atud-
laa, and diffarant froa pravioua thaoriaa of actual tiaa 
allocationa. For axaapla, in traditional aconoaic thought, 
tlaa waa concaptuallzad aa aithar aarkat work or lalaura. 
Mora racantly, thaoriata propoalng a "naw aconoaica of tha 
faally" hava concaptuallzad tlaa allocationa aa aarkat work, 
houaahold production, or lalaura, tha lattar Including par-
aonal aalntananca activitiaa auch aa alaaping and aating aa 
wall aa lalaura and racraatlonal activitiaa <Backar, 1974>. 
Concaptual aodala aora cloaaly aaaociatad with conauaar ba-
havior hava divldad tlaa into four coaponanta including job, 
nacaaaitiaa <i.a., aalf-aalntananca activitiaa), hoaawork, 
and lalaura <Faldaan & Hornik, 1981). Tha praaant flndinga 
auggaat that futura atudiaa focuaing on individuala' atti-
tudaa, faallnga, and prafarancaa for tha uaa of tiaa aay 
contrlbuta algnlflcantly to an undaratanding of individuala' 
tiaa allocation procaaaaa. 
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Results of Analvlt of Variance Proe«dur«» o£ 
Camr and Earnar Wlvaa' Praftrancaa for the Uaa of Time 
To dataraina whether career and earner wives differed 
in their preferences for the use of time, a series of one­
way analyaia of variance procedures were completed, firat 
using factor acorea on each of the time preference factors, 
then using wives' preferences for use of time in each of the 
activitiea as dependent variables. Additional ANOVA proce­
dures were performed fox* wives' preferences for husbands' 
time allocations on each activity as well as for acorea on 
the six factors. Statistical differences between career and 
earner wives on the factors and on separate activitiea are 
reported and discussed. 
Career and Earner Wives' Preferences for the llae of Time 
As indicated in Table 9, there were no statistically 
significant differences found between career and earner 
wives on Factors 1, 2, or 3, which were General Houaehold 
Production Activitiea, Child-related Activities, and Food 
Preparation Activities. However, there were statistically 
aignifleant dlfferencea between the groupa in preferences 
for the use of time in two of the activitiea that loaded on 
Factor 1, discussing and making financial decisions and 
kitchen cleanup. More earner wives indicated preferencea to 
apend more time discussing and making financial declalona, 
which may be partly explained by their lower time alloca­
tions to this activity (aee Table 3). Also, since earner 
Tabla 9 
Analvaia of Varlanca of Caraar and Earnar Wlvaa* Prafarancaa for tfca Uam of Thalr Tlaa 
Factors and activitiaa 
Caraar 
N 
wlvaa 
§s 
Earnar 
M 
wlvaa 
3D F 
Factor 1 - Ganaral Houaafcold Production Activitiaa 3.6 1.20 1.17 .01 
Bill paying and racord kaaping 3.8 1.01 3.8 1.06 .12 
Hoaa rapaira 4.9 1.08 4.3 1.19 1.26 
Clothing Cara 4.1 1.31 4.1 1.13 .18 
Car and yard cara 4.6 1.24 4.2 1.32 3.57 
Houaaclaanlng 4.2 1.54 4.0 1.57 .93 
Diacuaaing and aaking financial daclalona 4.2 .93 4.6 1.05 8.24** 
Kitchan claanup 3.9 1.26 3.5 1.29 5.09* 
Factor 2 - Child-Ralatad Actitlvlaa i*3L .65 1x2 .91 1.83 
Taaching akilla to childran 4.9 .70 5.0 .77 .33 
Ploying with childran 5.1 .71 5.1 .84 .01 
Cara of childran 4.6 .95 4.6 .95 .11 
Factor 3 - Food Praoaration Activitiaa 1.17 1.25 .13 
Maal planning 4.5 1.25 4.6 1.24 .67 
Food Praparation 4.5 1.22 4.3 1.22 1.49 
Tabla 9 (continuad) 
Caraar c
 
t- < •
 
•
 
Factora and actlvltlaa H SO n SD F 
Factor 4 - Social and Voluntaar Actlvltlaa 2x2 1.92 2i1 1.92 4.99" 
Kaaplng In touch with ralatlvaa 3.2 .1.93 9.0 1.04 2.00 
Kaaplng In touch with frlanda 5.7 .68 9.2 .97 13.80*** 
Voluntaar actlvltlaa 4.8 1.16 4.7 1.00 1.09 
Factor 5 - Paraonal Nalntananca and Lalaura 
Actlvltlaa ii± .97 lx£ .97 4.72* 
Slaaplng and aatlng 4.6 .94 4.3 .90 4.61" 
Cara of aalf (raatlng, grooalng, draaaing, ate.) 9.2 1.00 4.9 .98 4.36* 
Lalaura and racraatlon 9.7 .94 9.4 1.00 6.69"* 
Facto^ 6 - Awav-froa-Hoaa Houaahold Production 
2x1 .91 2JL 1.00 6.09** 
Tranaportlng chlldran 3.7 .69 3.7 .61 .19 
Grocary Shopping 3.9 .96 3.6 1.17 4.69* 
Factor 7 - Eaolovaant and Eanlovaant-Ralatad 
Actlvltlaa 2x± .99 3.6 1.14 9.34* 
Eaployaant and aaployaant-ralatad actlvltlaa 3.3 1.00 3.4 1.19 1.72 
Motai Maan factor acoraa ara undarllnad. 
*E. < -05. ""is. < .01. *•*£ < '001. 
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wivaa had low«r paraonal and family incoaea, thay may hava 
perceived a naad to apand aora time managing that Income. 
Mora caraar wivaa indicatad a preference to apend more time 
in kitchen cleanup, although, aa previoualy reported, the 
mean time allocationa of the two groupa ware very aimilar 
(•ee Table 3). Since many career wives had larger incomea, 
perhapa thay had larger or mora elaborate kitchena that thay 
felt required extra time for cleaning and maintenance. 
Statiatically significant differencea between career 
and earner wivaa were found on Factors 4 through 7. Career 
wivea preferred to apand more time in Social and Volunteer, 
Paraonal Maintenance and Laiaure, and Away-from-Home House­
hold Production Activities but leaa time in Employment and 
Employment-Related Activitiea. 
Univariate analysis of variance procedurea revealed 
major aourcea of the differencea between career and earner 
wivea on each of the factors. The groupa differed on only 
one item that loaded on Factor 4, keeping in touch with 
friends. Career wives wanted to apand more time keeping in 
touch with friends, but the means on this individual activ­
ity were moderately high for both groups (5.7 and 5.2, re-
apectively). Career wivea actually spent only three minutes 
less than earner wives (29 veraua 32 minuten) on a weekday 
but 9 minutes more <£3 veraua 54 minutes respectively) on a 
weekend day keeping in touch with frienda (see Table 3>. 
Perhapa their higher educational levels, occupational 
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«tatuM«> and incomes wars related to their preferences. 
For example, they say have developed a wider spectrum of 
friendships through their college or work experiences and 
their higher incomes were potential resources for social 
activities. 
Statistically significant differences were found be­
tween career and earner wives on each activity that loaded 
on Factor 9, sleeping and eating, care of self, and leisurct 
and recreation. The strength of the preference to spend 
more time In each of thes«t activities waa greater for career 
wives than earner wives. Referring back to the means for 
actual time allocations to these activities <Table 3), on an 
average weekday, career wives reported spending about 25 
minutes more sleeping and eating, but approximately 9 min­
utes less caring for themselves, and 16 minutes leas in 
leisure and recreation. Thus, the actual mean time allo­
cations for these activities when summed, were similar for 
both groups. Moreover, career wives reported spending a few 
minutes more sleeping and eating and in leisure and recrea­
tion on an average weekend day. 
Career and earner wives differed on Factor 6, Away-
from-Home Household Production Activities, but only one 
activity included in the factor contributed to the differ­
ence, grocery shopping. Again, more career wives indicated 
the preference to spend more time (although the means were 
near the mid-range), probably because they reported 
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actually spending lass time grocary shopping (sat Tabla 3). 
Some caraar wives may have fait. that, they should spend more 
time comparing prices, examining new products, etc., than 
-their schedules allowed. 
While career wives preferred to spend less time in 
employment., the mean for employment act.ivit.lea for career 
wives <3.2) was near the midpoint, and that for earner wives 
was at. the mid-point., reflecting the attitude that they 
spent the right amount, of time in employment. 
Career and Earner Wives* Preferences for Husbands* 
Use of Time 
As indicated in Table 10, there were no statistically 
significant, differences found between career and earner 
wives on factor acores for preferences for husbands' use of 
time. The means for preferences on each activity indicated 
that both groups preferred for their husbands to spend a 
little more time in all activities, except most earner wives 
were satiafied that their husbands spent, the right amount of 
time in employment, activities. There were statistically 
significant differences between career and earner wives in 
preferences for husbands' time in employment and employ­
ment-related activities. Career wives wanted their husbands 
to spend a little more time in employment, probably due, in 
part, to the fact that aome career husbands actually spent 
less time in employment than their wives. 
Tabla 10 
Analvala of Varlanca of Cintr and Earnar Blwi' Pr>£«r«nc«» for Huabanda* Uaa of Tim* 
Caraar wlvaa Earnar c
 
M- <
 a
 •
 
Factora and actlvltlaa M 3D M SD F 
Factor 1 - Chlld-Ralatad Actlvltlaa 2*3. .96 .71 .19 
Taachlng akllla to chlldran 4.9 .72 4.9 .65 .29 
Caring for chlldran 4.7 .65 4.7 .56 .06 
Playing with chlldran 4.9 .73 4.6 .63 .36 
Transporting chlldran 4.5 .56 4.6 .61 .17 
Factor 2 - Houaakaaolna Actlvltlaa •.6 1.53 ftxZ 1.39 .21 
Grocary ahopplng 4.6 1.07 4.5 1.06 .22 
Maal praparatlon and kitchan claanup 4.6 1.06 4.6 1.06 .01 
Houaaclaanlng 4.6 1.07 4.6 1.09 .06 
Washing and Ironing 4.4 .67 4.5 1.11 .50 
Factor 3 - Social and Voluntaar Actlvltlaa 1*2 .93 1x2 .67 .66 
Xaaplng In touch with ralatlvas 4.7 .95 4.6 1.10 .61 
Kaaplng In touch with frlanda 4.9 .66 4.6 .61 2.33 
Voluntaar actlvltlaa 4.7 .75 4.6 .79 1.46 
Tabla 10 (continuad) 
Caraar wlvaa Carnar wlvaa 
Factors and activltiaa M SD M SD F 
Faĉ o| 4 - Traditional Mala Houaahold Production 
Izl .93 2x2 1.06 .07 
Car and yard cara 4.6 1.11 4.5 1.05 .66 
Hoaa rapaira 4.9 1.04 4.6 1.06 .90 
Factor 5 - Paraonal Maintananca and Lalaura 
Activltiaa fcil .66 6.0 .83 1.61 
Cara of aalf (raating, grooaing, ate.) 4.4 .79 4.3 .75 .40 
Slaaping and aating 4.2 .61 4.1 .61 1.61 
Laiaura and racraation 4.6 1.13 4.6 1.08 .30 
Factor 6 - Eaoloyaant and Financial Raaourcaa 
Managaaant Activltiaa 1.07 lii .91 1.63 
Diacuaaing and aaklng financial daciaiona 4.5 .61 4.6 .96 •19 
Eaployaant and aaployaant-ralatad activltiaa 3.8 1.06 3.6 1.03 4.16* 
Bill paying and racord kaaping 4.5 .91 4.5 .99 .15 
Motai NMB factor acoraa ara undarlinad. 
"B, < .05. 
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Suaiarv and Dlieuaalon of Analysis of Variance 
Procedures for CaratR and Earner BIVM' Preferences 
for the Use of Time 
There were statistically significant differences found 
between career and earner wives on four of the seven time 
preferences factors regarding their own time. Major dif­
ferences pertained to their personal activities and employ-
nent activities rather than to family activities--career 
wives preferred to spend more time in personal activities 
but leas tine in employment activitiea than did earner 
wives. All wives, regardless of career commitment or occu­
pational status, were aimilar in their preferences to spend 
more of their time attending to family needs and family role 
responsibilities, and all wanted to spend more time in per­
sonal maintenance, care of self, and leisure activities but 
these preferences were especially strong for career wives. 
In speculating on possible reasons for the differences, 
it is important to remember that most career wlvea in the 
sample allocated more than eight hours on an average weekday 
to employment plus additional time on the weekends. Al­
though they spent a few minutes less than earner wives on an 
average weekday performing household work, many who had 
children at home spent more time in child-related activi­
tiea. Also, both groups reported spending similar and large 
amounts of time on an average weekend day performing house­
hold work and caring for children. Their family role 
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reaponalbilitiea were obvioualy very Important, to theae 
women. The time allocated to peraonal maintenance, social, 
and lelaure activitiea waa low compared to their time allo-
cationa to family work and employment. Therefore, a possi­
bles explanation for career wivea' higher preferences for 
more time In these rather "peraonal" activitiea may be 
related to their longer houra of employment in demanding 
occupationa (Ballyn, 1978; Handy, 1976; Roaen et al., 1975>. 
The combination of employment time and time allocated to 
family reaponaibilitiea alao may have created perceptiona 
of greater needa for more time in theae activitiea. Too, 
their higher incomea and commitment to their employment may 
have contributed a certain "legitimization" of theae prefer-
encea, especially aince their huabanda were apending more 
time in theae activitiea. 
No statistically aignifleant differencea were found 
between career and earner wivea in factor acorea for pref-
erencea for huabanda' uae of time. The groupa differed in 
preferencea on one activity, husbands' employment time, with 
career wivea preferring huabanda to apend more time in em­
ployment, probably becauae many huabanda of career wivea 
apent leaa time in employment than their wivea and alao leaa 
time than earner huabanda (aee Table 4> . The means for all 
activitiea other than employment ranged from 4.1 to 4.9, 
indicating that wivea were either aatiafied or preferred 
huabanda to apend a little more time in all activitiea other 
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than employment.. Overall, the group* of wives were rather 
aimilax* in their preferences for the use of time. They 
wanted more time for themselves and their husbands in most 
activities other than employments although most were not 
extremely dissatisfied with time inputs into employment. 
Seemingly, an attractive option for these women, if possi­
ble, would include a "thirty hour day". Interestingly, the 
strength of their preferences for more time in personal ac­
tivities such as sleeping and eating, personal maintenance, 
aocial, and leisure activities were stronger for their own 
time than for husbands' time, suggesting that they were less 
traditional in their attitudes toward their own roles, but 
more traditional in their attitudes toward husbands' roles. 
Reaulta of the Multivariate Analysis of 
Career and Earner Wives* Preferences for the Use of Time 
A third purpose of the atudy waa to compare career and 
earner wives' preferences for the use of time, controlling 
for the effects of sex role attitudes, locua of control, 
weekly employment hours, age, education, family income, fam­
ily size, presence of a child under age six, and number of 
rooms in the family dwelling. A multivariate analysis of 
covariance (HANCQVA) procedure was performed on career and 
earner wives' factor scores for their own and husbands' use 
of time. A Wilka' lamda of .09S027 waa not atatiatically 
significant at the .05 level (aee Table 11). Therefore, 
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Table 11 
Multivariate Analvla of Covarlanea and Dlacrlalnant Analysis of 
Caraar and Earnar Wivea' Prafarancaa for the Uaa of Tlae 
Corralation 
Standard with 
discrlainant discriminant Significance 
Varlablaa function score level 
Wives' tlae In 
Away-froa-Hoae 
Household Production -.6033d -.66676 .01 
Wives' time in 
Personal Maintenance 
and Leisure -.30969 -.48693 .05 
Mote: Wilka' laabda » .90627 <& - .078) 
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there were no overall statistically significant, differences 
between career and earner wives in their preferences for use 
of tine. 
Summary and Diacuaalon of Career and Earner Wives* 
Prafftrancaa for the Use of Time 
Although the univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
procedures produced statistically significant differences 
between career and earner wlvea in their preferences for 
the uae of time on factors representing social and volun­
teer, personal maintenance and leisure, household produc­
tion activities performed away from home, and employment 
activities, a multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) 
procedure indicated that there were no significant differ­
ences between the groups of women. One or more of the co-
variates were probably important in producing the statis­
tically significant differences regarding time preferences 
that were observed in the univariate analyses. 
Regardless of level of commitment to employment and 
occupational status, the sample of employed, married women 
were very similar in their preferences for the use of time. 
The data did not reveal overall dlasatisfactions with the 
uae of time which would have been indicated by preferences 
to spend less time in various activities. Rather, for this 
sample of employed married women, the time preference data 
verified the desire for store time for the performance of a 
variety of personal and family activities, but at the same 
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time, their feelings that they wars apanding tha right 
amount of tine performing their employment rolea. 
Parhapa many of theaa woman felt that their employment 
time waa an area over which they had little control, and 
therefore many had accepted and were fairly aatiafied with 
employment-related time demanda. Alao, the acceptance and 
internalization of family role reaponaibilltlea meant that 
the allocation of much of their time away from employment 
waa rather predetermined. Although the atudy waa not de­
signed to meaaure atreaaea or the effecta of conflicta 
associated with the performance of multiple rolea, the 
reaulta auggeat that, for both career and earner wives, 
major conaequencea of their llfeatylea were unfulfilled 
preferences for more personal and family time. 
Reaulta of Factor Analyses of Strategies 
Uaed bv Wives for Coping with Time Constraints 
Wives' frequency of use of 67 atrategiea identified by 
previous research aa behaviors uaed by employed wivea In the 
performance of their multiple rolea were analyzed uaing the 
principal coaponenta method of factor analyaia. Although 
three aeparate rotation methods were performed (varimax, 
quartimax, and equamax), the procedurea failed to converge 
in 25 iterations. The strategies were then divided into 
groups, one general group included personal and family-
related atrategiea, and the aecond included atrategiea that 
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pertained to employment rolea. Factor analyaia procedures 
were then performed on wives' reaponaea to iteaa in each 
group. 
Family-Related Strategies for Coping with Time 
Conatralnta 
All wives' responses reflecting frequency of use of 45 
personal and family-related strategies were factor analyzed 
uaing the varimax rotation method. Nine factors with an 
eigenvalue greater than one were extracted, explaining 50.69c 
of the variance in the original set of itema. Only thoae 
atrategiea that loaded .40 or greater on one of the nine 
factors were Included. Four itema did not load on any fac­
tor. Factora and factor loadings are presented in Table 12. 
Factor 1 explained 9.7* of the variance and waa named 
Personal Time Reduction. Many of the itema loading on the 
factor (e.g., working harder, eating meals while "on the 
run") were reactive role atrategiea (Hall, 1972), that in­
volved finding ways to meet all role expectationa. Others 
referred specifically to time reductiona in leiaure and 
recreation and aelf-maintenance activities and were pre-
vloualy identified by Strober and Weinberg (1980) as typical 
coping atrategiea uaed by employed wivea. 
Factor 2 explained an additional 9. IX of the variance 
and waa named Resource Expansion/Substitution. With the 
exception of two atrategiea that were typical work-aimpllfi-
cation atrategiea (i.e., (keeping liata of tasks that need 
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Table 12 
Factor Analysis of Wives' Use of Family-Related Strategies for 
Coalnq with Time Constraints 
Factor Factor Name Strategy Loading 
Personal Time 
Reduction 
(9.7*) 
Resource 
Expansion/ 
Substitution 
<9.lx) 
Passive/Mental 
Response 
(6.7X) 
Eat seals while "on the run". .72 
Work harder (take fewer breaks, 
exert sore effort, etc.). .62 
Spend less tiae on personal leisure 
or recreational activities. .59 
Do the things that are iaportant to 
ae rather than trying to fulfill all 
of the deaanda of others. -.58 
Spend less tiae in caring for myself 
(grooaing, resting, etc.). .56 
Spend less tiae sleeping. .60 
Overlap tasks at hoae and do nore 
than one thing at a tiae. .47 
Do the things that are iaportant 
to ay family or others rather than 
the thinga that are iaportant to ae. .44 
Increase ay use of purchased services 
(such as child care, laundry or dry-
cleaning, car or yard care, etc.). .69 
Plan to purchase or actually purchase 
labor-saving appliances (such as 
aicrowave oven, frost-free refriger­
ator, etc.). .64 
Save tiae at hoae by increasing ay 
use of labor-aaving devices. .60 
Hire soaeone to help in ay hoae. .59 
Eat out aore often. .50 
Keep lists of tasks that need doing. .44 
Save tiae by Baking sure that areas 
of ay hoae are organized and thinga 
are conveniently located. .43 
Increaae ay use of purchased goods 
(such as frozen foods, mixes, per­
manent preas clothing, etc.). .43 
Worry about the things at hoae that 
aren't done as well as they should 
be done. .84 
Worry about the things at home that 
don't get done. .82 
Concentrate ay full attention on one 
task at a time and try not to think 
about the other things that need doing. .57 
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Table 12 (continued) 
Factor Factor Naae Strategy Loading 
Household 
Task/Standards 
Reduction 
(5.6*) 
Negotiated 
Tiae/1 Energy 
Reduction 
(4.6*) 
Internal 
Dissonance 
Reduction 
(4.3*) 
Coaaunication 
with Others 
(3.8*) 
Reduction of 
Social Roles 
(3.6*) 
Liaiting and 
Protecting Tiae 
(3.2*) 
Ignore soae of the tasks I usually 
perfora at hoae. 
Overlook or relax ay standards for 
how well Z do certain tasks at hoae. 
Spend less tiae on housework. 
Spend less tiae attending to faaily 
aatters. 
K he aakes on ae. 
Get ay children to reduce the deaands 
they aake on ne. 
Spend less tiae in eaployaent or 
eaployaent-related activities. 
Get ay husband to do aoae of the work. 
Get ay children to do soae of the work. 
Work to change ay attitude about what 
is and what is not iaportant. 
Tall ayself to relax. 
Tell ayself that everything will work 
out for the best. 
Plan and organize the housework so that 
aore can be done in less tiae. 
Verbally infora others of ay dissatis­
faction. 
Yell and let off steaa. 
Discuss the situation with ay faaily 
and get thea to help decide now to 
resolve the problea. 
Get others living with or near ae 
(relatives or friends) to do soae of 
the work. 
Spend less tiae in social activities. 
Spend less tiae in volunteer or 
coaaunity-related activities. 
Siaply refuse to take on any new 
faaily activities. 
Siaply refuse to take on an'/ new 
personal activities (activities that 
do not involve faaily or work). 
Find ways to keep people froa 
interrupting ae when 1 aa trying to 
get things done. 
.72 
.71 
.66 
.56 
.71 
.65 
.50 
.46 
.48 
.70 
.68 
.60 
.40 
.74 
.71 
.50 
.40 
.72 
.60 
.74 
.63 
.61 
Note: The aaount of variability explained bv each factor is presented 
undez* the factor naae. 
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doing, and saving time by making aura that, araaa of the bona 
are organized and everything conveniently located), other 
Items Included "time-buying" strategies Identified by 
Nichols and Fox <19d3), and defined as the use of money 
resources to purchase services, convenience Items, or the 
labor of others. 
Factor 3, which Included strategies that were mental 
responses to time constraints, such as worrying about things 
at home that fire not done or not completed at a level comen-
aurate with one's expectations, and mentally compartmental­
izing taaka, was named Passive/Mental Response. Factor 3 
explained an additional 6.7% of the variance. Although 
these strategies are not rational behaviors that actively 
change external reality (Kahn et al., 1964), psychologists 
have studied the function of these reactive responses in 
mediating the consequences of stress (Lazarus et al, 1966). 
Regardless of their function, these strategies represented 
a very real dimension of the employed wives' responses to 
feelings of having too much to do and too little time 
available. 
The fourth factor, which explained an additional 5.6% 
of variability, was named Household Task/Standards Reduction 
because atrateglea Included Ignoring household tasks that 
were usually performed, overlooking or reducing standards 
relating to task completion, and actually spending leas time 
on housework or on family matters. This factor was similar 
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to a group of atrat.agi.aa identified by Strobar and Weinberg 
(1980) that pertained to reductions In tha tha quality or 
quantity of household taaks. 
Factor 5 was naaad Nagotiatad Time/Energy Reduction 
bacausa items described wlvaa' efforts to allclt cooparation 
from husbands and children to aithar raduca thair demands or 
actually perform soma of tha taaks. One item, spending less 
time in employment or employment-related activities, was 
included in the factor and probably reflected the perception 
among many wives that actual reduction of work time <and 
subsequent reduction of pay) requires some level of family 
discussion and/or negotiation. The portion of variability 
explained by Factor 5 was 4.6*. Similar strategies have 
been identified by family resource management researchers 
Nichols and Fox (1883) and Strober and Weinberg <1980). 
The sixth factor, called Internal Dissonance Reduction, 
Included items that were labeled as personal role redefini­
tion strategies by Hall <1972). Working to change one's 
attitudes about what is and what is not important reflects 
attempts to change perceptions rather than behaviors, there­
fore reducing dissonance or internal discord. One item, 
planning and organizing tha housework so that more can be 
done in less time, was included but received the lowest 
loading (.40) and may reflect the internal attitude change 
associated with the ultimate goal of becoming more organized 
in one's approach to work. Two items, "Telling myself to 
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relax" and "Telling myself that everything will work out for 
the best", are typical of a group of psychological stress-
reduction responses. This factor explained an additional 
4.3* of the variability In the original set of Items. 
Factor 7 was named Communication With Others because It 
Included verbal notification of dissatisfaction, by discus­
sing the situation and yelling and letting off steam. Al­
though one Item, "Get others living with or near me (rela­
tives or friends) to do some of the work", received a low 
loading (.40), Its Inclusion In this dimension may be 
explained by the likelihood that communication regarding 
one's workload and time constraints would be required to 
elicit their cooperation and help of others. 
Two Items loaded on Factor 8, Reduction of Social 
Roles (I.e., spending leas time In social activities and In 
community or volunteer activities). Although the portion of 
explained variability was small (3.6%), the fact that this 
factor was separate and distinct from Factor 1, Personal 
Time Reduction, Indicated that time reduction In all activi­
ties cannot be conceptualized aa a single strategy. 
The final factor. Limiting and Protecting Time, was so 
named because behaviors such as refusing to assume any new 
family or personal activities and finding ways to prohibit 
Interruptions when trying to get things done were Included. 
A similar factor. Barriers Against Intrusion, was Identified 
by Bird et al. (1983) In their factor analysis of role 
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management, strategies, which involved the lmplamant.at.ion of 
-tachniquaa -that, reduca or eliminate additional rola damanda. 
Tha function of thia dimension may alao ba related to tha 
coping bahavior ldantifiad by Paarlin and Schoolar <1978), 
aliminating or modifying conditions that produca tha 
problem. 
It am a not, loading on anv factor. Four itama did 
not load on any faaily-ralatad factor, parhapa bacauaa of 
tha content interpretation of the items. One item, "Involve 
family membera in my employment related activities", con­
cerned overlapping family and employment role performance. 
A second item, "Decide which family tasks and activities are 
moat important and do those first", involved management 
through prioritizing. 
The remaining two items, "Aaaume that things need to be 
done and that I am the one to do them" and "Accept time 
pressures aa a natural part of my life", may be more accu­
rately interpreted as attitudes which may be related to cer­
tain personality variables rather than aa coping strategiaa 
useful in mitigating the effects of time constraints. 
Emplovment-Ralatad Strateqlea for Coping with Time 
Constraints 
A factor analyais procedure of all wives' frequency of 
use of 23 employment-related atrateglea for coping with time 
constraints was performed ualng the varinax rotation method. 
Eight factors with eigenvaluaa greater than one were 
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•xt.ract.ad, togethar explaining 63* of the total variability 
in the original ltema. Each Item loaded .40 or higher on 
one of the factora. Factora and loadinga are preaented in 
Table 13. 
Factora 1 and 2, respectively, explained 14.2* and 
12.5* of the variance. Factor 1 waa named Work Reduction 
and/or Redefinition becauae five atrateglea that loaded on 
the factor deacrlbed active behaviora to reduce work-related 
demands or houra apent at work, eliminate some of the work 
activitiea, shift part of the workload to others, and find 
waya to combine work and family activitiea. Converaely, 
atrateglea included in Factor 2, Work Time Expansion, in­
volved allocating more time to employment (i.e., going to 
work earlier, ataying later, spending less time eating 
lunch, and taking work home). 
Two items that pertained to overlooking or relaxing 
levela of performance at work loaded on Factor 3. Thus, the 
name Work Standarda Reduction waa given to the factor, which 
explained an additional 8.1* of the variability. Although 
family reaource management reaearchers (Strober & Weinberg, 
1980; Weinberg & Winer, 1983) have widely diacussed and in­
vestigated the uae of standarda reduction strategies in the 
performance of household work, researchera inveatigating 
role overload have focused little empirical attention on the 
uae of atrateglea to decreaae or lessen performance levela 
at work. Hall (1972) categorized standards reduction 
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Table 13 
Factor Analysis of Wives' Uaa of Employment-Related Strategies for 
Coping With Time Constraints 
Factor Factor Name Strategy Loading 
Work Reduction/ 
Redefinition 
(14.2X) 
Reduce the number of hours Z spend 
at work so that 1 can have aore 
tiae to do other things. .74 
Decide that Z will permanently 
eliminate soae of the activities 
that Z have been performing at 
work. .61 
Get ay employer or supervisor to 
reduce the demands that they make 
on me. .56 
Get othera at work to do some of 
the tasks Z usually perform. .54 
Find ways to combine work and 
family activities .47 
Work Tiae 
Expansion 
<12.5X) 
Go to work earlier, or stay later. .86 
Take leas tiae for lunch. .78 
Take work home. .69 
Work Standards 
Reduction 
<8.IX) 
Overlook or relax standards for 
how well Z do certain things at 
work. .81 
Zgnore soae of the tasks Z usually 
do at work. .79 
Work Efficiency 
Expansion 
Improve my efficiency by working 
out better and quicker ways to do 
things. .87 
Plan and organize the work so that 
everything can be done in less tiae. .81 
Work Intensity 
Expansion 
(7.7X) 
Keep working until everything is 
completed. .70 
Devote more time and energy ao that 
Z can do everything that is expected 
of me. .64 
Use my lunch time to run personal 
and family errands. -.48 
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Table 13 (continued) 
Factor Factor Name Strategy Loading 
Work Load 
Negotiation 
<5.4*> 
Gat ay employer or supervisor to 
diacuaa the situation and halp 
raaolva tha problem. .S3 
Urga ay aaployar to hira additional 
workers. .54 
Urge ay employer to purchaae labor-
aaving equipment or devices. .45 
Mental 
•Organization 
and 
Prioritizing 
(4.5X) 
6 Paaaive/Mental 
Reaponae 
<4.4X) 
When at work, concentrate ay full 
attention on my work activities 
instead of thinga I need to do at 
home. 
Decide which taaka and activitiaa 
at work are most important and do 
thoae first. 
Do the things at work that I feel 
are iaportant rather than meeting 
the demanda of othara. 
Consider quitting ay job. 
Tell myself that tomorrow will be 
a better day. 
.70 
.65 
.44 
.69 
.68 
Note: The amount of variability explained by each factor ia presented 
under the factor name. 
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strategics as personal role redefinition strategies, or 
attitude changes occurring within individuals. 
Two items that described managerial behaviors <i.e., 
improvising quicker and better ways to perform work tasks 
and increasing planning and organizing efforts) loaded on 
Factor 4. Since the items pertained to increasing effi­
ciency levels in performing work, the factor was named Work 
Efficiency Expansion. An additional 7.7* of the variability 
was explained by the factor. 
The strategies that loaded on Factor 5 (6.2* of the 
variability explained) generally described increasing energy 
inputs to perform work taska (e.g., "Keep working until 
everything is completed", and "Devote more energy so that I 
can do everything that is expected of me"). Therefore, the 
factor was named Work Intensity Expansion. Hall (1972) 
labeled similar strategies as reactive role behaviors which 
are sometimes used in response to the failure of role redef­
inition strategies. Regardless of wives' motivations for 
using these strategies, they represented a single dimension 
of wives' responses to perceptions of having too much to do 
and too little time. 
Factor 6 was named Work Load Negotiation because dis­
cussing the situation and enlisting the cooperation of supe­
riors at work to resolve time constraints loaded highly 
(.S3) on this factor. Also, items that involved verbal com­
munication to influence employers to hire additional workers 
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or procure labor-saving equipment, or davicai loaded on the 
£act.or. An additional 5.4% of total variability waa ex­
plained by thia factor. 
Factor 7, Mental Organization and Prioritizing, includ­
ed items that described mental activities such as concentra­
ting on work tasks being performed Instead of thinking about 
family-related tasks and responsibilities, prioritizing 
tasks, and making decisions regarding work task importance. 
Bird et al. <1983) Identified a similar role management 
factor, "Conpartnentalization" or directing attention toward 
one role while while performing tasks or behaviors associ­
ated with that role. 
Factor 8, Passive/Mental Response, waa so named because 
items that were mental responses rather than "active" physi­
cal behaviors loaded on the factor. For example, "Consider 
quitting my job" and "Telling myself that tomorrow will be a 
better day" have been classified by social psychologists as 
behavioral transactions with the environment, but of the 
reactive rather than the active type (Stokols, 1978). The 
function of similar reactive responses in allieviating cer­
tain Internal stresses which result from situations where 
environmental conditions Interfere with a range of person­
ally important goala and activities has been reaearched and 
documented (Lazarus at al., 1966). Whether these responses 
can be labeled as "coping strategies" is a matter of contin­
uing discussion and study among psychologists. 
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Summary and Dlacuaalon of Stragetlea for Coping with 
Time Conatralnta 
Nine family-related and eight employment-related atrat­
egiea uaed by wive* In coping with time conatralnta reaulted 
from the two factor analyaia procedurea. Aa dlacuaaed in 
Chapter 2, a claaaiflcation framework of atrategiea uaed by 
employed women in coping with multiple role reaponaibilitiea 
waa developed by Hall <1972). Theae included: (a) structur­
al role redefinition atrategiea (active alteration of exter­
nal expectationa), (b) personal role redefinition atrategiea 
(perception and attitude change), and (c) reactive role be-
haviora (attempting to find waya to meat all role demands). 
While aome of the family-related factora extracted in the 
preaent analyaia may be categorized uaing Hall'a conceptual 
achema (e.g.. Negotiated Time./Energy Reduction and Limiting 
and Protecting time aa atructural role redefinition. Inter­
nal Diaaonance Reduction aa peraonal role redefinition, and 
Peraonal Time Reduction aa reactive role atrategiea), cloae 
analyaia of ltema loading on varioua factora revealed over­
lap. For example, Houaehold Taak/Standarda Reduction in­
cluded attitude change atrategiea (i.e., overlook or relax 
atandarda) aa well aa atructural role redefinition atrate­
giea (i.e., apend leaa time on houaework). Of the employ-
ment-related factora. Work Load Negotiation Included atruc­
tural role redefinition atrategiea and Work Time Expansion, 
Work Efficiency Expansion, and Work Intenaity Expansion were 
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clearly reactive role strategies. However, items loading on 
the Mental Organization and Prioritizing factor Included 
structural role redefinition, personal role redefinition, 
and reactive role behaviors. It is problematical depending 
upon one's interpretation of "reactive role behaviors" as to 
whether family-related or employment-related Passive/Mental 
Responses are "behaviors" or "coping responses". 
Several of the factors extracted by the two analyses 
shared similar interpretations (e.g., the family-related 
factor. Personal Time Reduction and the employment-related 
factor, Work Reduction and/or Redefinition). However, in 
this analysis, they pertained to separate and distinct roles 
performed by the sample of married, employed women. Future 
methodological analyses of family-related and employment-
related strategies may further illuminate relationships that 
may exist between the two groups of strategies. 
The major purposes of using the factor analysis proce­
dures were accomplished. First, underlying dimensions in a 
relatively large number of strategies used by married, em­
ployed women in coping with time constraints were produced. 
Second, strategies previously identified and pertaining to 
time allocations and resource use (Nichols & Fox, 1982; 
Strober & Wineberg, 1980) and role management behaviors 
(Bird et al., 1984; Hall, 1972) were conceptually revali­
dated. Also, the Integration of many strategies previously 
defined by researchers from various disciplines into 
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discrete factors, «ach capturing a portion of tha variabil­
ity, simplified further analyses which are reported and 
discussed in the following sections. 
Results of Analysis of 
Variance Procedures of Career and Earner Wives* 
Use of Strategies for Coping with Time Constraints 
A fifth purpose of this research was to investigate 
differences between career and earner wives in use of strat­
egies for coping with time constraints. A series of analy­
sis of variance procedurea were performed uaing career and 
earner wives' factor scores on the nine family-related and 
eight employment-related factors as well as each strategy 
included in each factor as dependent variables. 
Career and Earner Wives' Uae of Family-Related 
Strategies 
Means, standard deviations, and statistically signifi­
cant differences between the two groups in their frequency 
of use of family-related strategies for coping with time 
constraints are reported in Table 14. Highly significant 
atatistical differencea were found between groups of career 
and earner wives in their scores on three of the family-
related factors. Personal Time Reduction, Resource Expan­
sion/Substitution , and Passive Mental Response. Career 
wives used Personal Time Reduction and Reaourse Expansion/ 
Substitution strategies more often but Passive/Mental 
Responses less often than did earner wivea. 
Tabla 14 
Analvala of Varlanca of Caraar and Earnar Hlvti' 0— of Faailv-Halatad Strataalaa for Cooing with 
Tlaa Conatralnta 
Caraar wlvaa Earnar wlvaa 
Stratagy M SD M SD 
Factor 1 - Paraonal Tlaa Raductlon . 4.3 .69 
Eat aaala whlla "on tha run". 3.7 .81 
Work hardar <taka fawar braaka, axart aora affort, 
ate.). 3.6 .63 
Spand laaa tlaa on paraonal lalaura or racraatlonal 
actlvltlaa. 3.6 .96 
Do tha thing* that ara laportant to ae rathar than 
trying to fulfill tha daaanda of othara. 2.4 .81 
Spand laaa tlaa in caring for ayaalf (grcoalng, 
raating, ate.). 3.9 .67 
Spand laaa tlaa alaaplng. 3.3 1.07 
Ovarlap taaka at bona and do aora than ona thing at 
a tlaa. 3.8 .86 
Do tha thinga that ara laportant to my faally or 
othara rathar than tha thinga that ara laportant to aa. 3.7 .65 
Factor 2 - Raaourca Expanaion/Subatitutlon 4.8 1.33 
Incraaaa ay uaa of purchaaad aarvicaa <auch aa child 
cara laundry or dry cloaning, car or yard cara, ate.). 2.6 1.30 
Plan to purchaaa or actually purchaaa labor-aaving 
appllancaa (auch aa aicrowava ovan, froat-fraa 
ragrigarator, ate.). 3.6 1.22 
3.8 .67 
3.3 .96 
3.6 
3.6 
.60 
.91 
2.5 .79 
3.2 1.04 
3.1 .93 
3.6 .91 
3.6 .76 
4.3 .98 
1.9 1.04 
3.5 1.26 
15.70*** 
7.04" 
2.10 
1.81 
.40 
6.73** 
1.26 
3.84* 
.56 
12.68"*** 
19.80*** 
.67 
Tabla 14 (continued) 
Stratagy 
Factor 2 (continued) 
Sava tlaa at hoaa by lncraaalng ay uaa of labor-aavlng 
davlcaa. 
Hlra aoaaona to halp In ay hoaa. 
Eat out aora oftan. 
Kaap 11ata of taaka that naad doing. 
Sava tlaa by aaklng aura that araaa of ay hoaa ara 
organlzad and thlnga ara convanlantly locatad. 
Incraaaa ay uaa of purchaaad gooda (auch aa .frozan 
fooda, aixaa, paraanant praaa clothing, ate.). 
Factor 3 - Paaalva/Mantal Raaponaa 
Horry about tha thlnga at hoaa that ara not dona aa 
wall aa thay ahould ba dona. 
Worry about tha thlnga at hoaa that don't gat dona. 
Concantrata ay full attantlon on ona taak at a tlaa 
and try not to think about tha othar thlnga that 
naad doing. 
Factor 4 - Houaahold Taak/Standarda Raductlon 
Ignora aoaa of tha taaka 1 usually parfora at hoaa. 
Ovarlook or ralax ay atandarda for how wall I do 
cartaln taaka at hoaa. 
Spand laaa tlaa on houaawork. 
Spand laaa tlna attandlng to faally aattara. 
Caraar wlvaa Earnar wlvaa 
N SD If SO F 
3.6 .62 3.4 
2.5 1.69 1.6 
3.2 1.03 3.1 
3.3 1.33 2.9 
3.5 .65 3.3 
3.5 1.00 3.5 
1.5 1.06 2*1 
3.1 1.11 3.5 
3.1 1.02 3.5 
3.2 .95 2.6 
2.7 .79 
3.2 .76 3.1 
3.1 .63 3.0 
3.9 .64 3.7 
2.7 .66 2.7 
1.04 1.40 
1.20 19.46*** 
1.07 .76 
1.33 5.96* 
1.12 1.53 
.96 .01 
.96 17.59*"* 
1.05 6.69** 
1.06 7.66*" 
1.10 6.66** 
.96 .56 
.66 1.29 
.94 1.12 
.96 2.17 
.66 .07 . 
Tabl« 14 (continued) 
Stratagjr 
Factor 3 - Nagotlatad Tiaa/Enargy Raductlon 
Gat ay huaband to raduca tha daaanda ha aakaa on aa 
Gat ay childran to raduca tha daaanda thay aaka on 
aa. 
Spand laaa tlaa In aaployaant or aaployaant 
ralatad activitiaa. 
Gat ay huaband to do aoaa of tha work. 
Gat ay childran to do aoaa of tha work. 
Factor 6 - Xntarnal Dlaaonanca Raductlon 
Work to chenga ay attltuda about what la and what 
la not laportant. 
Tall ayaalf to ralax. 
Tall ayaalf that avarythlng will work out for tha 
baat. 
Plan and oraanlza tha houaawork ao that aora can 
ba dona In laaa tlaa. 
Factor 7 - Coaaunlcatlon with Othara 
Varbally lnfora othara of ay dlaaatlaaatlefaction. 
Yall and lat off ataaa. 
Caraar wlvaa Earnar wlvaa 
M SO II SD F 
x& -90 
2.4 1.11 
2.4 .97 
2.1 .87 
3.1 .96 
2.7 .91 
5.3 .93 
3.3 .66 
3.4 .94 
3.7 .93 
3.3 .94 
3.4 .62 
2.7 .69 
2.6 1.03 
.90 
2.3 .92 
2.4 1.02 
2.1 .90 
2.9 .99 
2.6 .93 
3.2 .90 
3.2 .91 
3.4 .69 
3.3 .66 
3.1 .93 
3.3 .97 
2.6 .96 
2.6 1.06 
1.61 
1.37 
.01 
.01 
1.93 
.96 
.62 
3.63* 
.03 
3.21 
9.96#* 
.07 
1.07 
.04 
Tablt 14 (continued) 
Caraar wlvaa iirnwr wlvw 
Stratagy II 3D M SD 
Factor 7 (continued) 
Discuss tha situation with ay faaily and gat thaa 
to halp dacida how to raaolva tha problaa. 
Gat othara living with or naar aa (ralativaa or 
frianda) to do aoaa of tha work. 
2.6 .96 
1.4 .62 
2.5 1.09 
1.4 .71 
3.72* 
.12 
Factor 6 - Raduction of Social Rolaa 
Spand laaa tiaa in social actlvltiaa. 
Spand lass tins in voluntaar or coaaunlty ralatad 
actlvltiaa. 
2.1 .96 
3.3 .99 
3.5 1.17 
2.2 1.02 
3.5 .99 
3.5 1.14 
.66 
.06 
.01 
Factor 9 - Liaiting and Protecting Tiaa 
Siaply rafusa to taka on any naw faaily actlvltiaa. 
Siaply rafusa to taka on any naw paraonal actlvltiaa 
(actlvltiaa that do not involva faaily or work). 
Find waya to kaap paopla froa interrupting aa whan 1 
trying to gat tninga dona. 
3.0 
2.6 
2.9 
.99 
.96 
3.4 1.01 
.95 
2t& 
2.4 
3.1 
2.5 
.95 
.97 
.96 
.93 
1.62 
1.21 
4.47* 
9.73" 
Mots: Factor acoraa ara undarlinad. 
< .05. ""r. < .01. •••£ < .001. 
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Analysis of variance procedures on each of the Items 
that loaded on the factors revealed that major differences 
on the Personal Time Reduction factor were accounted for by 
career wives frequently eating meals while "on the run", 
spending less time in self-care activities, and overlapping 
performance of household tasks. However, the univariate 
means indicated that both groups reported rather frequent 
use of most of the strategies that loaded on the factor. 
Career wives also used three Resource Expansion/Substitution 
strategies more often than earner wives. These included 
increasing one's use of purchased services, hiring household 
help, and keeping lists of things that need to be done. 
Statistically significant differences were found be­
tween career and earner wives on all strategies that loaded 
on the Passive/Mental Response factor. Earner wives worried 
more often about things at home that did not get done or 
were not done at a level commensurate with their expecta­
tions, but career wives reported greater use of "mental 
compartmentalization" of tasks at home--that is, they tried 
to focus their attention on one task at a time rather than 
thinking about other things that needed their attention. 
There were no statistically significant differences 
between career and earner wives on any of the remaining 
factors, or any strategies that loaded on Household Task and 
Standards Reduction, Negotiated Time and Energy Reduction, 
or Reduction of Social Roles. While both groups reported 
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moderately high uae of Internal Dissonance Reduction strat­
egies, career wives used two o£ these strategies, work to 
change my attitude about what is and what is not Important, 
and plan and organize the housework so that more can be done 
in leas time, more often than did earner wives. 
Although many career and earner wives indicated rather 
infrequent use of Communication with Others strategies, sta­
tistically significant differences between groups were found 
on discussing the situation with family members and elici­
ting their help in resolving the problem. Career wives used 
this strategy more often than earner wives. Career wives 
also reported more frequent uae of two Limiting and Protec­
ting Time strategies, refusing to assume any new personal 
activities and finding ways to keep others from interrupting 
when performing tasks. 
Career and Earner Wives* Uae of Employment-Related 
Strategies For Coping with Time Constraints 
Statistically significant differences were found be­
tween career and earner wives on five of the eight Employ­
ment-Related factors (see Table 15). Career wives used 
Work Reduction and Redefinition, Work Time Expansion, Work 
Efficiency Expansion, and Mental Organization and Prioritiz­
ing more often but Passive/Mental Reaponae strategies less 
often than did earner wives. 
Although career wives used Work Reduction and Redefini­
tion strategies more often than earner wives, use of these 
Tabla IS 
Anmlvmlm of Varlanca of Car—r and Earnar Wlvti' Uaa of Kanlovaant-Ralatad Strat—laa for Cooing with 
Tlaa Conatralnta 
Car—r wlvaa Earnar wlvaa 
Stretagy H SO M SD 
Factor 1 - Work Raductlon/Radaflnltlon 1.9 1.03 
Raduca tha nuabar of hours 1 apasd at work so that 
I can hava sora tlaa to do othar things. 2.0 .96 
Daclda that I will paraaaantly allalnata soaa of tha 
actlvltlaa that I hava baan parforalng at work. 2.2 .96 
Gat ay —ployar or auparvlaor to raduca tha daaands 
thay aaka on aa. 1.6 .65 
Gat othars at work to do soaa of tha taaka I uaually 
parfore. 2.4 .99 
Find ways to coablna work and faally actlvltlaa. 2.4 1.21 
Factor 2 - Work Tlaa Expanalon 3.6 1.14 
Go to work aarllar, or atay latar. 3.4 1.06 
Taka laaa tlaa for lunch. 3.3 1.19 
Taka work hoaa. 3.1 1.32 
Factor 3 - Work Standards Raductlon 2.3 .65 
Ovarlook or ralax atandards for how wall I do cartaln 
thlnga at work. 1.6 .66 
Xgnora soaa of tha taaka I uaually do at work. 2.0 .66 
ix& 
1.9 
1.6 
1.6 
1.9 
2.3 
2*2 
3.1 
2.9 
2.0 
2*J. 
1.7 
1.9 
.67 
.95 
.60 
.75 
.64 
1.20 
1.07 
1.12 
1.16 
1.12 
.69 
.65 
.64 
5.74* 
.52 
7.10** 
2.06 
19.92IM,# 
1.30 
19.10*" 
5.61* 
5.46* 
39.67'«« 
1.11 
.23 
.73 
Tabla 19 (continuad) 
Strat«sr 
Factor 4 - Work Efflciancy Expansion 
Iaprova ay afficiancy by working out battar and 
quickar ways to do thing*. 
Plan and orgsnixa tha work so that avarythlng can ba 
dona in laas tiaa. 
Factor 5 - Work Intanaity Expanaion 
Kaap working until avarything la coaplatad. 
Davota aora tiaa and anargy ao that Z can do avarything 
that ia axpactad of aa. 
Oaa ay lunch tiaa to run parsonal and faaily arranda. 
Factor 6 - Hork Load Nagotiatlon 
Gat ay aaployar or auparviaor to diacuas tha aituation 
and to halp raaolva tha problaa. 
Drga ay aaployar to hira additional workara. 
Urga ay aaployar to purchaaa labor-saving aqulpaant or 
davlcaa. 
Caraar wlvaa Earnar wlvaa 
|f SO M SD 
4.4 .64 Itl -AS 3.62* 
3.9 .78 3.8 .81 2.14 
3.8 .73 3.7 .82 .26 
2.0 .90 JU2. 1.06 1.24 
3.8 .93 3.7 .99 . 30 
3.7 .86 3.6 .93 .32 
3.3 1.29 3.4 1.19 .01 
1.6 .90 ItZ 1.08 .38 
2.6 1.03 2.3 1.14 3.S0« 
1.9 1.09 1.8 1.08 .69 
2.9 1.09 2.0 1.03 9.60** 
Tabla 15 (contlnuad) 
Caraar wivaa Earnar wivaa 
Strategy | SO M SD F 
Factor 7 - Mantal Organization and Prioritising 2*2 .66 2*Z .62 2.93* 
Whan at work* concantrata ay full attantion on ay work 
activitiaa inataad of things I naad to do at hoaa. 4.4 .69 4.1 .76 7.34** 
Daclda which taaka and activitiaa at work ara aoat 
laportant and do thoaa firat. 4.4 .60 4.1 .77 7.20-* 
Do tha things at work that I faal ara laportant rathar 
than aaating tha daaanda of othara. 3.3 1.06 3.2 1.14 .79 
Factor 6 - Paasiva/Mantal Raaponsa 3.6 .96 2*2 .99 4.64* 
Conaidar quitting ay job. 2.0 1.00 2.3 1.08 4.19* 
Tall aysalf that toaorrow will ba a battar day. 3.7 .96 3.7 .93 .01 
Mota: Factor scoras ara underlined. 
•ft < .10. "ft < .05. "ft < .01. •••ft < .001. 
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at.rat.egi.es was moderately low for both groups. One-way 
analysis of variance (ANQVA) procedures revealed that much 
of the differences between groups was explained by use of 
two of the strategies, deciding to permanently eliminate 
some of the activities performed at work, and getting others 
at work to perform some of the tasks. The higher level oc­
cupational statuses of the career wives may have enabled 
some of these wives to use legitimate power and, therefore, 
direct others to perform some of the tasks, and also have 
greater freedom to make decisions regarding the content of 
their work. 
Highly significant statistical differences between 
groups of career and earner wives were found on the Work 
Time Expansion factor. The ANOVA procedures for Individual 
strategies revealed statistically significant differences 
between career and earner wives on each of the three strat­
egies Included In the factor: (a) go to work earlier, or 
stay later, <b) take leas time for lunch, and <c) take work 
home. Career wives used these strategies more often than 
did earner wives (recall that career wives spent more time 
In employment and employment related activities). With the 
exception of earner wives taking work home, the factor 
scores and strategy means Indicated that both groups used 
these strategies more frequently than the Work Reduction and 
Redefinition strategies discussed in the previous paragraph. 
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Although career wives' scores on the Work Efficiency 
Expansion factor were significantly higher than earner 
wives' scores, the ANOVA procedures on each of the strate­
gies revealed no statistically significant differences 
between groups on any one of the Individual strategies. All 
wives, but especially career wives, reported rather frequent 
use of the Individual strategies. 
Statistically significant differences were found be­
tween career and earner wives In their use of Mental Organ­
ization and Prioritizing strategies, although both groups 
reported frequent use of concentrating attention on work 
activities while at work Instead of things that need doing 
at home and prioritizing work activities. In addition, 
career wives reported more frequent <but moderate) use of 
"Doing the things at work that I feel are Important rather 
than meeting the demands of others", which again, may have 
resulted from higher levels of freedom and power Inherent In 
their occupational statuses. 
Career and earner wives differed In their use of Pas­
sive Mental Response strategies. Given the commitment of 
career wives to remaining employed to retirement age, It was 
logical that they would Infrequently consider quitting their 
jobs. The means for both groups were Identical and moder­
ately high on a passive optimism Item, "Tell myself that 
tomorrow will be a better day". 
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There were no statistically significant, differences 
between career and earner wives on factor scores for Work 
Standards Reduction and Work Load Negotiation, which were 
used infrequently. However, career wives differed from 
earner wives on one individual Work Load Negotiation strat­
egy. They reported urging their employers to purchase 
labor-saving equipment or devices more often than did earner 
wives. Use of this strategy may have been included in many 
career wives' on-the-job responsibilities, given their high­
er occupational statuses. In employment roles, lowering 
one's work standards is a rather negative behavior since pay 
is accrued on the basis of acceptable performance and pro­
ductivity. Admitting frequently lowering standards is sim­
ply not socially or economically feasible. 
Work Intensity Expansion strategies were frequently 
used by career and earner wives. Although these strategies 
were labeled as reactive behaviors (Hall, 1972), working 
until everything is completed and devoting more time and 
energy so that everything can be completed is usually ex­
pected of employees by employers. 
Summary and Discussion of Career and Earner Wives' 
Use of Strategies for Cooing with Time Constraints 
Statistically significant differences between career 
and earner wives were found on three of the nine family-
related factors and five of eight employment-related factors 
representing strategies for coping with time constraints. 
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In their family rolss, carasr wives used Personal Time 
Reduction atratagiea (e.g., eating "on the run", spending 
less tine caring for oneself, and overlapping performance of 
household tasks) and Resource Expansion and Substitution 
strategies more often than did earner wives. Although com­
mitment to a career was accompanied by reductions in career 
wives' personal time, career wives were very similar to 
earner wives in that they continued to do the things that 
were important to their families and infrequently refused to 
participate in new family activities. Some relief was pro­
vided for career wives by their higher incomes that enabled 
them to purchase services and hire household help more often 
than did earner wives, although the means were moderately 
low for both groups of wives on these two strategies, but 
especially low for earner wives (even though earner wives' 
median family incomes were high compared to national and 
regional data). However, both groups reported frequently 
purchasing goods, labor-saving appliances or devices, and 
eating out.. 
There were highly significant differences between 
career and earner wives in use of Passive/Mental Response 
strategies. Although career wives reported less frequent 
worry about tasks at home that were not completed or were 
not completed as well as they preferred, they used s mental 
compartmentalization technique more often than did earner 
wives (i.e., they concentrated on the task at hand rather 
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than thinking about. the other things that needed their 
attention). Perhaps some of the career wives had accepted 
the time constraints imposed by their work schedules and 
multiple roles and had decided that worrying and thinking 
about everything that needed doing was non-productive. The 
groups were very similar in their moderate uae of strategies 
that involved ignoring household tasks and overlooking or 
relaxing performance standards for the tasks. 
In their employment roles, career wives used Work Reduc­
tion and Redefinition, Work Time Expansion, Work Efficiency 
Expansion, and Mental Organization and Prioritizing strate­
gies more often but a Passive/Mental Response, "Consider 
quitting my 30b", less often than earner wives. Many of 
theae differences in use of employment-related strategies 
were probably related to the higher occupational statuses of 
the career wives. For example, higher levels of self-
diroction and control are often required in many profes­
sional, semi-professional, and managerial positions. There­
fore, career wives may have possessed the authority to make 
decisions concerning priorities and workloads and to dele­
gate or assign responsibilities to others. However, such 
positions usually involve more responsibility and higher 
levels of accountability, thus explaining more frequent use 
of Work Time and Work Efficiency Expansion strategies. 
Career and earner wives reported infrequent use of com­
munication and negotiation strategies in their family and 
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employment, roles. The descriptive data verified that mar­
ried, employed women, when under time constraints, look to 
themselves for solutions and that in most instances, the 
solutions involved working harder and longer rather than 
restructuring perceived responsibilities and negotiating 
workloads. 
In summary, married, employed wives in the sample were 
rather traditional in their performance of .--family roles un­
der conditions of having too much to do and too little time. 
The differences that existed, were, in all likelihood, a 
function of differences in career commitment and related 
attitudes and status accompanying such commitment. Career 
wives' more frequent use of Personal Time Reduction was a 
necessity given their time commitments to their ^obs, their 
more frequent use of Resource Expansion and Substitution was 
made possible by their higher incomes, and their less fre­
quent worry about the performance of household tasks proba­
bly functioned as an important mental resource in dealing 
with their continual, long-term commitment to their careers 
and families. 
Career wives' more frequent use of a wider variety of 
employment-related strategies were probably related to the 
higher occupational statuses and higher levels of career 
commitment of these wives. When faced with time con­
straints, career wives frequently used strategies that are 
generally expected of individuals in professional or 
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managerial positions regardleaa of gender--they Increaaed 
their employment time allocations? their work intensity, and 
work efficiency. 
Reaulta of Multivariate Analvaea 
of Career and Earner Wives' Uae of 
Strateqlea for Coping with Time Conatralnta 
A major purpose waa to inveatigate differences between 
career and earner wives' use of strategies for coping with 
time constraints, controlling for sex role attitudes, locua 
of control, weekly employment hours, age, education, family 
income, family size, presence of a child under age six, and 
number of rooms in the family dwelling. A multivariate 
analyais of covariance (MANCOVA) procedure produced a Wilks' 
lambda of .S7100 which was statistically significant at the 
.05 level, indicating that there were significant differ­
ences between career and earner wives" frequency of use of 
strategies when all dependent variables (factor scores) were 
simultaneously analyzed. 
A discriminant analyais procedure using a Roy-Bargman 
atepdown analysis is appropriate when possible correlation 
exists between between dependent variables <which was deemed 
likely since the factor scores representing family-related 
atrategiea and employment-related atrategies were derived in 
two separate analyses). Such an analysis waa performed in 
conjunction with the MANCGVA to determine the major sources 
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of differences between career and earner wives. The step-
down procedure required entering the dependent variables in 
order of assumed importance. Therefore, wives' factor 
scores representing use of strategies were specified In 
order of highest to lowest correlation with wives' status 
(career and earner). The results are presented in Table 
16. 
The major sources of the differences between career and 
earner wives in their use of strategies for coping with 
time constraints were on two family-related strategies. 
Personal Time Reduction and Passive Mental Response, and one 
employment strategy. Work Time Expansion. When faced with 
time constraints, earner wives reduced their personal time 
and expanded their employment time less frequently, but 
worried more about things at home that were not being done 
more than did career wives. 
The stepdown analysis computes each successive F-value 
only after the effects of the previous dependent variable is 
removed. Therefore, Personal Time Reduction explained the 
greatest amount of variability in the data. Passive Mental 
Reponse was second, and Work Time Expansion third. The 
other strategies that were statistically significsnt in the 
previous univariate analysis of variance procedures were not 
significant, suggesting some correlation among factors 
derived in the two separate analyses. 
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Table 16 
Multivariate Analvaia of Covariance and Discriminant. Analvaia of 
Career and Earner Mlvea* Uae of Stratealea for Coping with Time 
Conatrointa 
Variables 
Standard 
discriminant 
function 
Correlation 
with 
diacrialnant Significance 
acore level 
Family strategy— 
Personal Time 
Reduction 
Family strategy--
Paasive Mental 
Response 
Eaployaent strategy— 
Work Tiae Expansion 
.44847 
.35043 
-.33890 
-.50862 
.46144 
-.51040 
.05 
.01 
.01 
Mote; Wilks' lambda * .87100 <i> < .05) 
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One or more of the covariotaa were related to the use 
of the strategies since the overall significance of the 
multivariate analysis of covariance was leas than that ob­
tained by a preliminary analysis not controlling for their 
effects. Regression analyses of the covariates on each of 
the factors indicated that wives with higher scores on con­
trol by powerful others (they felt more controlled by power­
ful others) indicated more frequent use of Work Time 
Expansion strategies. Also, wives with more rooms in their 
family dwellings, reported more frequent use of Personal 
Time Reduction strategies such as eating meals while on the 
run, spending less time caring for self, etc. Wives indi­
cating lower levels of Internal locus of control (that is, 
not feeling in control of events), younger wives, and those 
with less education used Passive Mental Responses more often 
(e.g., worrying about things at home that were not done or 
not completed on a level commnesurate with one's expecta­
tions) . Logically, greater weekly employment time was re­
lated to frequent use of Work Time Expansion--that is, wives 
who spent more time in employment reported more frequent 
use of that strategy. 
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Reaults of Multivariate Analyses of 
Career and Earner Ulvea' Preferences for the Use cf Tlaa-
and Uae of Strategies for Coping with Time Conatralnta 
A final objective of the preaent reaearch waa to com­
pare career and earner wivea' preferences for the uae of 
time and uae of strategies for coping with time conatralnta, 
controlling for attitudinal and demographic variables. To 
simultaneously test all dependent variablea, a multivariate 
analysis of covariance procedure (MANCOVA) waa performed, 
controlling for aex role attitudes, locua of control 
(Internal Control, Powerful Others Control, and Chance 
Control), weekly employment houra, age, education, family 
income, family aize, presence of a child under age six, and 
number of rooms in the family dwelling. Possible correla­
tions among the dependent variablea were accounted for by 
the MANCOVA procedure, and therefore, the poasibility of 
finding and reporting differences between career and earner 
wivea that did not exist waa reduced. A major limitation 
that could not be controlled waa the large number of depend­
ent variablea (extracted factors) relative to the total num­
ber of respondents which reduces the likelihood of finding a 
significant overall difference between the two groups (in 
effect, making thia a conaervative teat of group 
differences). 
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The MANCOVA procedure produced a Wilks' lambda o£ 
.78586 which uaa highly significant, (p < „01>. A discrimi­
nant analysis procedure with stepdown method of computing 
each successive F-value after eliminating the effects of the 
previous dependent variable was performed,, entering depen­
dent variables in order of greatest to least correlation 
with the independent variable (career or earner status). 
The results are presented in Table 17. 
Two time preference variables that were statistically 
significant in the univariate analyses but not in the multi­
variate analysis of wives' preferences for the use of time 
were important sources of differences between career and 
earner wives when analyzed simultaneously with strategies 
for coping with time constraints. Earner wives preferred to 
spend less time engaging in Away-from-Home Household Pro­
duction Activities and in Personal Maintenance and Leisure 
Activities than did career wives. Three strategies for co­
ping with time constraints that were significant in the uni­
variate analyses and the multivariate analysis of career and 
earner wives' use of strategies for coping with time con­
straints were also significant sources of differences be­
tween the groups of wives in the raultivariate analysis of 
all dependent variables. Earner wives reported more fre­
quent use of famlly-related Passive/Mental Response strat­
egies but less frequent use of Personal Time Reduction than 
career wives. Also, earner wives reported leas frequent use 
of an employment strategy--Work Time Expansion. 
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Table 17 
Multlvariati Analwla of Covarlance and Discriminant Analvili of 
Car«»r and Earner Ulv«' Preferences for the Use of Time and Use of 
Strategies for Coplno with Time Constraints 
Variables 
Correlation 
Standard with 
discriminant discriminant Significance 
function score level 
Wives' tlae in— 
Away-from-Home 
Household Production 
Family strategy— 
Passive/Mental 
Response 
Family strategy— 
Personal Time 
Reduction 
Wives' time in-
Personal Maintenance 
and Leisure 
Employment strategy— 
Work Time Expansion 
-.33914 
.32790 
-.29987 
-.29046 
-.26046 
-.40714 
.34035 
-.37497 
-.29644 
-.37628 
.01 
.01 
.05 
.05 
.01 
Mote: Wilks' lambda = .78586 < .01) 
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Recall that, analysis of variance procedures produced 
statistically significant, differences between career and 
earner wives on four time preference factors, three factors 
representing family-related coping strategies, and five 
employment-related coping strategies. The results of the 
final multivariate analysis of covarlance procedure indi­
cated that dependent variables were either correlated to 
some extent or, differences were produced by one or more 
of the covariates, which were controlled in the multivar­
iate analysis, but not in the univariate analyses. 
Future empirical investigations of wives' attitudes to­
ward the use of time and uae of strategies used by wives for 
coping with time constraints may find a summary of the re­
sults of a regression of the dependent variables on the set 
of covsriates informative, although variables related to 
wives' preferences for the use of time and uae of strategies 
for coping with time constraints were not a major focus of 
the present study. The b-values generated for covariates on 
each of the dependent variables produced by the MANCOVA pro­
cedure are reported in Table IS. 
No overall relationahipa between any one covariate and 
all dependent variablea were found. However, each of the 
covariates was related to one or more of the dependent var­
iables. Sex role attitudes were related to wives' prefer­
ences for the use of their time in Away-from-Home Household 
Production, preferences for husbands' time in Housekeeping 
Tabla la 
•ultl»arlata *nalvala of Covarlanca Showing Balatlonahloa batman 3oclo-P»vchol<xilc«l and Paaographlc Varlablaa and Prafarancaa for tba 
Daa of Tlaa and Uaa of Strataalaa for Coning with Tlaa Conatralnta 
Loeua of control 
Dapandant Maakly Child 
varlabla Sa> rola Powarful aaployaant Faaily Faatly undar Nuabar 
(factor acora) attltudaa Internal othara Chanca houra Iga Education Ineraa aiza aga 6 of roai.i 
Wlvaa' prafarancaa for tha uaa of tlaai 
Canaral Houaabold 
Production 
Chlld-Ralatad 
Actlvltlaa 
Food Praparatlon 
Actlvltlaa 
Social and Voluntaar 
Actlvitlaa 
Paraonal Malntananca 
and Laiaura 
Auay-froa-Hoaa 
Houaabold 
Production 
Eaploynant 
Actlvltlaa 
.117 .143 
.113 .033 
-.236 -.070 
.403 -.394 
.096 -.321* 
-.349 
-.307 
-.007 
.052 
-.093 
-.049 
.144 
-.032 
a 
.172 
-.014 
.132 
Wlvaa* prafarancaa for huabanda' uaa of tlaa: 
Chlld-Ralatad 
Actlvit&aa 
Houaakaaplng 
Activltiaa 
Social and Voluntaar 
Actlvltlaa 
Traditional Mala 
Houaabold 
Production 
Paraonal Malntananca 
and Laiaura 
Eaployaant and 
Financial 
Managaaant 
.117 
.753" 
.11a 
.273 
-.124 
a 
.311 
.143 
.290 
.140 
a 
-.292 
-.011 
-.092 
-.093 
.00* 
-.126 
.016 
-.014 
-.012 
.132 
-.099 
-.029 
.192 
-o249* 
.161 
-.112 
.132 
.214 
a 
.169 
-.062 
.106 
.012 
.0001 
.0003* 
.0002 
.0003 
.0001 
-.0009 
.0001 
-.00006 
.0001 
.034 
-..019* 
-.ow" 
.017 
-.ooa 
.009 
a 
.014 
.014* 
-.012 
.003 
-.000002 -.006 
.0001 -.009 
.0001 .006 
.099 
.019 
.014 
.010 
.023 
.071* 
.033 
.099* 
.006 
.029 
a 
.067 
.001 
.027 
-.0001 
.000004 
-.0001* 
mmm 
-.00003 
-.000002 
.00002 
.00001 
.027 
.087 
.194* 
-.097 
.033 
.0000001 -.132 
.00001 .113 
.027 
.113 
-.000001 -.042 
-.00001 .049 
-.00001 .001 
-.00001 .002 
.233 
.297 
-.119 
.701 
.464* 
• • 
.627 
.1M 
.233 
• • 
-1.039 
-.269 
.049 
-.074 
.169 
-.060 
-.012 
-.006 
-.023 
.043 
-.032 
-.004 
-.060 
.021 
.001 
-.009 
.092* 
-.004 
Table U (continued) 
Lwyi ri ewitrgl 
Dapandant 
varlabla Sea role Powerful 
(factor acora) attitudaa Intaroal others Cbance 
foUy-rtltttd ttritmln fn swim vith C9n»tr«lnt»: 
Paraonal Tlaa • 
Raductlon .056 -.014 .207 -.057 
Raaourca Expansion/ • a 
Substitution .464 .120 .034 -.222 
Peaalve/Hental * 
Response .097 -.280 .140 -.002 
Household Task/ 
Standarda • • 
Raductlon .367 -.119 .112 -.201 
Negotiated Tlaa/ 
Energy 
Reduction -.177 -.091 -.011 .042 
Internel Dlaeonence •• 
Reduction .021 .332 -.0*3 .122 
Coaaunlcetion a 
with Others .101 .152 -.141 .172 
Raductlon of a 
Social Roles .108 -.097 .140 -.184 
Lialting end > 
Protecting Tlaa .179 .267 .009 -.114 
Meekly Child 
iployaant Feslly Feally under Nuaber 
houra Age Educetloa lncosa elxe ege 6 of rooaa 
.0003 
-.0002 
.0001 
.0001 
.0002* 
.00001 
-.00004 
.00001 
-.0001 
.007 .030 -.00001* .083 .070 .064* 
a s 
.009 -.014 .00002 -.249 .499 .066 
.01." -.109*" -.000001 .039 .286 .059* 
.016 .020 -.000004 .184 -.237 -.045 
.021 .036 .00001 .080 .003 -.007 
.008 .008 -.00001 -.OS9 .033 .024 
.013* -.045 -.00001* .199*** -.369* .005 
.011 .060* -.000003 .024 .189 -.049 
.003 .009 .000002 -.018 -.263 .034 
si 
U 
Tabla 1* (cootinuad) 
Locus of control 
Dapandant 
varlabla 
(factor acora) 
Sax rola 
attltudaa lataraal 
Powerful 
othara Chanca 
Heekiy 
aaployaant 
fcoura Aga Education 
Faally 
lncoaa 
Faally 
alza 
Child 
undar 
aga 6 
Nuabar 
of fooaa 
#«r ESBlna *Uh Met cwitulRta: 
Work Raductloa/ 
Radaflaltlon -.039 .049 -.046 .011 -.0001 .003 
a 
.056 .000001 -.036 -.031 -.011 
Work Tlaa 
Expansion 
a 
.347 -.004 .023 .063 
mm 
.0003 -.001 .006 .00001 .056 -.281 -.013 
Hork Standarda 
Raductloa .014 .099 .017 -.003 .0002* .007 •042 -.00001 •IM' -.496* .021 
Hork Efficiency 
Expanalon .002 .369 .009 -.0S6 -.0001 -.009 -.040 -.000001 .002 .159 -.003 
Hork Intanaltp 
Expanaloa -.019 
a 
.260 -.071 .047 -.0001 -.011 -.035 -.000004 -.029 .081 .018 
Hork Load 
Negotiation .041 .119 .064 .109 -.0001 .010 -.008 -.00001 -.046 -.436 .045 
Hantal Organisation 
and Prioritising .212 .219* -.010 -.099 .00003 .021 .021 -.000001 .002 -.058 .044 
Paaalva/Mantal 
Raaponaa .06* -.035 .03a 
a 
.163 
•• 
.0004 -.023 
a 
-.055 -.00001 -.045 .054 .050 
•ft < .10. 
•ft < .05. "ft < .01. "••ft < .001. 
0» 
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Act.ivit.iM, and Resource Expansion/Substitution and House­
hold Task/Standards Reduction strategies. Sex role atti­
tudes were not. related to the use of employment-related 
strategies. Of the three dimensions o£ locus of control, a 
greater number of significant relationships between Internal 
Control and dependent variables were produced than for 
Powerful Others or Chance Control. Age and education of 
wives were related to several factor scores representing 
time preferences and use of coping strategies. In general, 
more statistically significant relationships were found 
between family characteristics such as income, family size, 
and the presence of a child under age six and wives' prefer-
ences for the use of their own time and their use of family-
related strategies for coping with time constraints than 
between these characteristics and wives' preferences for 
their husbands' use of time or use of employment-related 
strategies for coping with time constraints. Number of 
rooms in the family dwelling was related to only one 
family-related coping factor. Personal Time Reduction. 
Summary and Discussion of Multivariate Analyses 
Although no statistically significant differences be­
tween career and earner wives' preferences for time use were 
produced by a multivariate analysis of covariance procedure, 
statistically significant differences between the two groupa 
were produced by the multivariate analysis of covariance 
procedures of frequency of use of strategies for coping with 
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time constralnta, and of all dependent, variables. However, 
there were fewer statistically significant sources of dif­
ferences than were expected, given the results of the uni­
variate analysis of variance procedures. Compared to earner 
wives, career wives preferred to spend more time performing 
Away-fron-Hoae Household Production Activities and Personal 
Maintenance and Leisure Activities. Differences were found 
in frequency of use of two family-related and one employ­
ment-related strategy for coping with -time constraints. 
Since career wives reported more frequent use of Personal 
Time Reduction strategies such aa reducing personal mainte­
nance time, overlapping tasks at home, and eating meals 
while "one the run", and more frequent use of Work Time 
Expansion strategies auch aa going to work earlier, stay­
ing later, spending less time eating lunch, and taking work 
home, their preference to spend more time in Personal Main­
tenance and Leisure Activities was reasonable. However, 
career and earner wives' mean time allocations to sleeping, 
eating, personal maintenance, and leisure were very similar 
(see Table 3). The speculation made by Kingston and Nock 
<1985) that longer work days may produce needs for more 
free time may indeed be a valid assumption for the wives in 
the present study. 
Another source of differences between career and earner 
wives was that even when sex role attitudes were held con­
stant, career wives worried less about home-related work 
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that, waa not. done or waa completed at a lower than accept­
able level. Also, they reported frequently concentrating on 
the task at hand rather than worrying about the things at 
hone that needed their attention. Baruch at al. (1983) 
reported that more prestigious jobs allow women employed in 
those jobs to shed many of the unwanted aspects (e.g., 
household tasks) of other roles and that the variety and 
richness of higher level occupations are emotionally reward­
ing in that they promote and enhance feelings of competence 
and positive self-concept. Consequently, the work at home 
that waa left undone may not have proved threatening to the 
career wivea' concepts of their aelf-worth and competence, 
since they realized these feelings in relation to their 
employment. 
Overall, the multivariate procedures were beneficial in 
that they provided results upon which several concluaiona 
may be baaed. First, career and earner wives were similar 
in their preferences for the use of time. While prelimi­
nary, univariate analyses led to the conclusion that the 
groupa of wives did not differ in preferences for their hus­
bands' use of time (i.e., they were satisfied with husbands' 
time inputs in employment but preferred them to spend more 
time in other activities), major differences were reported 
in their preferences for their own time use. The multivar­
iate analysis of differences when all preference factors 
were simultaneously considered, produced insignificant 
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results, probably Indicating some correlation among factor 
acoree for preferences for their own and their husbands' 
time UH. 
Second, significant differences between career and 
earner wives were found in their frequency of use of strat­
egies for coping with time constraints, controlling for the 
effects of the covariatas. However, a stepdown discriminant 
analysis procedure produced fewer statistically significant 
sources of differences than expected. After accounting for 
the variability contributed by frequency of use of two 
family-related strategies and one employment-related strat­
egy, additional variables were not significant. Future 
studies that address possible correlations among employed 
wives' use of family-related and employment-related coping 
strategies are needed. 
Third, relationships between preferences for the use 
of time and use of strategies for coping with time con­
straints were indicated by the statistical significance of 
the final multivariate of covariance procedure, in which all 
dependent variables were simultaneously analyzed. There­
fore, subsequent investigations of employed wives' use 
of strategies to cope with time constraints should not dis­
count the importance of time use attitudes and preferences. 
Finally, the importance of the set of covariates, 
especially in relation to the use of strategies for coping 
with time constraints, was noted» Future studies focusing 
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on these relationships ahould provida additional information 
and contribute significantly to a better understanding of 
differences among employed wives in their attitudes and 
preferences for the use of time and use of strategies for 
coping with time constraints. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
The influx of married women into the paid labor force 
over the laat two decades has stimulated a growing body of 
literature concerning employed wives' feelings about and 
management of their multiple roles. Since the late I960'a, 
sociologists and home economists have explored differences 
in the attitudes and behavior of employed wives who are 
committed to careers and those who are not committed to 
long-term employment in careers. 
While family sociologists, social psychologists, and 
organizational psychologists have identified strategies used 
by employed women in coping with role overload and role 
strain resulting from multiple role performance, family 
resource management researchers have investigated employed 
wives' use of various consumption strategies and time reduc­
tion strategies. One major purpose of this study was to 
comprehensively measure employed wives' use of strategies 
for coping with time constraints and investigate similari­
ties and differences between career and earner wives in 
their frequency of use of these strategies. 
Although empirical examinations of family members' 
actual time allocations have occurred within the disciplines 
of economics, home economics, and sociology, few studies 
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have focused on individuals' satisfaction with their use o£ 
time. Employed wives' use of strategies for coping with 
time constraints and their preferences toward their use of 
time were thought to be related. Therefore, a second major 
purpose of the study was to compare career and earner wives' 
preferences for the use of their time. The final purpose 
was to investigate the relationship between career and 
earner wives' preferences for the use of time and use of 
strategies for coping with time constraints. 
A mailed questionnaire was sent to 500 married, 
employed wives randomly sampled from the Greensboro, 
North Carolina City Directory. Usable responses were 
received from 235 wives. The sample included a high per­
centage of white-collar employees who were above national 
averages In educational levels and family income. Eighty-
five respondents who agreed that they were pursuing careers 
that were developmental in nature, intended to be employed 
until retirement age, and whose occupations were classified 
in the top three categories of the Hollingshead Occupational 
Scale were Included in the group of "career" wives. One 
hundred and fifty employed wives did not meet these criteria 
and were included in the "earner" group. 
In general, time allocations to various activities by 
all wives were typical of national time use data collected 
by previous studies. Career and earner wives reported 
spending little time in leisure or social activities. 
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Career wivea apent more time in employment and employment" 
related activitiea than did earner wivea. Both career and 
earner wivea reported apending more time than their huabanda 
maintaining their famillea and houaeholda. 
Factor analyaia produced aeven dimenaiona of wivea' 
time preferencea: <a) General Houaehold Production, <b> 
Child-Related Activitiea, <c) Food Preparation Activitiea, 
<d> Social and Volunteer Activitiea, <e> Peraonal Mainte­
nance and Leiaure Activitiea, <f> Away-Prom-Home Houaehold 
Production Activitiea, and <gi Employment and Employment-
Related Activitiea. Theae dimenaiona of wivea' preferencea 
for time allocations were aomewhat different from categoriea 
of activitiea preaented by previoua atudiea of time uae. 
Six dimenaiona of wivea' preferencea for their huabanda' uae 
of time were found: <a> Child-Related Activitiea, (b> House­
keeping Activitiea, <c> Social and Volunteer Activitiea, <d> 
Traditional Male Houaehold Production Activitiea, <e) Per­
aonal Maintenance and Leiaure Activitiea, and <f) Employment 
and Financial Reaource Management Activitiea. Overall, 
wives' preferences for huabanda' time uae reflected a rather 
traditional view of the diviaion of houaehold labor between 
huabanda and wivea. 
Moat wivea indicated that they preferred to apend more 
time in all activitiea except for Employment and Employment-
Related activitiea. Career wivea preferred to apend leaa 
time in employment activitiea than did earner wivea. 
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probably bacaus* they actually spent mora time In thasa 
act.ivit.laa. Statiatically significant diffarencea were, 
found betwaan career and earner wivea in time preferences 
for Social and Volunteer Activities, Personal Maintenance 
and Leisure Activities, and Away-From-Home Household 
Production Activities. Career wives wanted t.o spend more 
time in these activities than did earner wives, although 
mean time allocations to these activities by both groups 
were very similar. Seemingly, higher employment hours or 
perhaps occupational demands associated with higher status 
occupations influenced career wives' preferences for more 
personal time and leisure time. 
Career and earner wivea were very similar in their 
preferences for time allocations to General Household Pro­
duction, Child-Related, and Food Preparation Activities; 
that is, they wanted to spend more time performing these 
activities. These attitudes were probably indicative of the 
importance of family roles to these wivea and the actual 
time they allocated to employment. 
No differences were found in career and earner wives' 
preferences for husbands' time allocations; they wanted 
their husbands to spend more time in all activities. Al­
though both career and earner wivea preferred their husbands 
to spend a little more time in employment and employment-
related activities, the strength of this preference was 
slightly higher for career wivea. Many husbands of career 
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wives did, in fact, spend leaa time in employment, act.ivit.iea 
than their wivea and leaa -time than huabanda of earner 
wives. 
Although the univariate analyaia of variance <ANOVA) 
procedures produced aeveral statistically significant, dif­
ferences between career and earner wivea in their prefer­
ences for the uae of their time, a multivariate analyaia of 
covariance (MANCOVA) procedure Indicated no atatiatically 
significant differencea. Overall, then, career wivea were 
no more or leas satiafied with their own or their huabanda' 
time uae patterns than were earner wivea, a finding which 
disputes previous suggestions that role overload ia a parti­
cularly serious problem for career-oriented wivea and 
mothers. 
Factor analysis produced nine family-nslated strategies 
and eight employment-related strategies used by employed 
wives in coping with time constraints. Differences be­
tween career and earner wives' frequency of use of the 
strategies were tested by analysis of variance procedures. 
Previous studies have found that a strategy frequently used 
by employed, married women ia the reduction of time apent in 
peraonal activities. Both groups reported frequent use of a 
Personal Time Reduction strategy, but career wives in the 
study used the strategy more often than did earner wives. 
The salience of their employment rolea together with moder­
ately high uae of other strategies probably explained this 
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difference. Career wivea also reported more frequent, use of 
outaide resources such aa hiring household help and purchas­
ing services, which was logical given their higher incomes. 
Career wivea worried leaa frequently than earner wivea about 
work at home that was left undone. Possible reasons for 
this difference included higher levels of resignation among 
career wives concerning time constraints produced by their 
longer employment hours, and career wives' derivation of 
greater personal rewards and enhanced feelings of self-worth 
associated with higher status occupations. For earner 
wives, negative feelings regarding their self-worth may 
have resulted from not completing family-related tasks. 
Career and earner wivea were similar in their moderate 
use of Household Standards Reduction, Internal Dissonance 
Reduction, and Reduction of Social Roles strategies, and in 
their low-to-noderate use of Negotiation, Communication, and 
Limiting and Protecting Time strategies. That is, both 
groups reported more frequent use of strategies that were 
more personal and did not involve othera, but leaa frequent 
use of strateglea that involved or affected their family 
members. In their family roles, these wives looked to them­
selves to solve their time allocation problems. 
In their employment, career wives used Work Reduction/ 
Redefinition, Work Time Expansion, and Work Efficiency Ex­
pansion strategies more often but Passive/Mental Response 
strategies leas often than did earner wives, probably 
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because of the higher occupational etat.ua and career commit­
ment of the career wives. Employers generally expect higher 
level employees such as professionals, semi-professionals, 
and managers to be organized and work longerr if necessary, 
to complete their responsibilities. Career wives thought 
about quitting their jobs less frequently than earner wives 
which was logical given their commitment to long-term 
employment. 
Career and earner wives were similar in their frequent 
uae of Mental Organization and Prioritizing and moderate use 
of Work Intensity Expansion. Aa in uae of family-related 
strategies, both career and earner wives infrequently used 
strategies that involved communication and negotiation with 
others. Also, strategies that may lower others' evalua­
tions, such aa ignoring tasks or lowering performance stan­
dards, were not frequently used in employment roles by 
either group. 
Statistically significant differences were found be­
tween career and earner wives in frequency of use of the 
strategies for coping with time constraints, when factor 
scores of the strategies were uaed aa dependent variables in 
a MANCOVA. The major aourcea of differences identified by a 
discriminant analysis procedure were in career wives' more 
frequent use of Personal Time Reduction and Work Expansion 
strategies but leas frequent use of Passive/Mental Re­
sponses . 
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When all dependent, variables representing preferences 
for the use of tine and use of strategies for coping with 
time constraints were simultaneously analyzed using a 
MANCOVA procedure, statistically significant differences 
were found between career and earner wives. Two preferences 
for the use of time and three strategies for coping with 
time constraints were important sources of the overall 
differences between career and earner wives. Career wives 
preferred to allocate more time to Away-from-Home Household 
Production and to Personal Maintenance and Leisure Activi­
ties than did earner wives. As in the previous MANCOVA, 
career wives used Work Time Expansion strategies such aa 
going to work earlier, staying later, taking leas time for 
lunch, and taking work home, and Personal Time Reduction 
such aa hurriedly eating meals, overlapping tasks, and 
reducing self-care time more often, but worried about tasks 
at home that were either not done or completed at a lower 
level than desired less often than did earner wives. 
The final MANCOVA procedure verified that relationships 
existed between preferences for the use of time and use of 
strategies for coping with time constraints. Also, rela­
tionships between one or more of the covariates and factor 
scores for preferences for the uae of time and use of strat­
egies were found. Future analyses focusing on these rela­
tionships aa well aa other factors will undoubtedly provide 
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valuable information concerning the differences in time use 
attitudes and coping behaviors of career and earner wives. 
Clearly, further research concerning preferences for 
the use of time and uae of strategies for coping with time 
constraints is needed. Sample homogeneity may have contri­
buted to or produced the similarities between career and 
earner wives. More heterogeneous samples that include a 
greater proportion of women of different races, younger 
ages, blue collar workers, and families with lower incomes 
aa well as unmarried women or women not employed in the 
labor force may indicate very different results. Although 
it is impossible to determine, wives who did not repond to 
the mailed questionnaire may have done ao becauae they were 
especially constrained by demands on their time. Telephone 
or personal interviews may prove more effective in gathering 
data from these individuals. Further refinement in the 
measurement of preferences for the use of time, and use of 
strategies for coping with time constraints may result in 
further illumination of the differences and similarities 
between career and earner wives. 
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APPENDIX A 
LETTER TO WIVES 
School of Home Economics 
Department of Child Development - Family Relations 
(919) 379-5315; 5307 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
AT GREENSBORO 
October £2, 1984 
Mrs. 
Greensboro, N. C. 
Dear Mrs. 
Not having enough time seems to be a common complaint these days. No one 
has stopped to ask how women like yourself really feel about your lives, your 
schedules, and how you cope with having many things to do. 
Researchers and faculty in the School of Home Economics at the University 
of North Carolina at Greensboro are committed to understanding and improving 
the QUALITY of people's lives. Knowing your feelings will help in designing 
community programs that meet the needs of women like yourself and in preparing 
young people for the realities of the work-a-day world. 
You are one of a small number of women who are being asked to give their 
opinions on these matters. Your name was drawn in a random sample of 
Greensboro, N. C. In order that the results truly represent the thinking of 
the women in our city, it is important that each questionnaire be completed 
and returned. 
You may be assured of complete confidentiality. The questionnaire has an 
identification number for mailing purposes only. This is so that we may check 
your number off the mailing list when your questionnaire is returned. Your 
name will never be placed on the questionnaire or revealed in any way. PLEASE, 
Mrs. won't you answer the questions today, fold the questionnaire, 
and return it by November S in the enclosed, stamped envelope. 
Would you like to receive a summary of the results of the study and a copy 
of a free pamphlet, "Time Saving Tips for Busy Women"? If so, write your name 
and address on the back of the return envelope (NOT ON THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
ITSELF). Please allow about two months for the results to be compiled. 
THANK YOU for your willingness to share your thoughts and feelings! 
Sincerely 
Deborah D. Godwin 
Assistant Professor 
Ann R. Hiatt 
Doctoral Candidate 
P. S. If you have any questions, you may contact us 
telephone number 379-5307. 
at the University, 
G R E E N S B O R O ,  N O R T H  C  A  R  O  L  I  N  A  /  2 7 4  I  2 - 5 0 0  1  
THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA is composed of the sixteen public senior institutions in North Carolina 
an equal opportunity employer 
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QUESTIONNAIRE COVER 
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A SURVEY OF WORKING WOKEN 
Tha purpOM sf this quaationnaira la to gain information about 
tha working woaan In North Carolina. Tha information waara 
la not available froa any othar aourea. It la asking of you 
only through your cooperation that wa can battar undaratand thi 
ehangaa occurring in working woman'a Uvea, how you faal about 
your tlaa uaa, and how you copa with time praaauraa. 
XT IS XHPORTANT THAT Y00 ANSWER EACH OF THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS. 
IF AT ALL POSSIBLE, WE ASK THAT YOU FILL-OUT YOUR QUESTIONNAIRE 
BY YOURSELF AND RETURN IT IN THE ENCLOSED, POSTAGE-PAID ENVELOPE. 
DO NOT PUT YOUR NAME ON THE QUESTIONNAIRE ITSELF. ALL ANSWERS 
WILL BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL AND USED ONLY FOR STATISTICAL PURPOSES. 
THANK YOC FOR YOUR HELPt .... 
SCHOOL OF HOHE ECONOMICS 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT GREENSBORO 
GREENSBORO, NORTH CAROLINA 27412 
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TIME PREFERENCES INSTRUMENT 
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YOUR ATTITUDES ABOUT HOW YOU SPEND YOUR TIME 
3. How do you fMl about tha Mount of tin* you apand in different activities? For aach 
aach of tha activitiaa balow, plaaaa cir.-ia tha raaponaa that corraaponda to how you 
WOULD PREFER to apand your tlaa. ALSO, in tha blanfca to tha right, fill-in tha 
tlaa you actually apand In thaaa activitiaa on an AVERAGE WEEKDAY and an AVERAGE 
WEEKEND DAY. Plaaaa includa any traval tlaa la tha activity which you travalad to do. 
C^ 
 ̂ 4* 4? ̂  
MOW MUCH TIME 
DO YOU SPEMD 
ON AN AVERAGE 
WEEKDAY WEEKEND DAY 
HOURS/BINS. HOURS/HINS. 
GDHT NT urr RT LLT LT GDLT 
GDMT HT LIT RT LLT LT GDLT 
GDHT HT LHT RT LLT LT GDLT 
GDMT HT LHT RT LLT LT GDLT 
GDMT HT LHT RT LLT LT GDLT 
GDMT HT LHT RT LLT LT GDLT 
GDMT HT urr RT U.T LT GDLT 
GDHT HT LHT RT LLT LT GDLT 
GDHT HT LHT RT LLT LT GDLT 
GDHT HT LHT RT LLT LT GDLT 
GDHT HT LIT RT LLT LT GDLT 
GDHT HT LHT RT LLT LT GDLT 
GDMT HT LHT RT LLT LT GDLT 
GDHT NT LHT RT LLT LT GDLT 
GDHT HT LHT RT LLT LT GDLT 
GDHT HT LHT RT LLT LT GDLT 
GDHT HT LHT RT LLT LT GDLT 
GDHT HT LHT RT LLT LT GDLT 
GDHT HT LHT RT LLT LT GDLT 
GDHT HT UfT RT LLT LT GDLT 
GDHT HT LHT RT LLT LT GDLT 
GDHT HT LHT RT LLT LT GDLT 
GDHT HT LHT RT LLT LT GDLT 
aaployaant ralatad 
activitiaa 
laal planning 
Food praparatlon 
Kitchan claanup 
Grocary ahopplng 
Houaaclaaning 
Car and yard cara 
BOM rapalra 
Clothing cara 
Bill paying and 
racord kaaplng 
Dlacuaaing and aaking 
financial daclaiona 
Caring for chlldran 
Teaching akilla to 
chlldran 
Tranapartlng chlldran 
Playing with chlldran 
Slaaplng and aating 
Cara of youraalf 
(raating, grooming, 
draaaing, ate.) 
Laiaura and racraation 
Voluntaar activitiaa 
Kaaplng In touch 
with frianda 
Kaaplng in touch 
with ralativaa 
Othara: (plaaaa fill-in) 
APPENDIX D 
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TOPR ATTITUDES ABOUT YOUR HUSBAND'S TIME 
10. PIMM clrcla tha raaponaa that eorraaponda to how YOU WOULD PREFER your huaband 
to apananla tlaa. ALSO. In tha blanka to tha right, fill-in tha tiaa ha actually 
a panda in thaaa actlvTtXM on an AVERAGE WEEKDAY and an AVERAGE WEEKEND DAY. 
PlaaM includa any traval tlaa In tha activity which ha travalad to do. 
.V ̂  ^ HOW HUCH TINE 
TR » * ' * - * ~ "R - * DOES HE SPEND 
^ ^ 
0* AH AVERAGE 
2115242 WEEKEND DAY 
H0URS/"I"S- H0URS/,,INS-
GDHT HT LHT RT LLT LT GDLT 
In aaployaant and 
Mployaant ralatad 
actlvltlM 
GDMT HT urr RT LLT LT GDLT 
IMI praparstlon and 
kitchan elMnup 
GDHT HT LHT RT LLT LT GDLT Grocary ahopplng 
GDHT HT LHT RT M.T LT GDLT Houaaclaanlng 
GDHT HT LIT RT U.T LT GDLT Car and yard car* 
GDHT HT urr RT LLT LT GDLT HOM rapalra 
GDHT HT LHT- RT LLT LT GDLT Vaahing and ironing 
GDHT HT LHT RT LLT LT GDLT 
Bill paying and 
racord kaaping 
GDHT HT LHT RT LLT LT GDLT 
DlaeuMing and aaking 
financial dacialona 
GDHT HT LHT RT LLT LT GDLT Caring for childran 
GDHT HT LHT RT LLT LT GDLT 
Taachlng akllla to 
childran 
GDXT HT LHT RT LLT LT GDLT Tranaporting childran (•—MM 
GDHT HT LHT RT LLT LT GDLT Playing with childran 
GDHT HT LHT RT LLT LT GDLT SlMplng and Mting _ 
GDHT HT LHT RT LLT LT GDLT 
Car* of hlaaalf 
(rMtlng, grooaing, 
ate.) 
GDHT HT LHT RT LLT LT COLT Lalaura and racrMtlon 
GDHT HT LHT RT LLT LT GDLT VoluntMr actlvltlM 
GDHT HT LHT RT LLT LT GDLT 
Kaaping in touch 
with frlaoda 
GDHT HT urr RT LLT LT GDLT 
KMplng in touch 
with ralativM 
Othara: (plaaM fill-in) 
GDHT HT LHT RT LLT LT GDLT 
GDHT HT LHT RT LLT LT GDLT 
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TOOK BEHAVIOR HHEM TOU HAVE TOO MOCH TO DO AND TOO LITTLE TIME 
4. Paopla met to tlaa praaauraa and hactic parioda la varioua way a. V* want to 
uodaratand bow you raact whan you faal that you aiaply hava too aueh to do and 
too Uttla tlaa in which to do avarvthln 
indlcataa HOW OFTEM you do aach of tha f 
SOME­ MOT 
ALWAYS OFTEN TIMES SELDOM NEVER APPLICABLE 
a. Spand 1ms tlaa on bouaawork. 
b. 
e. 
d. 
Spand laaa tlaa attandlng to faally 
aattara. 
Spaed laaa tlaa in aaploraant or 
•aployaant ralatad activltlaa. 
Spand laaa tlaa In leluataw or 
coaaunlty ralatad activltlaa. 
a. Spand laaa tlaa In aocial activltlaa. A 0 ST S N MA 
f. Spand laaa tlaa alaaplnj. A 0 ST s N MA 
9» Eat aaala whlla "on run". A 0 ST s N MA 
k. Spand laaa tlaa caring for ayaalf 
<8?ooalng, ranting, ate). A 0 ST s M MA 
1. Spand laaa tlaa on naraoaal lalaura 
or racraatlonal activltlaa. A 0 ST s N MA 
> Cat ay huaband to raduca tha daaanda 
ha aaicaa on aa. A 0 ST s N MA 
k. Cat ay childran to raduca tha daaanda 
thay aaka on aa. A 0 ST s N MA 
1. Cat ay huaband to do aoaa of tha work. A 0 ST s N MA 
a. Cat ay childran to do aoaa of tha work. A 0 ST s N MA 
n. Cat othara living with or naar aa 
(ralatlvaa or frianda) to do aoaa of 
tha work. A 0 ST s N NA 
o. Involva faally aaabara In ay aaployaaat 
ralatad activltlaa. A 0 ST s N NA 
P- Dlacuaa tha situation with ay faally 
and gat thaa to halp daclda how to 
raaolva tha problaa. A 0 ST s N HA 
q- Daclda which faally taaka and 
activltlaa ara tha aoat laportant 
and do thoaa flrat. A 0 ST s N MA 
r. Concantrata ay full attantioa on oa* 
taak at a tlaa and try not to think 
about tha otbar things that naad doing. A 0 ST s N MA 
a. Ignora aoaa of tha taaka I uaually 
parfora at hoaa. A 0 ST s N MA 
t. Ovarlook or ralax ay atandarda for how 
wall I do cartaln taaka at hoaa. A 0 ST s N MA 
u. Work to changa ay attltuda about what 
la and what la not laportant. A 0 ST s N NA 
V. Do tha thlnga that ara laportant to ay 
faally or othara rathar than tha thlnga 
that ara laportant to aa. A 0 ST s N NA 
Pl̂ aaa elrela tha lattar that 
1lowing. 
0 
0 
0 
ST 
ST 
ST 
S 
S 
s 
MA 
MA 
MA 
MA 
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SOME- NOT 
ALWAYS OFTEN TIKES SELDOM NEVER APPLICABLE 
w. Do the thlnga that ara laportant 
to aa rathar than trying to fulf; ill 
all o:f tha daaands of othara. A 0 ST S NA 
X. Work liardar (taka fawar breaks, 
exert aora effort., ate.). A 0 ST s NA 
r- Aaauaa that thlnga need to ba dona 
and that I aa tha ona to do thaa. A 0 ST s NA 
z. Horry about tha thlnga at hoaa 
that don't gat dona. Ji 0 ST s NA 
aa. Horry about tha thlnga at hoaa 
that aran't dona as wall aa thay 
afcould ba dona. A 0 ST s NA 
bb. Aeeapt tlaa pressures as a natural 
part of ay life. A 0 ST s NA 
ce. Toll and lat off etaea. A 0 ST s NA 
dd. Varballv lnfora othara of ay 
dia-aatlafaction. A 0 ST s NA 
aa. Tall ayaalf that everything will 
work out for tha baat. A 0 ST s NA 
ff. Tall ayaalf to relax. A 0 ST s NA 
gg. Plan and organlza tha houaawork ao 
that aora can ba dona In laas tlaa. A 0 ST s NA 
hh. Overlep taaka at hoaa and do aora 
than ona thing at a tlaa. A 0 ST s NA 
11. Find waya to kaap people froa 
interrupting aa whan I aa trying to 
gat thlnga done. A 0 ST s NA 
33* Siaply refuae to taka on any new 
faaily activities. A 0 ST s NA 
kk. Siaply refuse to taka on any new 
personal activitiea (activities 
that do not involve faaily or work). A 0 ST s NA 
11. Keep llata of taaka that naed doing. A 0 ST s NA 
aa. Save tiae by Baking aura that araaa 
of ay hoaa ara organized and thlnga 
ara conveniently located. A 0 ST s NA 
nn. Save tlae at hoaa by increasing ay 
uaa of labor-eeving devices. A 0 ST s NA 
oo. Hire aoaaone to help in ay hoaa. A 0 ST s N& 
pp. Plan to purchaae or actually 
purchaaa labor-eaving appliancea 
(auch aa alcrowave oven, £rn*t-free 
refrigerator, etc.) A 0 ST s NA 
Eat out aora often. & 0 ST s NA 
rr. Increase av uaa of nurehaaad aervicea 
(auch aa child care, laundry or dry-
cleaning, ear or yard csre, etc,). A 0 ST s NA 
aa. Increaee ay uaa of purchaaed oooda 
(such ss frozen food a, sixes, 
permanent press clothing, ate.) A 0 ST s NA 
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s. Tha followln* 
and too lltt. 
eonearn raaetiona to having too auch to do 
3/ 
ALWAYS|OFTEN 
SOME­
TIMES SELDOM NEVER 
NOT 
APPLICABLE 
a. Daelda that I will paraanantly 
allainata aoaa of tha aetivltlaa 
that I hava baan porforalng at work. A 0 ST S M NA 
b. Gat othara at work to do aoaa of tha 
taaka I uaually parfora. A 0 ST S N NA 
e. Gat ay aaployar or auparviaor to 
raduca tha daaanda thay naka on aa. A 0 ST S N NA 
d. Find waya to eoablna work and faally 
aetivltlaa. A 0 ST S N NA 
a. Daelda which taaka and aetivltlaa at 
work ara aoat iaportant and do thoaa 
flrat. A 0 ST S N NA 
f. Vhan at work, concantrata ar full 
attantlon on ay work aetivltlaa 
inataad of things I naad to do at 
hoaa. 
A 0 ST S N NA 
Ignora aoaa of tba taaka I uaually 
do at work. A 0 ST S N NA 
h. Ovarlook or ralax atandarda for how 
wall I do eartaln things at work. A 0 ST S N NA 
i. Gat ay aaployar or auparviaor to 
dlaeuaa tha altuatlon and to tialp 
raaolva tha problaa. A 0 ST S N NA 
Do tha thlnga at work that X faal 
ara Iaportant rathar than aaating 
tha daaanda of othara. A 0 ST S N NA 
k. Davota aora tlaa and anargy ao that 
I can do avarything that la axpactad 
of aa. A 0 ST S M NA 
1. Kaap working until avarything is 
eoaplatad. A 0 ST S N NA 
a. Tall ayaalf that toaorrow will ba a 
battar day. A 0 ST S N NA 
n. Plan and organiza tha work ao that 
avarything can ba dona in laaa tlaa. A 0 ST S N NA 
o. laprova ay affleianey by working out 
battar and qulckar waya to do tninga. A 0 ST S N NA 
P« Urga ay aaployar to hira additional 
workara. A 0 ST s a NA 
q. Taka laaa tlaa for lunch. A 0 ST S N NA 
r. Go to work aarllar, or stay latar. A 0 ST S N NA 
a. Uaa ay lunch tlaa to no parsonal 
and faally arranda. A 0 ST S N NA 
t. Taka work boa*. A 0 ST S N NA 
u. Qrga ay aaployar to purehaaa labor-
saving aquipaant or davleaa. A 0 ST S N NA 
V. Conaldar quitting ay job. A 0 ST S N NA 
W. Raduca tha nuabar of hours I apand 
at work ao that I can hava aora tlaa 
to do othar thlnga. A 0 ST S N NA 
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TOUR ATTITUDES ABOUT ROLES 
7. Hot everyone {Ml* tha aaaa about nan, women, and work. The following givea yi 
opportunity to indleata bow you foal. There are no right or wrong anawara. P. 
circle tha letter that esrraaponda to your opinion. 
leeae 
STRONGLY STRONGLY 
AGREE AGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE 
a. A wife.ahould be abla to take a job which 
rcqulraa har to ba away iron bona overnight 
while har huaband takaa cara of tha children. 
b. Whan a child of working paranta ia ill. tha 
huaband or wlfa ahould ba willing to atay 
hoaa and cara for tha child. 
c. If tha wlfa aakaa aora aonay than har huaband, 
it ahould not upaat tha balanca of powar. 
d. A aarriad aan ahould ba willing to hava a 
aaallar family ao that hia wifa can work if 
aha wants to. 
a. As a mattar of principle, a aan and a woman 
living togathar ahould ahere equally in 
houaawork. 
f. Qualified woaen who aaek positions of 
authority ahould be given euch positions 
as equelly quelifled men. 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SD 
SD 
SD 
SD 
SD 
SD 
TOUR EBPLOYXEMT 
8. Pleaaa the letter that repreaentŝ tô our faellnga about your job. 
STRONGLY 
AGREE AGREE DISAGREE 
STRONGLY 
DISAGREE 
a. Except for poaaible ahort-tera in*.arruptiona 
I plan to ba aaployad until retirement age. SA A D SD 
b. I view my employment aa aora than a job; it 
ia e career that requires a greet deel of 
commitment on my pert. SA A D SD 
c. ly work providea me with opportunities for 
peraonal growth end developaent. SA A D SD 
d. My main intereet in ay employment ia to gat 
enough aonay to do tha other things tbet are 
iaportant. SA A D SD 
a. The aoat important things that happen to me 
involve ay work. SA A D SD 
f. Because of ay job, I feel better about ayaelf 
aa a person. SA A D SD 
YOUR HUSBAND 
9. Pl< taaa circle the letter thet represents your oplniona. 
STRONGLY 
AGREE AGREE DISAGREE 
STRONGLY 
DISAGREE 
a. Hy husband would aav that hia work providea 
hia with opportunitiee for pereonel growth 
and developaent. SA A D SD 
b. Hy huaband'a mala interest In his yob is to 
gst enough aonay to do the other thinga that 
era iaportant. SA A D SD 
APPENDIX G 
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TOOK FEELINGS ABOUT YOURSELF AMD YOUR LIFE 
6. The following givaa you the opportunity to express how you faal about yourself, your 
Ufa, and tha things that affact you. Thar* ara no right or wrong anawera. Please 
circle tha lattar that baat rapraaants your faallnga for aach of tha following. 
a. To a groat axtant ay Ufa 
la controllad by accldantal 
happaninga. 
b. I faal Ilka what happana in 
ay Ufa la aoatly datarainad 
by powerful paopla. 
e. Whan Z naka plana, Z aa alaoat 
eartain to aaka tbaa work. 
d. Oftan thara la no chanca of 
frotaetlng ay paraonal lntaraat roa bad luck happlnlnga. 
a. Whan I gat what Z want, it's 
usually bacauaa Z'n lucky. 
f. Z hava oftan found that what 
la going to happan will happan. 
g. Paopla Ilka syaalf hava vary 
little chanca of protacting 
our paraonal lntarasts whan 
thay conflict with thoaa of 
atrong praaaura groups. 
h. Whathar or not Z gat into • 
car accident la aoatly a natter 
of luck. 
1. It's not alwaya wlaa for aa 
to plan too far ahaad because 
aany thlnga turn out to M a 
•attar of good or bad fortuna. 
j. Catting what I want raqulraa 
plaaaing thoaa paopla abova aa. 
k. Whathar or not I gat to ba a 
laadar dapanda on whathar I'a 
lucky anough to ba in tha 
right placa at tha right tlaa. 
1. Z can pretty such dataraina 
what will happan in ay Ufa. 
a. I aa usually abla to protact 
ay paraonal intaraata. 
n. Whan I gat what Z want. It's 
usually bacauaa Z workad 
hard for it. 
o. My Ufa is datarainad by ay 
own actions. 
p. Whathar or not Z gat into a 
car accldant dapanda aoatly 
on tha othar driver. 
q. My Ufa la chlafly controllad 
by powarful othara. 
STRONGLY 
AGREE AGREE 
MILDLY 
AGREE 
MILDLY 
DZSAGREE DZSAGREE 
STRONGLY 
DISAGREE 
SA A MA MD D SO 
SA A MA MD D SD 
SA A MA MD D SD 
SA A MA MD D SD 
SA A MA MD D SD 
SA A MA MD D SD 
SA A MA MD D SD 
SA A MA MD D SD 
SA A MA MD D SD 
SA A MA MD D SD 
SA A MA MD D SD 
SA A HA MD D SD 
SA A MA MD D SD 
SA A MA MD D SD 
SA A MA MD D SD 
SA A MA MD D SD 
SA A MA MD D SD 
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TOUR SITUATION 
TIi* following Information on youraalf and your living aituation will halp ua 
coapila and study tha quaatlonnairaa. This information will ba kapt in atriet 
confidanca «nd will ba uaad only for work on tha atudy. Plaasa fill-in tha 
blanks and clrcla or chack (V) tha anawara that bast daacriba you. 
1. YOUR MARITAL STATUS: 
(clrcla ona lattar) 
a. navar aarriad 
b. first aarrlaga 
c. raaarriad 
d. sapsratad 
a. dlvoread 
f. widowad 
g. othar _______ 
2. TEARS MARRIED: 
3. TOUR ACE: 
S. HUSBAND'S EDUCATION: 
6. TOUR RACE: 
7. HONE OWNERSHIP: 
(chack ona) 
8. TYPE OF RESIDENCE: 
(chack on*) 
(pl< lndlcata) 
(yaara coaplatad) 
_pa. 
anting 
or 
_«partaant 
condoalniua 
Jiouaa 
_aobila hoaa 
othar 
4. YOUR EDUCATION: 9. TOTAL NUMBER OF ROOMS IN TOUR HOME: 
(not including hallways and antry halls) (yaara coaplatad) 
10. WHO LIVES WITH YOU? (Plaasa list by ralstlonshlp and sga) 
Ralatlonahlp &U 
Exaapla: 
Ralatlonahlp 
busbsnd A!5 
son a 
aothar-in-lsw 66 
naica 19 
friand 30 
11. BESIDES YOUR NAIN JOB AND YOUR FAMILY, DO YOU HAVE ANY OTHER REGULAR ACTIVITIES AWAY 
FROM HOME THAT YOU HAVE NOT INCLUDED? (For axaapla, part-tiaa joba, avanlng couraaa, 
spa aaabarshlps, ate.) IF SO, WHAT? ' 
TOTAL HOURS PER WEEK 
12. YOUR OCCUPATION: 
typist, Iswyar privata practlcs, aawlng aachlna oparator, ate.) 
13. YOUR HUSBAND'S OCCUPATION: 
(Ba as spacllie as posslbla. for axaapla, eonputar prograaaar, 
u ia - --- -
(For axaapla, aircraft aaenanic, high acnool taachar, ate.) 
14. PLEASE INDICATE YOUR OWN AND TOUR FAMILY'S ANNUAL INCOME BY PLACING THE 
APPROPRIATE LETTERS IN THE SPACES BELOW: 
YOUR ANNUAL INCOME: 
(placa lattar hara) 
a. Lass than •4.999 h. 20,000 24,999 
b. 3,000 6,999 1. 25,000 29,999 
c. 7,000 a,999 ) •  30,000 35,999 
d. 9,000 10,999 k. 36,000 39,999 
a. 11,000 12,999 1. 40,000 49,999 
f. 13,000 13,999 n. 50,000 39,000 
9- 16,000 19,999 n. Ovar 60,000 
TOTAL ANNUAL FAMILY INCOME: 
(placa lattar hara) 
This coaplatas tha quastionnairo. Plaaaa turn to tha back paga. 
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Table 1-1 
Career and Earner Wives' Tlae Allocations to Eaolovaent and 
Eaployaent-Related Activities on an Average Weekday 
Career wives Earner wives All Wives 
Tlae allocation No. X No. * No. X 
Less than 4 hours 2 2. 4 2 1. 4 4 1 .7 
4 hours - 5 hours 59 ainutes 5 5. 9 17 11. 3 22 9 .4 
6 hours - 7 hours 59 ainutes 9 10. 6 23 15. 3 32 13 .6 
8 hours - 8 hours 59 ainutes 24 28. 2 54 36. 0 78 33 .2 
9 hours - 9 hours 59 ainutes 18 21. 2 22 14. 7 40 17 .0 
10 or aore hours 18 21. 2 15 10.0 33 14.0 
Totals 76 89. 4 133 88. 7 209 88 .9 
Mean ainutes 508.0 469.0 483 .0 
Mean hours 8.5 7.8 8 .1 
Standard deviation 123.0 107.0 114 .0 
Coefficient of variation 14.0 9.0 8 .0 
Maxiaua (in ainutes) 810.0 720.0 810 .0 
(in hours) 13.5 12.0 13 .5 
Mote: Includes tiae allocations to eaployaent, eaployaent-related 
activities, and travel tiae to and froa work. 
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Table 1-2 
Career and Earner Wives' Tiae Allocatlona to Eaplovaent and 
Eaployaent-Related Activities on an Average Weekend Dav 
Tiae allocation 
Career wives 
No. X 
Earner 
No. 
wives 
X 
All 
No 
wives 
X 
None 29 34.1 87 58.0 116 49.4 
Leas than 1 hour 2 2.4 4 2.7 6 2.6 
1 hour - 1 hour 59 ainutes 7 8.2 5 3.3 12 5.1 
2 hours - 3 hours 59 ainutes 12 14.1 8 5.3 24 10.2 
4 hours - 7 hours 59 ainutea 13 15.3 12 8.0 25 10.6 
8 or aore hours -±i2 0 0.0 4 1.7 
Totals 67 78.8 120 80.0 187 79.6 
Mean ainutes 120.0 49 .0 75.0 
Mean hours 2.0 .8 1.3 
Standard deviation 150.0 99 .0 73.0 
Coefficient of variation 18.3 5 .4 5.4 
Maxiaua (in ainutes) 540.0 450 .0 540.0 
(in hours) 9.0 7 .5 9.0 
Mote: Includes tiae allocations to eaployaent, eaployaent-related 
activities, and travel tiae to and froa work. 
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Table 1-3 
Career and Earner Wives' Tlae Allocations to Household Production 
Activities on an Average Weekday 
Time allocation 
Career wives 
No. X 
Earner wives 
No. X 
All wives 
No. * 
Less than 2 hours 5 5.9 4 2.7 9 3.8 
2 hours - 2 hours 59 ainutes 9 10.6 9 6.0 18 7.7 
3 hours - 3 hours 59 ainutes S 9.4 8 5.3 16 6.8 
4 hours - 4 hours 49 ainutes 9 10.6 16 10.7 25 10.6 
5 hours - 5 hours 59 ainutes 9 10.6 9 6.0 18 7.7 
6 hours - 7 hours 59 ainutes S 9.4 16 10.7 24 10.2 
8 or atore hours _£ 7.1 16 10.7 22 9.4 
Totals 54 63.5 78 52.0 132 56.2 
Mean minutes 310.6 367.8 344.4 
Mean hours 5.2 6.1 5.7 
Standard deviation 227.7 231.3 230.7 
Coefficient of variation 31.0 26.2 20.1 
Maxiaua (in ainutes) 1467.0 1338.0 1467.0 
(in hours) 24.5 22.3 24.5 
Mote: Includes time spent in Heal planning, food preparation, kitchen 
cleanup, grocery shopping, housecleaning, car and yard care, home 
repairs, clothing care, bill paying and record keeping, and dis­
cussing and naking financial decisions. 
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Table 1-4 
Career and Earner Wives* Tlae Allocations to Household Production 
Activities on an Average Weekend Dav 
Career wives Earner wives All wives 
Tlae allocation No. * No. x No. X 
Leaa than 6 houra 8 10.6 11 7.3 19 8.1 
6 houra - 9 houra 59 ainutea 8 10.6 18 12.0 26 11.1 
10 houra - 13 houra 59 ainutea 13 15.3 15 10.0 28 11.9 
14 or more houra 15 17.6 15 10.0 30 12.8 
Totals 44 51.8 59 39.3 103 43.8 
Mean Minutes 
Mean hours 
Standard deviation 
Coefficient of variation 
Maximum (in ninutea) 
(in hours) 
718.6 
12.0 
383.0 
57.8 
1950.0 
32.5 
625.2 
10.4 
331.7 
43.2 
1855.0 
30.9 
665.1 
11.1  
355.8 
35.1 
1950.0 
32.5 
Note: Includes tlae spent in aeal planning, food preparation, kitchen 
cleanup, grocery shopping, houaecleaning, car and yard care, hoae 
repaira, clothing care, bill paying and record keeping, and dis­
cussing and making financial deciaiona. 
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Table 1-5 
Career end Earner Wives' Tiae Allocations to Child-Related Activities 
on an Averaae Weekday 
Career wives Earner wives All wives 
Tiae allocation No. X No. X No. X 
None 4 4.7 9 6.0 13 5.5 
Leas than 2 hours 5 5.9 15 10.0 20 8.5 
2 hours - 3 hours 59 ainutes 6 7.1 9 6.0 15 6.4 
4 hours - 5 hours 59 ainutes 5 5.9 12 8.0 17 7.2 
6 hours - 7 hours 59 ainutes 3 3.5 3 2.0 6 2.6 
8 or aore hours _5 5.9 _§ 4.0 11 4.7 
Totals 28 32.9 54 36.0 82 34.9 
Mean ainutes 297.1 205.1 236.5 
Mean hours 5.0 3.4 3.9 
Standard deviation 336.4 217.0 265.5 
Coefficient of variation 63.6 29.5 29.3 
Maxiaua (in ainutes) 1320.0 990.0 1320.0 
(in hours) 22.0 16.5 22.0 
Mote; Includes tiae apent in caring for children, teaching akilla to 
children, transporting, and playing with children. 
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Table 1-6 
Career and Earner Wives' Tine Allocatlona to Child-Related Activities 
on an Average Weekend Dav 
Career wives Earner wives All wives 
Tiae allocation No. X No, • X No X 
None 1 1.2 6 4.0 7 3.0 
Leu then 4 hours 6 7.1 12 8.0 18 7.7 
4 hours - 7 hours 59 ainutes 4 4.7 2 1.3 6 2.6 
8 hours - 11 hours 59 ainutes 3 3.5 4 2.7 7 3.0 
12 or more hours _a 9.4 20 13.3 28 11.9 
Totals 22 25.9 44 29.3 66 28.1 
Mean ainutes 590 .5 633 .9 619.4 
Mean hours 9 .8 10 .6 10.3 
Standard deviation 490 .0 532 .4 515.2 
Coefficient of variation 104 .4 80 .3 63.5 
Maxiaua (in ainutes) 1440 .0 1749 .0 1749.0 
(in hours) 24 .0 29 .2 29.2 
Note: Includes tine spent in caring for children, teaching skills to 
children, transporting, and playing with children. 
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Table 1-7 
Career and Earner Wives' Tine Allocationa to Peraonal Maintenance 
Activities on an Average Weekday 
Tiae allocation 
Career wives 
No. x 
Earner wives 
No. X 
All wives 
No. X 
Less than 7 hours 2 2.4 12 8.0 14 6.0 
7 hours - 7 hours 59 minutes 10 11.8 15 10.0 25 10.6 
8 hours - 8 hours 59 minutes 16 18.9 20 13.3 36 15.3 
9 hours - 9 hours 59 minutes 19 22.4 29 19.3 48 20.4 
10 hours - 10 hours 59 minutes 14 16.5 19 12.7 33 14.0 
11 hours - 11 hours 59 minutes 6 7.1 11 7.3 17 7.2 
12 hours or more _4 4.7 6 4.0 10 4.3 
Totals 71 83.5 112 74.7 183 77.9 
Mean minutes 551.8 539.1 544.0 
Mean hours 9.2 9.0 9.1 
Standard deviation 86.5 122.6 109.9 
Coefficient of variation 10.3 11.6 8.1 
Maximum (in minutes; 720.0 1140.0 1140.0 
(in hours) 12.0 19.0 19.0 
Note; Includes time r̂ ent in sleeping, eating, and care of self 
(e.g., resting, grooming, dressing, etc.). 
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Table I-fl 
Career and Earner Wives* Tiae Allocations to Personal Maintenance 
Activities on an Average Weekend Dav 
Career wives Earner wives All wives 
Tiae allocation No. No. No. 
Less than 7 hours 5 5.9 2 1.3 7 3.0 
7 hours - 7 hours 59 ainutes 6 7.1 13 8.7 19 8.1 
8 hours - 8 hours 59 ainutes 5 5.9 16 10.7 21 8.9 
9 hours - 9 hours 59 ainutes 12 14.1 25 16.7 37 15.8 
10 hours -- 10 hours 59 ainutes 15 17.7 22 14.7 37 15.8 
11 hours • - 11 hours 59 ainutes 13 15.3 12 8.0 25 10.6 
12 hours or aore 12 14.1 16 10.7 28 11.9 
Totals 68 80.0 106 70.7 174 74.0 
Mean ainutes 
Mean hours 
Standard deviation 
Coefficient of variation 
Maximum (in minutes) 
(in hours) 
596.3 
9.9 
110.8 
13.4 
810.0 
13.5 
585.6 
9.8 
122.2 
11.9 
1140.0 
19.0 
589.7 
9.8 
117.6 
8.9 
1140.0 
19.0 
Note: Includes tiae spent in sleeping, eating, and care of self 
(e.g., resting, grooalng, dressing, etc.). 
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Table 1-9 
Career and Earner Wives' Tlae Allocations to Lelaure. Recreation, 
and Social Activities on an Average Weekday 
Career wives Earner wives All wives 
Tiae allocation No. X No. X No. ft 
None 
Less than 1 hour 
1 hour - 1 hour 59 ainutes 
2 hours - 2 hours S'.v minutes 
3 hours - 3 hours 59 ainutes 
4 hours - 4 hours 59 ainutes 
5 or more hours 
Totals 
Mean ainutes 
Mean hours 
Standard deviation 
Coefficient of variation 
Maximum (in ainutes) 
(in hours) 
Note: Includes tiae spent in leisure and recreation, volunteer 
activities, and keeping in touch with friends and relatives. 
4 4.7 5 3.3 9 3.a 
16 18.8 12 8.0 28 11.9 
17 20.0 14 9.3 31 13.2 
8 9.4 16 10.7 24 10.2 
8 9.4 9 6.0 17 7.2 
2 2.4 7 4.7 9 3.8 
_2 2.4 10 6.7 12 5.1 
57 67.1 73 48.7 130 55.3 
108.9 
1.8 
101.3 
13.4 
630.0 
10.5 
160.0 
2.7 
143.0 
16.7 
696.0 
11.6 
137.6 
2.3 
128.5 
11.3 
696.0 
11.6 
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Table 1-10 
Career and Earner Wives' Tiae Allocations to Leiaura. Recreation, 
and Social Activltiea on an Average Weekend Dav 
Career wives Earner wives All wives 
Tiae allocation No X No • X No X 
None 0 0.0 4 2. 7 4 1.7 
Leas than 2 houra 10 11.8 10 6. 7 20 8.5 
2 hour - 3 houra 59 ainutea 14 16.5 15 10. 0 29 12.3 
4 houra - 5 houra 59 ainutea 13 15.3 26 17. 3 39 16.6 
6 houra - 7 houra 59 ainutea 7 8.2 11 7. 3 18 7.7 
8 houra - 9 houra 59 ainutea 4 4.7 4 2. 7 8 3.4 
10 or aore houra _3 3.5 _6 4. 0 9 3.8 
Totala 51 60.0 76 50. 7 127 54.0 
Mean ainutea 281.4 293 .1 288.4 
Mean houra 4.7 4 .9 4.8 
Standard deviation 195.6 221 .6 210.8 
Coefficient of variation 27.4 25 .4 18.7 
Maximum (in ainutea) 1020.0 1320 .0 1320.0 
(in houra) 17.0 22 .0 
.... 
22.0 
Mote: Includes tiae spent in leisure and recreation, volunteer 
activities, and keeping in touch with friends and relatives. 
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Table J-l 
Career and Earner Wives' Reports of Husbanda' Tiae Alloeatlona to 
Eaplovaent and Eaplovaent-Related Aetlvitlea on an Average Weekday 
Career wives' Earnmr wives' All 
husbands husbands husbands 
Tine allocation No. X No. * No. X 
Less than 6 hours 10 11.8 6 4.0 16 6.8 
6 hours - 7 houra 59 ainutes 4 4.7 6 4.0 10 4.3 
8 hours - 8 hours 59 ainutes 21 24.7 38 25.3 59 25.1 
9 hours - 9 hours 59 ainutes 10 11.8 20 13.3 30 12.8 
10 hours - 10 hours 59 ainutes 13 15.3 25 16.7 38 14.9 
11 hours - 11 hours 59 ainutes 2 2.4 6 4.0 8 3.4 
12 or aore hours _4 4.7 16 10.7 20 8.5 
Totals 64 75.3 117 78.0 181 77.2 
Mean ainutes 486 .9 540.9 521.8 
Mean hours 8 .1 9.1 8.7 
Standard deviation 175 .0 137.0 153.2 
Coefficient of variation 21 .9 3.4 11.4 
Maxiaua (in ainutes) 840 .0 840.0 840.0 
(in hours) 14 .0 14.0 14.0 
Mote; Includes tiae apent in eaployaent, eaployaent-related activities, 
and travel tiae to and froa work. 
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Table J-2 
Career and Earner Wives' Reports of Huabanda' Tiae Allocatlona 
Eaplovaent and Eaployaent-Related Activities on an Average 
Weekend Dav 
Career wives' Earner wives' All 
husbands husbands husbands 
Tiae allocation No. * No. X No. X 
None 26 30. 6 44 29. 3 70 29.8 
Leas than 2 houra 3 3. 5 16 10. 7 19 8.1 
2 houra - 3 hours 59 ainutes 12 14. 1 17 11. 3 29 12.3 
4 houra - 7 houra 59 ainutes 11 12. 9 13 8. 7 24 10.2 
8 or more houra _4 _4. 7 10 6. 7 14 6.0 
Totals 56 65. 9 100 66. 7 156 66.4 
Mean ainutes 136.6 128.5 131.4 
Mean houra 2.3 2.1 2.2 
Standard deviation 181.8 176.8 178.0 
Coefficient of variation 24.3 17.7 14.3 
Maxlaua (in ainutes) 840.0 640.0 840.0 
(in hours) 14.0 10.7 14.0 
Note: Includes tiae spent In eaployaent, eaployaent-related activities, 
and travel tlse to and froa work. 
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Table J-3 
Career and Earner Wives' Reports of Husbands' Tiae Allocatlona to 
Household Production Activities on an Average Weekday 
Career wives' Earner wives' 
husbands husbands 
All 
husbands 
Tiae allocation No. X No. X No. X 
None 3 3.5 7 4.7 10 4.3 
Leas than 1 hour 16 18.8 18 12.0 34 14.5 
1 hour - : 1 hour 59 ainutes 11 12.9 21 14.0 32 13.6 
2 hours - 2 hours 59 ainutes 6 7.1 10 6.7 16 6.8 
3 hours - 3 hours 59 ainutes 3 3.5 8 5.3 11 4.7 
4 hours - 4 hours 59 ainutes 3 3.5 6 4.0 9 3.8 
5 or more hours _5 5.9 11 8.7 18 7.7 
Totals 47 55.3 81 54.0 28 54.5 
Mean minutes 
Standard deviation 
Coefficient of variation 
Maxiaua (in ainutes) 
(in hours) 
117.8 
124.2 
18.1 
540.0 
9.0 
157.4 
174.5 
19.4 
780.0 
13.0 
142.9 
158.5 
14.0 
780.0 
13.0 
Note: Includes tine spent in aeal preparation, kitchen cleanup, grocery 
shopping, housecleaning, car and yard care, hoae repairs, washing 
and Ironing, bill paying and record keeping, and discussing and 
making financial decisions. 
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Table J-4 
Career and Earner Wives' Reports of Husbands* Tlae Allocations to 
Houaehold Production Activities on an Average Weekend Dav 
Career wives' Earner wives' All 
husbands husbands husbands 
Time allocation No. X No. X No. X 
None 3 3.5 4 2.7 7 3.0 
Less than 2 hours 8 9.4 13 8.7 21 8.9 
2 hours - 3 hours 59 minutes 12 14.1 18 12.0 30 12.8 
4 hours - 5 hours 59 ainutes 8 9.4 12 8.0 20 8.5 
6 hours - 7 hours 59 ainutes 6 7.1 11 7.3 17 7.2 
8 or more hours _a 9.4 16 10.7 24 10.2 
Totals 45 52.9 74 49.3 119 50.6 
ttean ainutes 287.1 289 .8 288 .8 
Standard deviation 253.1 215 .1 229 .2 
Coefficient of variation 37.7 25 .0 21 .0 
Maxiaua (in ainutes) 1080.0 840 .0 1080 .0 
(in hours) 18.0 14 .0 18 .0 
Note: Includes tiae spent in aeal preparation, kitchen cleanup, grocery 
shopping, housecleaning, car and yard care, hone repairs, washing 
and ironing, bill paying and record keeping, and discussing and 
making financial decisions. 
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Table J-5 
Career and Earner Wives' Reports of Husbands' Tl»e Allocation to 
Child-Related Activities on an Average Weekday 
Career wives' Earner wives' All 
husbands husbands husbands 
Tlae allocation No. * No. X No. X 
None 6 7.1 12 8.0 18 7.7 
Less than 1 hour 6 7.1 12 8.0 18 7.7 
1 hour - 1 hour 59 Minutes 4 4.7 5 3.3 9 3.8 
2 hours - 3 hours 59 Minutes 6 7.1 5 3.3 11 4.7 
4 or sore hours _2 2.4 11 7.3 12 5.1 
Totals 24 28.2 45 30.0 69 29.4 
Mean Minutes 89.7 126.5 113.7 
Standard Deviation £14.9 163.5 156.7 
Coefficient of Variation 17.3 27.4 18.9 
Maxiaus (in Minutes) 240.0 930.0 930.0 
<in Hours) 4.0 15.5 15.5 
Note: Includes tine spent caring for children, teaching skills to 
children, transporting, and playing with children. 
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Table J-6 
Career and Earner Wives' Reports of Husbands' Tin Allocations to 
Child-Related Activities on an Average Weekend Day 
Tiae allocation 
Career wives' 
husbands 
Earner wives' 
husbands 
All 
husbands 
No. « No. X No. X 
None 7 8.2 14 9.3 21 8.9 
Less than 2 hours 7 8.2 10 a.7 17 7.2 
2 hour - 3 hours 59 minutes 5 5.9 5 3.3 10 4.3 
4 hours - 7 hours 59 slnutes 5 5.9 8 5.3 13 5.5 
8 or sore hours _3 3.5 10 6.7 13 5.5 
Totals 27 31.8 47 31.3 74 31.5 
Mean minutes 172 .6 245.2 218.7 
Standard deviation 197 .8 311 .9 276.6 
Coefficient of variation 38 .1 45 .5 32.2 
Maxiaua (in ainutes) 720 .0 1170 .0 1170.0 
(in hours) 12 .0 19 .5 19.5 
Note: Includes time spent caring for children, teaching skills to 
children transporting, and playing with children. 
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Table J-7 
Career and Earner WIVM' Reports of Huabanda* Tlae Allocatlona to 
Paraonal Maintenance Actlvltlea on an Average Weekday 
Caraar wivaa' Earnar wives' All 
huabanda huabanda huabanda 
Tiae allocation No. X No. X No. X 
Leas than 7 hours 0 0.0 10 6. 7 10 4.3 
7 hours - 7 hours 59 ainutes 8 9.4 7 4. 7 15 6.4 
8 hours - 8 hours 59 ainutes 13 15.3 15 10. 0 28 11.9 
9 hours - 9 hours 59 ainutes 12 14.1 24 16. 0 36 15.3 
10 hours - 10 hours 59 ainutes 12 14.1 13 8. 7 25 10.6 
11 hours - 11 houra 59 ainutea 7 8.2 10 6. 7 17 7.2 
12 or aore houra _6 7.1 14 9. 3 20 8.5 
Totals 58 68.2 117 78. 0 151 64.3 
Mean ainutea 570.2 574.2 572.7 
Mean houra 9.5 9.6 9.6 
Standard deviation 96.5 129.9 117.8 
Coefficient of variation 12.7 13.5 9.6 
Maxiaua (in ainutea) 840.0 1020.0 1020.0 
(in hours) 14.0 17.0 17.0 
Not®: Includea tiaa apent in sleeping, eating, and aalf care 
(dreaalng, grooving, reating, etc.). 
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Table J-8 
Career and Earner WIVM' Reports of Husbands' Tl»A Allocations to 
Personal Maintenance Activities on an Average Weekend Dav 
Career wives' Earner wives' 
husbands husbands 
All 
husbands 
Tiae allocation No. X No. X No. X 
Less than 7 hours 0 0.0 4 2.7 4 1.7 
7 hours - 7 hours 59 ainutes 6 7.1 7 4.7 13 5.5 
8 hours - 8 hours 59 ainutes 6 7.1 13 8.7 19 8.1 
9 hours - 9 hours 59 ainutes 12 14.1 10 6.7 22 9.4 
10 hours • - 10 hours 59 ainutes 14 16.5 19 12.7 33 14.0 
11 hours -  11 hours 59 ainutes 8 9.4 20 13.3 28 11.9 
12 or aore hours 12 11.8 16 10.7 26 11.1 
Totals 56 65.9 89 59.3 145 61.7 
M*»«n minutes 
Mean hours 
Standard deviation 
Coefficient of variation 
Maxiaus (in ainutea) 
(in hours) 
616.3 
10.3 
129.6 
17.3 
960.0 
16.0 
616.6 
10.3 
147.3 
15.6 
1140.0 
19.0 
616.5 
10.3 
140.2 
11.6 
1140.0 
19.0 
Mote: Includes tiae spent in sleeping, eating, and self care 
(dressoag, grooaing, resting, etc.). 
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Table J-9 
Career and Earner Wives' Reports of Husbands' Tl»t Allocations to 
Leisure. Recreation, and Social Activities on an Average Weekday 
Career wives' Earner wives' All 
husbands husbands husbands 
Tiae allocation No. X No. X No. X 
None 3 3.5 9 6.0 12 5.1 
Less than 1 hour 4 4.7 8 5.3 12 5.1 
1 hour - 1 hour 59 ainutes 7 8.2 15 10.0 22 9.4 
2 hours - 2 hours 59 ainutes 13 15.3 20 13.3 33 14.0 
3 hours - 3 hours 59 ainutes 8 9.4 6 4.0 14 6.0 
4 hours - 4 hours 59 ainutes 6 7.1 9 6.0 15 6.4 
5 hours or aore 10 11.8 _7 4.7 17 7.2 
Totals 51 60.0 74 49.3 125 53.2 
Mean ainutes 210 .8 141.1 169.5 
Mean hours 3 .5 2.4 2.8 
Standard deviation 179 .9 118.2 149.9 
Coefficient of variation 25 .2 13.7 13.4 
Maxiaua (in ainutes) 744 .0 660.0 744.0 
<in hours) 12 .4 11.0 12.4 
Mote: Includes tiae spent in leisure and recreation, volunteer 
activities, and keeping in touch with friends and relatives. 
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Table J-10 
Career and Earner Wives' Reports of Husbands' Tl»e Allocations to 
Leisure. Recreation, and Social Activities on an Average Weekend Dav 
Career wives' Earner wives' All 
husbands huabands husbands 
Tiae allocation No. X No. X No. X 
None 0 0.0 4 2.7 4 1. 7 
Less than 2 hours 3 3.5 6 4.0 9 3. a 
2 hours - 3 hours 59 •inutes 14 16.5 15 10.0 29 12. 3 
4 hours - 5 hours 59 •inutes 10 11.8 20 13.3 30 12. 8 
6 hours - 7 hours 59 •inutes 6 7.1 7 4.7 13 5. 5 
8 hours - 9 hours 59 •inutes 8 9.4 11 7.3 19 8. 1 
10 or more hours 12 14.1 11 7.3 23 9. 8 
Totals 53 62.4 74 49.3 127 54. 0 
Mean minutes 390 .6 340 .4 361.4 
Mean hours 6 .5 5 .7 6.0 
Standard deviation 226 .0 212 .9 219.0 
Coefficient of variation 31 .0 24 .8 19.4 
Naxiaua (in •inutes) 900 .0 900 .0 900.0 
(in hours) 15 .0 15 .0 15.0 
Mote; Includes tiae spent in leisure and recreation, volunteer 
activities, ana keeping in touch with friends and relatives. 
